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STJMMARY

T]LTRAVIOLET ATIRORA A}ID AIRGLO!ü

The Thesís presents the results of a program of invesËígatíons, based

on rocket born erçerimenËs, ínto the characteristics of uLtravíolet

radiation in the upper aÈmosphere and the inËeraction of the radiation with

atmospheric constÍËuents.

Atonic hydrogen in the vfcinity of the Earth scatters a parÈ of the

strong soLar Lynnna flux into the night-tíme atmosphere to forro the major

component of the observed night-sky radiation i-n the vacuum ultravÍolet.

This alrgLow radiation is transported through nany opËical thicknesses

fn hydrogen before being absorbed by molecular oxygen. One part of this

work was a study of the transport and absorpLion of the radÍation bel-ow

120 kn.

I,lhen fhures of energetÍc proËons or electrons are precÍpiËated ínto

the atmosphere, some of theír energy appears as auroral radiaËion. Predictions

had been rnade Èhat a large portion of the euissíon would be in the

ul-Ëraviolet region, and a program of measurements r^¡as undertaken to study

the auroral ultraviol-et radiatíon and íts relaËionship to other auroral

parameters.

Tr¿o seríes of rocket payloads r^rere instrr¡,mented to make photometric

studLes of the ultraviolet aurora and aírglow. Ionizat,ion chambers úIere

used as the prinary detectors in each payload, whÍle radiation in assocíaËed

wavelengËh ba¡rds was monltored by photonultipl-Íer systems. A descríptlon

ls gíven of several- different types of ionízatÍon chambers whích ¡,rere

developed for trse, both wíth and rvithout gas multipl-ication, Ín these



measurements which covered the altítude range beÈween 70 and135 k¡1.

The auroral experíment payloads measured two dominant vÍsible
emissions for comparíson with the ultravÍoLeÈ íntensíties, urhile

assocíate measurements hrere nade by other experímenËers. Ultravi-olet

radfatlon Ín the 105 nn to 135 hm range was detected in an actÍve aurora

against Ëhe dÍffuse backgrourrd c.¡f the geocoronal Lymano airgLow. On the

occasíon reported, no aurorally assocíated Lynano radÍation was detected,

and the activity appeared to be dourlnanËly el-ectron-excited.

Most of the radiatíon Ín excess of the airglow background was dÍffuse,

but sone discreet source regÍons, not all of them coincident wÍth vÍsible

auroral forms, were observed. Calculations of Èhe totsl ultravlolet and

lnvisible energy Ín the observed auroral- foms indicated that, ultraviolet

radÍaÈi-on fluxes do not transport as much of the ínput particle energy

as had been suggested by some earlier predictíons.

Measurements hrere made of the altitude and directional dependence

of night-sky Lymana airgl-ow intensities, and the dístributÍons observed

with narrow field instruments have been found to be consístent wÍth a

sinpl-e nodel of the aÍrglow specËrum and its absorption below 120 kn.

The measured absorptÍon characteristics were used to relate the

atmospherÍc densities of atomic hydrogen and molecular oxygen, and to

deríve density profiles of molecular oxygen. rË is suggested that

instruments of more specíaLízed design, based on this explorat,ory work,

shou'ld lead to improved measrlremenÈs of these tÌro atmospheric constÍtuents.



The shape of the density profile of hydrogen ln particuLar ls of consíderable

fnËerest because of the high loss-rate whích has been predicted by photo-

chenical nodels fn the lower part of the measurenent range, and the

consequent sensÍtlvity of the profile to dÍffusion effects.

The ínstruments used for the airglow observations rrere also used

to measure the fl-ux of L¡rmana radiatlon from the moon. The derived value

of lunar albedo at Lynanc has sho!'rn that the previously report,ed rapíd

declfne of the lunar surface reflectjcvity Ëhrough Lhe mid-ul-travioleË

regíon does not continue through the vacuum ultraviol-et part of the

spectrum.

Some suggestions are mede for continuatÍon a¡rd extension of the

program outlíned 1n thÍs Thesis.
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CHAPTER 1 T]LTRAVIOLET RADIATION IN TT1E ATMOSPHERE

1.1 IntroductÍon

A najor facet of the importance of Èhe Earth.ts atmosphere is its

funcÈion as an energy exchange and interactÍon region. The sun ís the

major energy source for terresËrial processes, with Èhe energy being

transported by radiaËion and energetic particle fluxes. A part is able

to reach the Earthts surface directly, while the remainder Ínteracts

wiËh the aÈmosphere. From the atnosphere, this energy is either

returned to space or reaches Ëhe Earthts surface, mosÈly Ín a modified

form. UltravioleË radiation forms a large part of this interactive

energy. This rrrork deals maínly with the vacuum ultraviolet range of

wavelengths between 100 nm and 200 nrn.

Outside of the visible region, the apparent solar specÈrum at the

Earthrs surface deviates from the black body distribution at both

longer and shorter wavelengËhs; most of the depleËion is due to

absorption by constiÈuent gases of the atmosphere. Although the

atmosphere is a mixture of many gases, there are wavelength regions

Ín which the absorption Ís knor'rn to be due almost entirely to one or

tIùo consËituents. In the near Ínfrared, the absorption bands of water

vapour and carbon dioxide are ñost prominent; in the níddle ultraviolet

(200 - 300 nrn) absorpËion by ozone is doninanË; in the vacurm ultravioleÈ

regÍon (100 - 200 nn) the only major constÍtuent which absorbs strongly

is molecular oxygen. The SchunanrrRunge díssociation conÈinuum of

oxygen exteuds from near 130 nm to near 180 nm, and the oxygen absorption
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coefficíent has pronounced structure both above and below this regíon.

Nitric oxide photoionizaiuíorr at wavelengths shorÈer than 135 nm is

important as a source of electrons in the atmosphere buË contribuËes

little to the total absorpÈion because of the relatively Iow

concentration of nitric oxide. Radiation r^rith wavelengËhs less than

100 nm is capable of ionizíng níËrogen and is therefore absorbed higher

ín the atmosphere than ís the vacuum ultravíol.et radiation whÍch ís

the prímary interest ín thís v¡ork. The specificiÇy of absorpÈion at

certaln ntavelengths permíts the determination of Èhe densities of

fndividual absorbing species. The applicaÈÍon of thís technique is

discussed in ChaPEer 6.

Vacur:n ultraviolet radiation reaching the aÈmosphere inject€ energy

at altitudes above 70 kn. Figure 1 indícaÈes the t"or" of heighËs

involved, and the dominant absorbers. The height at whÍch the incident

vertÍcal fh¡x is attenuated by the factor "e" ís shovm as a function

of wavelength. Vacuum ultraviolet radiation' as a najor source of

energy for upper aÈmospheric processes, produces ionization, dissociaÈion

and'excited atomic and molecular specíes. A kno¡¿l-edge of the intensities

of this radiation, and of the nanner of iÈs interaction is ÍmporÈant

to an understandÍng of atnospheric processes and energy balances'

The fluxes of energetic parËicles which reach the earth from the sun

Ínteract sËrongly with the atmosphere above heights of 100 lm. Some

of the energy which these partícles deposit in the atmosphere appears

as ultraviolet radiation. The partítÍon of the energy of incÍdent
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particles depends on the nature of the primary parËicles, and the

question of the relatÍonship between Ëhese and resulËanË ultravioleË

energy, and the tTansporÈ of that energy, was the basis of the work

undertaken in the parÈ of this work concerned with auroras.

Absorption of Radiation ín the Atrnosphere

The lower linit of wavelengËhs accessible to ground-level observations

ís near 290 nm. For vacuum ultraviolet measurennents, detectors must

be taken to heíghts above Ëhose Índicated in Figure 1.1 so that

absorption, Íf not neglígible, can at least be corrected for with

acceptable accuracy.

The absorbing properti-es of the atmosphere, whÍle complÍcating

measurements of íncident, inËensitíes, do provide a means of studying

the atmosphere i-tself. Much informaËÍon can be obtained by detailed

study of Èhe absorption characteristics. Radiation at any wavelengËh

inci-dent on a pure absorbing atnosphere is attenuated in a manner

descrlbed by

I(h) = Is exp {-oN} lfa)

where Ig is the inÈensíty incídent on the atmosphere

I(h) is the intensitY at height h

o 1s the absorptÍoÊ cross sectÍon of the atoms or

molecules aË the particular wavelength

N is the Èotal column density of absorbers above

height h, along the path of the radiatíon

At any one wavelengËh, o can be regarded as a constant characterístic
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of one species if that species dominates the absorptíon. If not,

at each heÍght there is a combined effective absorber density and

cross-section which can be used to calculaËe an effective cross-secLion.

The expressions above are all functions also of wavelength.

The total coluum density, N(h), is found from the 1oca1 number

density, n(h), by integraÈion along the radiation path. For radiatíon

i.ncident on a planar atmosphere at an angle X from the vertical, the

integral becomes
(-

N(h) = I o(h') sec X dht (vertical integration) (1b)
)¡

Thus, fron (1a) aild'(1b)
f

r(h) = 19 exp {-o I n(h') 'sec x dkrr} (1c)
)¡

TakÍng logaríthms and differentíating from ( lc) gfves

d ln I(h) = n(h) o sec x (1d)
õ

or, n(h) = Sgry. d ln I(h) (1è)
odh

Relatlonships derÍved in this manner enable heíght profiles of absorbing

atmospheric species Èo be deduced fron absorption profiles (ChaPters

6, 7, 8). They also enable corrections Èo be made to measuremenÈs made

at altiËudes where absorption cannot be Í-gnored.

The relaËionship ( fe ) refers on1-y to pure absorption in a planar

medir:m. Consideration of the effects of the curvature of the surface

of the Earth, and of resonalìce absorption 1s given in later sections,

(Chapters 6, 8).
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1.3 Solar Radiation

In addition to the absorption bands mentíoned above, the solar

spectrum tras other non-black-body feaËures. At wavelengËhs longer than

160 nn Fraunhoffer absorption lines are found, while at shorter wavelengths

emissíon lines of the elernents are prominent. Between 120 run and 160 nmt

by far the most intense l-ine in the solar sPectrtrm is the Lymancr

resonance line of atomic hydrogen. The incident flux of solar Lyltano

radiation has been measured many times. ModeraÈely large Èemporal

variations have sometimes been Índicated (Prag and Morse, L970; Meier,

Lg6g), and the mean flux is neat !',.5 x 10-'3 watts m-2.

The solar Ly¡,ânc líne has a complex profile due to absorption by

solar, interplanetary and terrestrÍal aËmospheric gases. The shapet

as well as the total energy flux of the line ís known to ehange wiËh

tíme. Thewidth of the line is almost 0.1 nm¡includíng two wings with

a complex absorption core (Purcell and Tousey, L96O; Bruner and Parkert

1969i Figure 6.1).

The wavelength of Lymanc radiation coincides rviËh a deep ninimun in

the molecul-ar oxygen absorpLion cross-secËion of near 1 x 10-24m2

@awa and Yamawaki, 1965). This means ÈhaË mosÈ of the energy in this

transmission windor¿ around the wavelengtlì of Lymanc Peoetrates to well

below 100 kn, Íonizing niÈric oxide to form at least a major comPonent

of the. D-Region. DeËail-s of the line profile of the solar Lymano' flux

are important because of the resonant scattering of Èhe core radiaËion

by terrestrial hydrogen. The scatËered radiaËion forms the strongest
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component of ihe ûÍghË airglow ln the vacuum ultravíolet regÍon

(Morton, 1962). The contributions to the night sky ultravioleL

radiation are discussed ín Section 6.4.

1.4 Other Radiation Sources

Duríng 1ocal night-time, when the atmosphere ís shielded from Ëhe

dominatÍng direct solar radiaËion, other ultravíolet sources uay be

detected. The reflection of solar radiation by the moon has been

measured in the nlddle ulÈraviolet above 200 nn (Carver et a1., 7966;

Lebedinsky et al., f96B). The observed spectral character of rnoonlight

is símilar to that of sunlight, buÈ ís modÍfied by the lou'er effective

reflectivÍ-ty iowards the short wavelength end of the measured specEra.

The moonfs radiation therefore affects the aÈmosphere in much the sa¡ne

way that sunlight does, and in any wavelength band the altítude profiles

of absorption of solar and lunar radiation are si.mílar. Because of the

low flux levels, the measurement of the lunar reflectÍvity at wavelengths

shorter than 200 nm is diffÍculË.

The strengËh of the solar Lymanc emÍssj-on makes feasible a determinaËion

of the l-unar flux at this wavelength aÈ least. Two of the

experfmental payloads described (in Chapters 7 and 8) were designed

wfth the'intention that (given suitable vehicle orientaËÍon near the

apogee of the fllghts ) the Ínstruments would be abLe to measure the

lunar flu:i at Lynanc.

At wavelengths other than Lymano,, stellar radiatfon has been observed

, from many discreeË sources (Smith, L967). DetectÍon of distant sources
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at Ly'mann 1s complicated by resonance scattering Ín interstellar

hyémgen and by Ëhe presence of strong airglow emissions from the

geocorona surrounding the Earth.

Radiatíve emíssions by aËmospheric constituents are excited by

one of four nechanisms:-

1. Resonance absorpÈion of radiatÍon from an external source

(doninated by the sun).

2. Impact of energetic part,icles, notably Protons and electrons.

3. Decay of metasÈable sËates in atoms arrd molecules exciÈed

during a previous period of solar il-lumiaati-on.

4. ReconbinatÍon of electrons with ions formed during solar

lIluminaËion.

The dominant airglow feaÈure in the vacuum ultraviolet regíon arises

from the resonance scattering of the large flux of solar L¡rmano

radiatlon by atomic hydrogen, mainly in the vicinity of Èhe EarÈh- A

study of the Lymancl airglow forrued the basis of the work reporËed in

Chapters 6, 7 and 8.

The mechanism 2 constítutes, by one definitj-on, an aurora. The aurora

in its most conmon forms is nornally confined to near-polar regions'

Auroras can be very variable in tíme and space' and involve large

energy flux densÍtÍes. Auroral emissíons rrere the subject of part of

this work and are dÍscussed separately from airglow in Chapters 3, 4

and 5.

Mechanisrns 3 and 4 do not appear to contribute significanËly to
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alrglow emissions Ín the vacuum ultraviolet where photon energies are

in excess of 5 elecÈron volts.

1.5 Resonance RadiaÈion

The discussion of atmospheric,absorption Ín 1.2 concerned only

pure absorption, in which each absorbe.d photon is permanently lost

to the radiation field at the original photon wavelength. The absorbed

energy may then appear as fluorescent radiation aË a longer wavelength,

or fl¡ay be dissipated non-radiatÍvely. Radiation which, after being

absorbed by a group of atoms, is later re-emitted at the inítial

wavelengEh, is known as resonance radiation. The transiÈion associated

wlth resonance absorption is normally fron Èhe ground state of the

atom (e.g. Lymancl), but other signifÍcantly populated states may be

involved (e.g. the 130.2, L30.4, 130.6 nm resonance triplet in atomic

oxygen). A gaseous species normally has a very large absorpÈion cross-

section in the vÍcinity of Èhe resonance wavelengËh.

Resonance scatÈering of a beam of radiaÈion tends to make the intensity

isotropic, and nodifies the Ëransport of the radiation through the

atmosphere so that the equatÍons of 1.2 cannot be directiy applied.

The optical depth, r(h) for the radiation at any frequency is

given by
(-

r(h) = f on(h') dh' (vertical incídence) (1f)
J¡

I,Ihere Èhe optical, depth is large, resonarlce radÍation can become

trapped by multiple scattering. Each photon entering Ëhe scatËering

region can effectlvely traverse tÏre region nany t,ímes before either
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escaping uplíards or being absorbed. The apparent flux measured by

a detector wíthin this region is nagnified above the true neË flux

through the region. The effecLive absorptíon cross-sections of any

true absorbing species are also greater than in a Pure absorption

sítuaÈion. A detaÍled examination of thd.s process is made in Chapter

6, and an applicaËion to atmospheric measurements Ís desc.ribed in

ChapËer 8.

Resonance absorption is particularly inportant at Ëvro vacuum

ultraviolet wavelengths which are included ín the measurement s described

later'. In the vlcinl-ty of Lymana, photons are multÍPly scattered into

the night time atmosphere. Only Ëhe radiation in the core of the solar

emission line is scaËtered by the cool terrestríal hydrogen, but

measurements have indicated that Ëhe night-sky radiation has a broad

profilé (Morton and Purcell, 1962). Relationships beÈween the radÍaÈion

in the core and ín the wÍngs of the night-sky L¡mano line are discussed

ín Chapters 6 and 8, and an absorption method of separatíng Èhese two

components is described. The two comPonents behave differently in the

absorbing region below 120 kn because ühe atmosphere is optically thÍn

Ëo radiation in the wings, but is thick to the core radia!íon, of which

resonance trapping occurs Ëo a considerable degree'

Atomic oxygen in the ground sÈate resonantly scatters radiation

near 130.4 nn. FÍgure 2 shows some of the energy levels and
L-

transiËions in atomic oxygen. This specíes ís a major consrituent

above 100 kn and there are very large optical depths for the 130'4 nn
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resonaûce lsavelengÈhs above Ëhis height, (Fastie et al., L964).

Radiation i.n the 130.4 nm resonance lines has on some occasions been

found to be a major part of the ultraviolet spectrum of auroras

(Uiller eÈ al., 1968). The effects of the resonance trapping complicate

the interpretat,ion of si.gnals from detectors spanning this wavelength

range and apparent fluxes may not be a true indication of t,he Íntensity

and location of the source (Donahue and Strickland, 1970). Resonance

radiation in auroras is mentioned ín more detail ín Chapters 3 and 5.

1.6 Surnnary

Atnospheric properties relevant to the absorption and measurement

of vacuum ul-Ëraviolet radíatÍon have been outlined. In the 100 to 150 nn

spectral regior¡ total absorption occurs at altitudes above 65 km. Rocket

measurement techniques are therefore requíred in order Èo sÈudy the

irnportanË effecËs of this high altitude absorPËion.

Vacuum ultravíolet radiation is particularly important in the energy

balance and in the chenisËry of Ëhe upper atmosphererbecause Ëhe phoÈon

eneïgy is large enough Ëo dÍrectly alter Ëhe chemical composítion of

the atmosphere by dissociation and Íonization of both major and miqor

constituenËs.

Ultravíolet radÍaËion eÍther reaches the upper atmosphere from a

distant source or is emitted loca1-ly as the resulË of an energy input

of another form. Both energetic particle streams and radiaËion fluxes

can provide the exciting energy input; in very general terms, the

particles produce auroras, a¡d the radiation excir-es the ultraviolet
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aÍrglow.

The purpose of Èhls work i-s to provfde more information on the

generation and transport of aÈmospheric ultravÍolet radiatíon whl-ch Ís

classified, according to the exciting agent, as aurora or airglow. AÈ

the same time, more knowledge ís sought of the sources of the exciting

radiaËion, and of the composiËion of the upper atmosphere itself.
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CHÀPTER 2 I]LTRAVIOLET RADIATION DETECTORS

The requirements and constraÍnËs governing the choice of deËectors

for rockets are discussed in fhis ChapËer. Detåils are given of the design'

conatruction and feature.s of the detectors which were developed for this

work. The procedures for tesËing and calibrating the deËectors are described-

Figures are gíven for Ëhe performance characteristics achieved by the

Íonizatíon chambers, with referénce to the special requirements for detectors

used in smal-l rocket Ínstrumentation.

2.1 Properties of Detectors for Use in Rocket Experiments

The detecËors used for the me¿rsurement of ultraviolet radiation,

together with the associated conrponent.s, harl to meet several requÍrements

for operation in the demandíng environment of sounding rocket payloads.

These included:-

(a) Mechanical ruggedness.

(b) High sensitivity: for rapid measurements from fast-moving

vehJ-cles.

(c) Spectral selectivity: to allow dlscriminatíon between emissions'

(d) Compactness: the avaÍlable payload volumes placed severe

restrÍcËions on the size of the detectors, particularly when

the experímenÈ required that several be flown as a group.

(e) Tenperature stability: during rapÍd heating to above 600C.

The above requirements determined the applicability of dífferent

methods of detecLing ultraviolet radiation. Three physical effects

çhfch are useful for detection of radiation in the vacuurn ulÈraviolet

region (photon energy of 6 to 12 eV) are :-
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(1) Photoelectric enissi-on from surfaces.

(2) Fluorescence.

(3) Photoionization of gases. 
,

(1) Photoelectric detectors ofgen enploy electron multiplicat,Íon to

anplífy the small emission currenËs (photonultípliers, channelt,rons).

The urultipliers, when mounted, requÍre large volumes, while channel-

trons employ high voltages and arrì susceptible to atmospheric

polsoning:aË the height where measurenents were required Èo be rnade.

In additíon, the long wavelength cutoffs of the caÈhodes are not

sharp enough, or at suitable wavelengths, for the requirements of

some of these experimenËs.

(2) Several naterials are known which have a high efficiency for

fluorescent conversion of ultraviolet to vÍsible radiaËion.

Fluoresence detection is most. useful at wavelengËhs shorter than

100 nn where suitable ent,rance window materials may not exj-st for

all applícaËions. Spectral selectívity must then be achieved by

the use of dispersing gratíngs or thln-filn fÍlËers. A phoËomultiplier

or photodiode is required to detect the fluorescent emíssion. An

application of Ëhe Èhin-filur filter Ëechnique is described briefly

fn Section 7.2.L.

(3) PhotoÍonization of suiËable gases has several advantages for

ultravioleÈ radiation detection. Ìühen the resultant eleetrons are

effectively collect.ed and measured as a current, high detectÍon

efficiencies can be achieved. The molecul-ar structure of some gases
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causes them to have a sharply defined ionízation Ëhreshold, where

the ionization efficiency of radiation drops rapidly over a narroü7

wavelength range which is characÈeristic of the gas. DetecËors

enploying the ionÍzation of such gases then have sharply defined

linits Eo the spectral response, and this ProPertyr together rvith

compacËness and ruggedness, led to Ëhe use of Íonizati.on chambers

as the detectors in nost of this work.

2.2 Principles of lonization Chamber OperaËlon

An Íon chamber consists essential-ly of a volume of ionizable gas'

a conËainer for the gas with an area of a suitable r¿indow material,

and a system of electrodes Ëo collecË Èhe ions and electrons for

measuremenÈ.

The three aspects of the generation of a sÍgnal cufrent by the incident

photbn flux are Ëreated sgparately below.

2.2.I AbsorPtion

A beam of radiaEion of a particular wavelength will be

attenuated while passing through the chamber window. MaÈerials which

are suitable as windows for vacuum ultraviolet radiatíon detectors

have a sh.em lransmission cutoff, with negligible transmission of

wavelengths shorter Èhan the 1init. For each appl-icaÈíon the windor¡

material is chosen to give the desired short-wavelengLh limit to Ëhe

chamber resPonse.

The radiation which passes through the gas volume 1s absorbed

at a rate deternined by the gas pressure and its absorption coefficienE
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at that wavel-ength (ín Èhe same nanner as described |n L.2). The

absorption coeffieienL of the gas may vary over the range of

wavelengths admitted to the chanber. SÈrongly absorbed wavelengths

produce íons in the spaee iunnedlately behind the r'ríndow, and efficient

ionization collecÈion from Ëhis volume is thus important if the

detector response ís not to be excessívely sensitive Ëo gas Pressure'

2.2.2 lonízatíon

PhoÈons of energy exceedíng the íonízatfon threeho'trd of the

gas can íonize gas molecules on absorption. The ionization efficiency

varles r^ríth wavelength and drops suddenLy j-n the vicinity of the

threshold. The efflciency lìear the threshold is dependent on

temperaÈure (Carver and Mitchell, 1967), so the long wavelength

lirnit of the chamber resPonse shifts sl-ightly wÍth temperature' In

the niddle of the. resPonse range' the ionÍzation effic.iency is noË

narkedly temperature dependent,. The photons able to enter the chamber

through the window do not have enough energy to ionize more than one

uol-ecule, so the ionization efficiency ís less than unlty, and is

known from laboïatory measurements made previousl-y by oËher investigators'

Radiation which is noÈ strongl,v absorbed in the gas can reach

the rrralls of the chamber and the collecting el-ectrodes, where it may

release photoelectrons from Èhe surfaces. The resul-tanÈ photoelectric

currenË cannot be distínguistred from the true ionizatíot current'

The most serious phoÈoelectric effects are produced by radiation

aË wavelengÈhs longer than the gas cutoff, as radiatj.on shorter than
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the window transmíssion liuriË can produce photoelectrons cnly

outside of the chamber.

2.2,3 Charge collection

The ions and electrons are swept from the gas volume by the

electrÍc fíeld between Èhe conductors in conËact r"rith the gas. ìfost

of the chambers used in this work had, as the collecting electrode,

a rod fixed along the axis of the chamber. The ot,her electrode

was the sÍde wal1 of the chamber.

The sígna1 current from a chamber with constant radíation

input depends on the bias volÈage applied to ít. tr{hen the applied

voltage is less than about one volt, the si¡;ral currenÈ can ac.tually

oppose the applied bías. This j.s because the fíeld is then not

sÈrong enough to collect much of the ionizatÍ.on charge, and the

opposlng phoËoelectric current dominates.

As the appl-ied voltage ís Íncreased, the output current

increases in the bias direction. AË some voltage (typically 25 volts

for the chambers used), Èhe currerit becomes almost independent of

the voltage. The field strength is sufficient to collect almost all

of the ionizaLion charge before recombination can occur. Belor¿

approxÍroately 80 volts, no sÍgnificant gas multipLicatíon occurs'

and one electron is collected in the signal circuit for each

ionlzaÈion event in the gas. A chanber run in this plateau region

of the bias signal curve is said to be operating at unity gain

(figure 2.4). The sensítivíty of the chamber at unity gaín depends
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only on the transmission of the window and the absorption

coeffictent and ionizaËíon effÍciency of the gas at each wavelengÈh.

At higher applied volËages the signal current agaÍn becomes

voltage dependent as multiplication occurs wiÈhin the gas. The

degree of current anplifícaËion depends upon the compositíon and

pressure of the gas, and on the field strengËh; a chamber operating

under these condÍt,ions ís said to be in gas gain mode. Operat'íon

of chambers aË high voltages is discussed ín 2.4.

Several differenË types of ion chambers were developed Ëo meet

the requÍrements of the experiments described in later sections. The

foll-owing two'sections (2.3, 2,4) describe the features of Ëhe

construction and operationL,of Ëhese chambers. The Sections 2.5,

2.6 and 2.7 describe the fi11ing, testing and calÍbraËion procedures

applied to the chambers.

2.3 UnlÈy Gain lon Chambers

The requirements of the experinent descríbed Ín Chapter 4 were for

chanbers of several different spectral responses, to be operated at

unity gain. The two designs used r¿ere almost identical externally, and

rrere interchangeable in the payloads.

2.3.L Chambers wíÈh coPPer bodies

The first was of Ëhe Ëype described in Frieduan et al, (1958)

and of a design following carver and Mítchell, (1964). The only

modiflcations were the inclusion of a filËer capacÍtor and an exËernal

shield around the signal elecËrode because the chambers were operated
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1n an unshíelded location close to other circuitry. A diagram of

one of Èhese chambers ís shown in Fígure 2.1 and one is Íncluded

ín Figure 2.3.

The windor¡rs Ì{ere cleaved ionic tralide crystals (LiF' CaF2 or

BaF2), between I and 2 flun ín Ëhickness' and 19 rm dÍameter. The

entrance aperture, defined by the rvÍndow support, was 13 nrm diameter'

A conrmercial grade rfAraldiËe" epoxy was used to fix Ëhe windows.

Although this had a relatively lorv |Ínít on operating temPerature

(near 1000C), it had the advantage of being sufficÍent1-y soft at

room temperatures and above Ëo mÍnimise the chances of window

crackíng during heating. The expansÍon coefficients of the window

materials Ìrrere poorly naËched to that of copper' and a hard ePoxy

would have transmíËted excessive sLresses. The epoxy did become

harder aL low Èemperatures, ho\¡tever, and some wíndows fractured

durÍng transit in very cold conditions. The glass bodied chambers

adopted l-aËer (2.3.2) were not Èroubi-ed by this problem. Some desígns

of ion chambers (Stober et al., 1963) have made use of silver r¿indow

supports, but it was not found necessary in this appJ-ícation Ëo

resort Ëo the more complex construction requíred to incorporate

these supporË rÍngs.

The charnbers were evacuated and filled through annealed

copper stems, and urere sealed off by making cold weld pinch-seals

in the stems. The gases used lrTere nitric oxide, p-xylene and

ethyl bromide. The filling p::ocedure j-s describerl more fully ín
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Secticn 2.5.2.

The chambers \¡rere operated wiËh the ouLer casing at +47 volts.

Thís pol-arity confined the effects of photoelectric emÍssion Ëo

the cenÈre wire, which has a snal1 cross-section for radíation

entering at small angles to Ëhe chamber axis'

2,3.2 Chambers with glass bodies

The second type of chamber used for the unity gaÍn applications

fs shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3. The use of a glass body ínside an

earËhed metal shíeld had several advantages. The glass body and

silver chlcrÍde seal could be baked more thoroughly before fíllÍng

than could the fi-rst type of cha^nber, and shíel-díng reduced the

sensitivity to the electrical noíse generaÈed by oEher círcuiÈs in

in the payload. chambers of this Ëype l,tTere also found to be beÈter

able Èo withstand the stresses of vlbration and shocks at low

temperaËures. The main elements of the structure are shown in

^^I'LgtJte ¿. ¿.

The glass seal-off r.ras made in two stages to Prevent gas migraiion

during flane sealing. A rapid preliminary seal was nade about two

lnches from the chamber body to separaËe it from the fil-líng system'

The chanber üras again Èested and, if satisfactoryr was sealed agaÍn

close to the rear of Èhe body. After being Ëested and havíng leads

atLached, the chambers ÍIere potted with RTV850 into a coPper shield

of the sane size as the bodíes of the earlier chambers.

The testing and calíbration procedures userl for these and other



FIGURE 2.3 TIIRXE TYPES OF ION CIIAMBERS

The two large-CianeÈer chaùber8 ü7ere used aL unlty gain in the

I,IAP auroral payload. AË left is the coPPer bodied version; the

chamber in the centre has a glass body ínside the copper shell.

The nlniature gas-gaÍn chanber at right has a glass body potted inÈo

Ëhe proteotÍve- óleeve; the t1rye was us.ed on'Aerobee 4'301 and C104'
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chambers are described later in 2.6 and 2.7.

2.4 Gas Gaín Ion Chanbers

As mentioned ín 2,2, the-re Ís a range of chanber operating voltages

over which the output current is practícally independent of the volËage.

If the voltage is increased beyond this plateau region, Ëhe chamber

sensitivity (current, per incident photon) increases above ttre unity

gain value. Electrons can acquire sufficient energy from Ëhe field

Èo lonize furËher gas molecules, Ínitiating an avalanche. Avalanche

mu1-tiplication occurs most readily íf the outer walls are biased negatively

with respect to the cenËre electrode. The primary electrons produced

1n all- parts of the gas volume Ëhen pass through Ëhe strong field region

near the centre r^rÍre, r¿here the avalanches occur. The degr:ee of

multíplicatíon, or gas gaín, at, any voltage 1s measured as the ratio

of the signal current at that voltage to Ëhe current when the chamber

is operating in the cent,re of the plateau regÍon. Typical gain curves

for 13m dianeter nÍtric oxide chanbers are shovm in Figure 2.4.

FacËors which have the most influence on the effective gas gain

include a.pplied voltage, gas pressure and composition, and electrode

sizes and shapes. Figure 2.5 shows gain curves obtaíned for both

minÍature and standard sized glass chambers (2.4.2) at dífferent

pressures close to Ëhe usual- fillÍng pressure. At lower pressures

the mean t.ime between electron-gas collisons ís greater, and the

elecÈron can acquire ionizing energies from a weaker applied fíeld.

Gas nultiplícation processes are discussed in detail by I{ilkinson (1950).
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The region near the surface of the centre wire, having the highest

electric field strength, is Èhe most important ín the nnultiplication

process. Careful preparation of the surface of this electrode is

necessary. During the consÈruction of each gas gain chamber Èhe

surface of the r¿íre was polishect smooth to make the fiel¿l uniform,

elminaËing regÍons of local instability. Tungsten rod of I mn diameter

rùas used in most of the chambers constructed. It was found besË to

grÍnd and polish hemispherical ends on the wires. The complete rods

¡^rere then electro-chemically po1-ished. Drar¿n tungsten has a generally

rough surface, buÈ the etching removed the worst irregulariCies '

At excessively high voltages (where the curve in FÍgure 2.4 is

broken), chambers either went ínto a quiet non destructíve discharget

or flashed over violently enitting a light pulse and chemlcally

changing the composition of Éhe filling gas. care had to be exercfsed

durÍng tesËs at very hígh volËages to limít Ehe energy available to

any dÍscharges. The tests were done to ensure thaÈ an adequate margin

of stable gain had been achieved.

AsthegastemPeratureisincreased,thepercentageofmolecules

in a kínetically excited state increases, thus tending Ëo lower the

mean íonizatíon threshold and to inerease the gas gain. On Ëhe other

hand, the mean time beËween collisions is reduced and also some increase

1n pressure due to absorbed gas driven off from internal surfaces is

to be expecËed. The 1asË two effects both reduce the gas gain, opposing

the lncrease due Ëo threshold lowering'
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The effects of temperature on the gain characteristic are shor¡m in

Fígure 2.6. The measurements were uade on a 19 mrn glass-lithiun

fluoride-nitric oxide chamber. The lower curve was taken after Ëhe

chamber had been hot for Ë\.renty minutes. The gain had not returned

exactly Ëo the original characteristic when the final curve rt/as

neasured, ten ninuÈes after cooling. No further measurements were made

to determine whether furt.her reco\¡ery occurred over a much longer period

of time. Because the chambers üIere not subjecËed to heatÍng prior to

flight, iÈ r¿as only the short term behaviour which was relevant to

the conditíons during rocket flight. The magnitude of the ËemperaËure

effect was small enough for no sÍgnificant problems Ëo be expected over

the duration of a flight ín a small- rocket reachÍng an altitude near

120 kn. An ion chamber in an exposed position would be reguired t,o operate

at above 500C for a maximum of three ninutes, and Ín a proËected locat,Ícn

Íts Ínternal Ëemperature should remain below thi-s value during the

entire perÍod.

Care was taken to ensure that no regions of loca1 high fÍeld strength

rüere created in the vÍcinity of Ëhe guard elect,rode. Its operating

potenËíal is close to that of the collecting anode, so the shape and

poeition of the guard were selected Ëo avoid instabílity and breakdown

at Lts surface.

2.4.I MiniaËure B1ass clr.ambers

To meet the requirements of trnro of the aírglow experiments

(7.2.I, 7.2.2), a sma1l type of Íon chamber rüas developed.
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Consideration of avaÍlable space and weight precluded the use of

larger chambers of a more sÈandard design. The external- form can

be seen in Figure 2.3 ar.d an annotated cross-sectíon is given ín

Figure 2.8.

The basi-c. feature of the constructíon are simÍlar to Ëhose of

the glass boé.ied unity gain chambers (2.3.2), The mini-ature chambers

were not required to have an angular response as broad as Èhat of

the unity gain chambers, so Ëhe reducÈion Ín diameter did not entaÍ1

verlr seríous losses Ín photon absorption.

Typical gain-curves for this configuratíon of electrodes vlere

gfven in Figure 2,5 ín reference to the pressure dependence of gain.

DespÍte the small volume of the gas, and the consequent large ratío

of the surface area to volume within these chambers, the effecË of

temperature rises on Ëhe gas-gaín characterist,fcs was found to be

smal-l.

All of the mÍniaÈure chambers r^rere fil-led with nítric oxÍde

gas at a pressure of 10 rnm of mercury. Both lithium fluoride and

calcÍum ffuoridewindows were fítted, as Ëhe chambers ltere required

for detection of Lymancr radiation and for separation of this emissíon

from any background of longer wavelength radÍaÈion. The spectral

range of the chambers was 105 - 135 nn (lÍthÍr¡n fluoride window) and

L22 - 135 nm (calcium chloride window).

2,4.2 Dual ion chambers

The design of one of the experimenËal payloads incorporated
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a palr of ion chambers (7.2.3). As these $Iere to be used for signal

differencing, knowledge of the relatírre sensítivity of the two chambers

at all wavelengths v¡as important. The spectral response of the

chambers could be measured ín the laboraÈory, but some changes could

be expected during the preparatíon ancl larrnch program. These changes

would not have caused any significant p::oblems in a single-channel

applÍcation. However, sÍnce differencing was to be used, particular

attenËÍon was paid to mainËaÍnlng a constant relative sensiËívity

1n the detectors aË all wavelengths. '

The specËral response of an ion ehamber is deËermÍned by the

properties of the window and the gas. The transmissíon curves of

the window do not show any fine strucËure but the spectral response

of the gas ionizatíon exhibits structure. The detail-ed shape of the

specËral response is not exactly the same for all chambers of the

same type. There is some dependence on the condition of the gas

and the filling sysËem, and on the life hÍsËory of the chamber. In

nitric oxíde chambers, effects had been observed from residual

contaminatÍon by water vapour and other nitrogen oxides. Any other

unidentified inpurities with hÍgh absorption cross-sections could

al-so effect the chamber response. Differences between chambersrand

temporal changes ín response and gas-gain, are due mainly Ëo gas

effects.

A dual- chamber having two wÍ-ndows, tr^7o sets of collectíng

elecËroCes and a coutrtron gas volume rùas developed as a soluËion Èo
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the problem of matching the spectral responses. Trvo methods of

constructlon were in'.restígated.

One type had two chambers machíned into a copper b1ock, with

a connecting opening bet-ween them. SectÍons of one of these chambers

areshown in Figure 2.7. The connecËíng opening between the two chambers

rTas screened to prevenÈ both optical and charge transfer coupling

between the chambers. The copper block $ras poÈted in an epoxy resin

as an insulator, while the copper fílling stem and anode connecÈions

lrere protected by a sil.icone rubber compound.

The quantum effÍcierrcies of t-he tr¿o chambers with dissimílar

windows were clifferent, even at the long wavelength end of the

response range, as no attempt vras m¡de Ëo match wÍndov¡ transmissions

by selectíon of individual window plates. As the shape of the response

curves in Ehe coÍ¡mon sensit,i-ve region was determined by Ëhe gas,

dífferences beËween wíndow tranmissions could be corrected for by

adJusting the respective anplifier gains. The galn characteristics

of the twin chambers vrere found Èo be elosely matched in a variety

of operating condítions, whích r,ras the objectíve of the dual chanber

devel-opment.

The other type of dual chamber consisted of a pair of glass

chambers (of the type described in 2,3.2) fixed sÍde by side between

two supporting strips. Their fill.ing stems formed flexibl-e curves

to a common fÍlling and sealing stem. The conplete structure was

supported and insulated by silicone potting compound. The chamber
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pair selected for flíght was of this glass consËruction (Figure 7.4).

The characteristics hrere similar to those of the copper type.

2.4.3 Standard size glass chambers

An Ínproved versÍon of the 19 m window glass-body chamber

was developed to meeÈ the requiremenÈs of the experiment descrúbed

in Chapter 9. Some of the chambers which had been userJ, previously

had shown a tendency Èo generate current pulses at a low repet.itÍon

rate. The effect would only become noticeable several weeks after

the chambers had been fílled, and when the chambers rrere run aË hígh

gain. The pulses appeared when the chambers were noË illuminat,ed

andrbeíng suppressed by an ultraviolet ínpuË to the chambers,

appeared to be caused by a charge build-up on the Ínsíde surface of

the window. The resistivity of the window, although high' allovred

a surface charge to build up when there r^las no radiatÍve iurput.

The surface charged negatívely towards the voltage applied to the

cathode coating on the síde-wall. As the charge build-up occurred,

the field sËrength at the end of the anode increased. Particularly

i-n the case of an aged chamber run at high gain, the field at the

a¡rode could become st,rong enough for a geiger type of pulse to

be generaËed. Such a pulse could have been initiated by a nuclear

decay wÍËhin the chamber, or by eold euission of electrons from the

wal1s.

To establish thaË the pulses $lere due to changes ín Lhe elecÈric

field connected to the window, a chamber hras consËrucËed r¡ith a neta]-lic
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mesh imrediately behind the window. This screen maintaÍned a

constant, potential across Ëhe front of the chamber, and greatly

lmproved Èhe stability of gas-gain operaËíon.

An attempt hras made Èo give the r¿Índows a conducting inside

surface of vacuum-evaporated nichrome. rt was found that, for the

]-ayer to have a useful conductivity after exposure to air, the

thlckness had to be so great Èhat íts atËenuation of ultraviolet

radlation rras urracceptable. A striped paËtern of aluninium was foun<i

Ëo provÍde a suiËable field with tolerabl-e sÍgnal losses (L5-/"). The

evaporaÈed coating was also used to defíne an entrance aFerture oÍ

13 mn dÍameËer. Polished windows were used to enable an electrícal1v

continuous coatÍng to be deposited.

Shorter anodes were also used to nake the fiel<i distribution

around the anode tip more uníform. l^Iith the modifications menËione.d,

the chanbers could be operaËed with stable gains up to 104 for several

months from the Ëime of filling. (The volÈage needed for a given

gas gaÍn increase.d slowly wÍth tine afËer the fillíng of the chamber;

this r,¡as probably due largely to out-gassing of other gases from the

walls, causing increased quenching. The operation of an aged chanber

at gains near 104 would involve voltages near 800 volts, and. Ëhere

would be a consequent danger of flash-over of the insulaÈion.) The

gas gain required in the flÍght applications hras much less than 104,

but the abÍ1.ity of the chambers Ëo operate stably and quietly aË

very hlgh gain inclicated that an ample safety margin had been achieved
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for operation in the rockeL envÍronment. The gas gain curves (1, 2)

Ín Fígure 2.4 were measured on one of these sÈrÍped window chambers,

Chambers of this type are shown in Figure 2.9. The windows \¡rere

fixed with epoxy because Ít was found ttrat a slow reaction occurred

between sil-ver chloride and the evaporated coating on the window.

Reliability of the window seal then became doubÈful sone time aft,er

the window had been fixed.

A fíEm continuous bond was required between the window edge

and the potting compound to avoíd rfsks of a corona discharge

between the chamber body and the rockeL body during flÍght. The

bond was made r¿iÈh the sealant Dow-Corning FJV 3145 which was of a

type least l1kely to contåminate Ëhe wlndow surface during curLng.

The above sections have outlined features of design and

construction of the ion chambers employed ín this work. In Ëhe

following sectíons a descriptÍon ís given of the procedures for filling

the chambers, and of Ëhe calibration and testing of Ëhe compfeted

chambers.

2.5 lon Chamber Fil1Íng

Although several gases have been found suitable for use in ion chambers

(Carver and Mitchell, L964), only nÍtric oxide, p-xylene and ethyl.bromide

were used in thÍs work. The pressure of the filling gas was selected

to glve the ehamber the maximum detection effíciency over the sensitive

specËral range.

The absorption of radiation of any wavelength follows Ëhe for:m of



FIGTIRE 2.9 GAS'GAIN ION CHAMBERS AS USED IN C1014

The glass body is shor^m at the stage of fírst seal-off. The

second seaL was rnade at the constrictj-on near Ël.e back of the body'

the evaporaÈed al-umínirrn n.aa.* of conductors can be seen on the

window of the Potted chamber.
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equatÍon (1a! and the ion production rate in the gas decreases

exponentially over a paËh length determined by the gas pressure and

its absorption coefficienË for that wavelength. The gas Pressure

should be high enough to absorb most of the radiatlon Ín regíons of low

cross-section (No>2, preferably). However, the pressure shoulcl no"u be

higher than necessary, or radiation for which o ís high wil-l- be absorbed

too close to the window, where Èhe coilecÈing fíeld Ís weaker and where

recombinaËion is more likely to occur.

In the case of each of the three gases mentioned, variation of o

across the relevanË portions of the spectrum are not large (trIatanabe,

L954; Carver and Mi-tehell, L964). The resPonse of a chamber to

the undíspersed radiaÈj-on from a hydrogen díscharge lamp Ëherefore

provided a valid measure of the overall chamber efficÍency as the gas

pressure was varíed.

Vlhen chambers are filled to operaËe wíth gas gainn the changes in

gas gain characterísËics wíth pressure must also be considered. As the

fil-lÍng pressure ís increased, the voltage requíred for a given gain

Ís íncreased (Fígure 2.5). The pressure shoul-d therefore be high cnough

to satÍsfy absorption conditions, but no higher, as excessÍve operating

voltages increase the chances of break-down across insulators in the

chamber and the supply circuítrY.

2.5.L Gas preparation

EÈhyl brornide and p-xylene r^rere obtained as AR grade reâgents

and no purification processes r^rere required. They were inÈroduced.
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to the fillíng system from a sma11 phlal of the líquíd form, warmed

slighËly to fí1l Ëhe sysLem with the vapour.

The nitric oxide was obËained fron t$to sources. One was a

cylinder of co"mercÍal gas. The other was Ëhe reaction of sodium

nítrite wíth ferrous sulphate in an acíd solution. In both cases,

the gas was purified by passing in successlon through traps filled

with sílíca gel and with crushed glass, cooled to near -800C Uy

irnmersion in a carbon tetrachloride-chloroform slush mixture (Figure

2.I0). The gas rnras collected ín glass bulbs, with breaker seals and

Itcold-flngertt tubes, attached. The purification systemrwhich had

previously been baked ouË under vacuum, \,,74s construcÈed entirely of

glass wíth no meËa1 components which night react wiËh the gas. I{hen

Èhe receívíng bulb had been fil-led to approximately 907" of atmospheric

pressure, j-t was isolaËed and removed by flame seal.

The purification process was designed partl-cularly to remove

two contaminants which have strong absorpÈion bands between 105 and

135 nn. They are líater vaPour, and the higher oxide N204 . The latter

has a boÍling poÍnt of 2I0C and a vaPour pressure near 0.1 nm Hg at

-800C; The vapouï pressure of waËer at -800C is near 5 x L0-4 mrn Hg.

In order to remove any contaminants (particularly water vapour)

whích night have outgassed from the walls of the glass bulbs during

storage, the gas was further treated before the bulbs were attached

to the chamber filling sysÈem. Each brrlb rras warmed while the attached

Itcold-finger" rvas inmersed in a slush cooling mixture. The condensable
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contaminants ú¡ere thereby concentraËed in the finger, which was removed

by flame seal-off.

AnoËher method of gas storage ¡¡as úsed in addiEion to the

breaker-seal flasks. AÊtached to the collecting tube alongside

of the flasks hrere a number of glass tube phials with drawn ends of

the type used as breaker-seals. Each phial had a capaciÈy of approx:

imaÈely 15 m1., and when filled with nitric oxíde, nas removed from

the coll-ecÈing tube by a flame seal-off. The gas contaÍned in each

phÍa1 was sufficienË to fÍll one group of chambers on the filling

system, and a fresh phial was used for each batch of chambers.

2.5.2 Chamber fi1,ling procedrire

I{hen the chambers had been assembled and tested for electrical

leakage beËween electrodes, they were attached to the filling system.

Those chambers with copper fÍllíng stenìs were attached by an epoxy

Joínt; those r^rith glass stems were glass blown dírectly onto Ëhe

fÍlling manifold.

the filling system r{as evacuated by an oÍ1 díffusion-roËary

oi1 pump combination for several <rays, during which time the chambers

and fillÍng system were baked for periods at, near 1000C Ëo remove

absorbed gaees from the tube walls.

A schematíc diagram of the fílling system is shown in Flgure

z.IL There rüere Ërio separate chamber mounting arms, so Èhat groups

of chambers could be purnped simultaneously and fílled índependently.

There vrere Ërnto inlet points for nitríc oxide, and cne for other gases.
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The flasks of nitric o¡tide were joined permanenËly onto the filling

system via a valve whích controltr-ed the admission of gas to the

system after the fl-ask seal had been broken oPen by a glass-coated

steel slug.

Liquid air could not be used Ëo cool vapour traps in the system

whlLe the fill-ing gases were being adrnitted, as Ëhe boj.ling points

of all of the gases are above liquid air temperatures. However,

prÍor Èo gas admissíon, the central U- tube could be cooled wiËh

1-iquÍd air Ëo aid the extraction of condensible vapours from the

chambers.

The sensitivity of each chamber was monitored durin$ gas admissíon,

wíth a d.c. discharge between tungsEen electrodes in hydrogen at a

pressure of 4 Torr as the source. D.C. excítaÈíon l^7as used as it

produced no interference in the measuríng cÍrcuitry. The lithíun

fluoride window of the lamp was placed ín fírm contact with the

chamber window to minimise aÈmosPheríc absorption. Each chamber

r.ras operated at 50 volts and the output currellt was monitored as

the gas was introduced. When the gas I^tas free of ímPuritÍes, the

current 1ose to a maximum (for nitric oxide) at a gas pressule near

15 Torr, and did not change significantly as the pressure rose to

40 Torr. Contaminants in Ëhe gas would cause the sensitívity to

drop as the chamber hras overfil-led. The chamber was l-eft for about

an hour at the requíred Pressure to all-ow 6urface absorption to

approach equilibriuin.
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After the soaking period, Ëhe gas Ì,ras pumped away and more

was introduced to a pressure slíghtly greater than that required for

maximum sensitívity. Checks were made of the gas galn characteristic

and, 1f thís was satisfactory, the chamber was sealed off and

sinultaneously removed from the filling syst,em.

The filling of charnbers wfth gases other than nítr:1c oxide

was similar, except, thaÈ the gas râras vaporised from a warn phial of

the liquid form. cold traps could not be used for gases whose

boil:í-ng poÍnts were not far below room temperaÈuïe. l4ost of the gases

used for fÍllÍng chambers are very difficult. to compleËely rerove

from surfacesr so separate fíllíng syslems r,^':cre used for each gas

to el1mÍnate the rÍsk of conËamÍnaËion by gas resÍ,dues.

2.6 Testing of Ion Charnbers

DurÍng the development and productÍon phases of ion chamber manufacture,

many tests and checks were made to ensure Èhat Èhey were optimised for

performance in the condit,ions under whÍch they would be operated. In

additÍon to measurements of the performance of the chambers as radiation

'detectors, tests were made of their electrical characterístics and

of their response Ëo Ëhe heatíng, víbraËion and electrical interference

rñich are found in the rocket environment.

2.6.L ElecËrical propertíes

The construction had to be such as to a1low the collectíon of

i:lnl.nuËe signal currents (down to =10-13 ¡rp") in very close proximÍty

Ëo the cathode and its connections which r^/ere at potentíal-s up to
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many hundreds of volts; thÍs had Ëo be done aL ambient Pressures

where corona discharges readily occur. The anode feed-throughs

used on the copper chambers all had guard rÍngs ín their structures,

a¡rd Ëhe glass chambers had a platinum guard ríng surrounding the

anode on both the inside and the out,side surfaces of the gl-ass.

It was observed ËhaË an e.m.f. could be generated between

the anode and guard ring íf there l¡/as even a minute Ërace of acid

flux absorbed into the glass surface. E.m.f. rs of up to one volt

i¡rith a source impedance usually near 10lI ohms were observed. Even a

much smaller e.m"f. would have been capable of introducing serious

offsets into the 1ow impedance amplifÍers and care was taken to

ensure cleanlÍness in the vicinÍty of Ëhe anode especíaIly.

Measurements of leakage currents aË 50 volts and 500 volts,

an<i checks for e.m.f.ts htere made aË all stages of consËruction,

filling and potting of the chambers. The measurements were made

wlth Kel.thley Model 610 C el-ectrometers. Typical leakage currenLs

were 3 x 10-14 amps at 2ooc, and 6 * rdl u .*n" at 500c.

The signal feed-Èhroughs and connectíons I¡rere vacuum potte.d

fn silicon rubber to Prevent 1-eakage due to later contaminaËion

of the surfaces, or due Èo h7aËer vapour condensation during rocket

ascenË.

In most of the experiments, 1t was necessary Ëo adJust Ëhe

alrplifiers to obËain the best high frequency resPcnse from the

deÈectors. IÈ \^/as not possible Eo inject a test signal into the
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anplifiers for Èhis purpose by any forn of electrical conÈact.

The capacit,fve load on the j-nput was critÍcal, so the signal modulatíon

had to be introduced opLÍcally by a modulated ultraviolet source. A

circuít hras consËructed whích could drive a discharge lamp to

produce a square wave modulated output of varÍable frequency and

modulation depth. The rise and fa1l times of Èhe lfght ouÈput were

less than 100psec, whích r¡ras more than adequate for this applicaËion.

No overshoot Ín lighË output was observed, and when shielded. the

modulated lamp introduced a controlled precise sÍgnal with no

capacitive couplíng into the detector circuít.

2.6.2 GaÍn characteristics

The absolute calíbratíon of the chambers was done wíth a vacuum

nonochromator, but quÍck checks were made of the continued operation

of each chamber by measuring íts response' at unity gain and at

gas gain, to a hydrogen discharge lamp. The shape of Ëhe gain

curve is a much more sensi-tive monitor of the effecËive gas Pressure

than is the unity gaín response (l'igure 2.5). The l-atter depends

/
on Ëhe conditÍon of Èhe J-aurp and chamber wirdndows (normal1y cleaned

before Ëestíng), the lamp voltage and aging, the atmospheric

the closeness of contacL between the 1-amp and chamber

gain curve, being a measurement of ratios, is unaffecËed

facÈors if they are kept constant durlng the period of

with acetone

humídÍty and

wÍndow. The

by the above

each tesË.
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2,6.3 l{ater vapour absorption

The most troublesome contaminant in the chamber gases rras

qraLer vapour. The effecË of rvater vapour r¡ras most critical in the

n1Ëric oxide chambers intended for measurements of Lynano. !üater

vapour has a series of absorption bands which spans the wavelength

range of these ehambers. One of these bands includes Èhe wavelengLh

of Lynano (lüatanabe and Zelikof f , 1953). lrlaËer Penetrates Èhe

surfaces of glass and metals, and ís very diffÍcult to remove

completely. Out-gassing from the chamber walls Ís acceleraced by

heat,lng, so efforts vrere made to ensure that a negligible anount of

vapour would be added to Ëhe nitric oxide <luring sËorage and during

f 1l.ght.

Absorption of Lynana photons by water vaPour produces no

fonizaÈíon, so an increase ín the [tt2OJ:IUOJ raËio reduces the quantum

efficiency in the l¡rater absorpËion bands. The presence of water

vapour Ís easÍly idenËífied frour the spectral response curve of a

chamber around the absorpÈion bands. Fígure 2.12 shows the effect

of a large amount of water vapour on Ëhe spectral response of a glass

chamber near L¡mano. A measurement of Èhe ratio of effíciencies

at I2I.5 nm and 123 nm r^ras used as a quick check of the amounË of

water vapour absorption. The measurements required the use of a

vacuum mcnochromator, buÈ being a raLlo, did not requÍre an absoluËe

flux calibration to be done simultaneousl-y.
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2.6.4 Temperature

An investÍgation of the effects of temperature variatlons on

fon chambers \¡ras reported by Carver and MiËchell (1967). Increases

in temprature produce.d shifts in the cutoff aË each end of the

spectral response of the chamber, but ín chambers with a broad central

response regÍ.on (e.g. LíthÍum Fl-uoride-Nitríc Oxide) no change was

reported Ín the central regÍon effíciency. Thís result was verÍfied,

wíËh the proviso Ëhat the chamber must be free of hrater vapour for

temperature independence Ín the water absorpËion bands.

The gas gaín of ní-Èric oxide chambers was found to <iepend to

a sma1l degree on Ëemperature. The curves of Figure 2.6rmeasured

wi.th a glass chamber and an undispersed lamp, show Èhe effect Ëo

be partly reversible, and partly permanenË, at Least over a short

recovery pe-riod. Nitric oxide is strongly absorbed onËo the glass

surfaces during flushing and fil-lÍng, and heatíng causes some of

this to out-gas, íncreasing the pressure and shifting the gain curve

to higher voltages. Some of this may be slowly reabsorbed intc the

chauber walls.

2.6,5 PhoÈoelectric response to longer wavelengËh radiation

The chanbers had to be able to opeïaÈe ín l-arge fl-uxes of niddle

ultraviolet (200 - 300 nm) radlaÈion without producing a significant

corresponding output. In the designs, attempts r^rere made to mínirni-se

the phoËoemissive surfaces exposed to the incÍdent radiatíon. In

particular, in the glass chambers, Ëhe cathode surfaces were kept
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wel-l forward Èo avold ill tion and to make the fíel-d and the

gas gain both low at the rear walls, where unabsorbed radiaËion would

strike. The guard ring rvas also posítioned to absorb a minimum

of radÍation.

The tesËs of middl-e ultraviolet response were made using

Xenon and Mercury lamps illuminating a monochrsmator v¡ith 9 nm

resolution. The spectral energy flux in the beam was measured with

a Reeder quattz wÍndow Ëhe::mopile. The response of the chambers,

at gas gain, to Ëhis beam rvas measured with a Keithley electrometer.

Near 250 nm, where the maximum phoËoel-eeËric response to a solar

type of specLruitr would occur, Lhe sensi¡iviÈy was of the order of

10-12 amps per mícrowatt for a glass chamber. This r{tas loht enough

to ensure that response to solar and lunar fluxes above 150 nm would

be neglÍgible. Some other types r^rere not quÍte as good at rejectíon

of rniddle ultravioleË.

2.6.6. VÍbration

Tests rüere done on sone of the ion chambers to confirî theír

ability to withsËand the vibration of a rocket launching. These

tests were performed at the l,rleapons Research Establishment, SalC.sbury.

The vibratÍon was sl¡usoídal aË 15 g (RMS) ftom 2KHz down to L50 Hz'

and at constant amplÍtude fron 150 IIz down to 10 Hz. No darnage was

sustained by cha.urbers using commercial feed-through assemblíes, or

to glass chambers with the thickened anode feed-through regíon as

ín Figure 2.2.
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A gas galn chamber r^7as vibrated, together with an amplif ier,

whl1e operating at gains up to 500. The arnplifier had a gain of

101I volts per amp. and a ríse time of 1.5 urilliseconds. As was

expected Ín such a sensitive system, the vibration produced an outPut

slgnal variaËion; the sensitivÍty varÍed up to nearly I voit per

g at. resonanË frequencies. Most of the signal'was found to be due

to vibraËion of the coaxial signal Lead between the chainber and

the amplifier. This lead was provided with a ruore secure suPport

in the rockeÈ structure. I,{hen the fl-ighÈ vibration l-evels, after

moËor burnclut,, were taken into account, the vibratíon sensitivÍty

was found to be low enough for good signal detecËion.

2.7 lon Chamber CalibraÊion

2.7,I Measurement of quantum effÍciency

Measurements of the quantum efficiency of the ion chambers

as an absolute cal-ibraËion rreïe done using a half-meter monochromator

(McPherson Model 235), with a discharge through a continuous

flowing stream of hydrogen as the source. The lanp was pumped

through the enËrance sl-its of the monochromaËor. I^Iith a gratíng

of 1200 lines per lÌfm, the sl-iËs r^Iere normally set Íor 0.5 nm

resolution. The exÍt beam íntensity r¡as moniËored by a photomul-típ1-ier

viewing a grid coated wÍth sodÍurn salícylate phosphor which was

posítioned in the beaur behind the exit sl-it.

The sensitivity of each íon chamber rrTas compared with thaÈ

of a standard parallel-plaÈe ion charnber which could be attached
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immediaËely behirrd the monito-r:1ng gríd mentioned above. The

standard chamber was used t,c determine absolrrtely t-he photon flux

passing the monitor gríd. The sensltiviÈy of the monitoring system,

in terms of output current per photon passing the grid, was therr

known. The calibratíon v/as norrnally done úsing t,he Lymane, emissíon

line from the Iamp, and the monitor was used to calculate the emergent

beam strength durlng measurements on flight ion chanbers at Lyurana

and at oËher wavelengths. The transfer to other wavelengths was

nade by assuming the fluorescent efficiency of sodium salicylate

to be lndependenË of the excíting wave-length. Over the range of

wavelengths used, thÍs has been shown to be true, within adequate

limits, for a freshly applied coating (Samson, L964).

The standard lon chamber (nigure 2.I3a) ¡'ras of Ëhe single

paraIl-el- plaËe type, with a sodÍum sal-icylate - photonultiplier

combinatíon as the detector of transmitted radiatíon. MeasuremenÈs

were made of the ionj-zatíon current and the transmitted lÍght signal-

over a range of gas pressures. trlhen Èhese were ploË.ted againsË orie

other, the exÈrapolatlon Ëo the axis, correspondÍng to Ëotal absorption

ln Èhe gas, gave Èhe ion current due to complete absorptj-on wiÈhouÈ

recombinatÍon (Fígtre 2.13b). The cal-ibratíons vrere normally done at

L¡mano, using nitric oxide in the standard chamber. By assuming

an ionizatíon efficiency of. 9LZ" (I,Íatanabe eE al., L967), the photon

flux enterÍng the chamber was calculaËed, arrd a measutement of the

window transmission gave the flux in ilie beam passing the monitor

grld.
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The quantum efficiency of other chambers could then be

detenní¡red by theír response to the beamrwiEh correctÍon beíng made

for beam strength variation as indicated by the monítor detector.

The quantum efficlency measured ín this way is the raÈio of the

number of el-ectronic charges collected at the signal elecËrode, to

the nunber of phoËons incident on the window. For calíbration of

those chambers Ínsensitive Èo Lymano, the monochromator beam

strengËh aÈ other wavelengths was related Èo that at Lyolancl by

reference to the monltor signal.

2.7.2 Spect.ral response measurements

The wavelength response of the chambers over thelr nominal

r¿rnge of sensitivity riras measured, and ¡¡hen related to the absol-ute

callbratíon, this gave Ëhe quantum efficíency for radiation at all

wavelengths of interest. For most of the experimental applicationst

the efficiency was required to be known only at the wavelengths

of cerËain atmospheric emíssíon línes. However, complete spectral

response curve were measured to índícate the purity of the gas.

In partícular; the presence of \â7ater vapour corrld readily be

detected by lts characterístic absorption sPectrun (l'igure 2.12).

Typical spectral ïesponse curves for Ëhe chambers used in this

work are shown in Figure 2.I4. These ú7ere measured on the unity

gain type of chambers (2.3). The figure shows the chamber combination

flown in the experiment reporËed in Chapter 5.
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2.7,3 Angular response

In all of the payloads descrÍbed later, the chanbers I^rere

flown behind collímators or ottrer optical elements vrhich linited

theír fields of view. A knowledge was required of the uniformíty

of response at different angles of flux incÍdence'¡Íthin Ëhe

ftelds. As quantum efficiencies were always measured at normal

incidence to Èhe chamber wíndows, correction had to be made for

the reduced response to of,f-axis illunination.

Angular response measuïemenËs vrere nade by using a broad-band

dlscharge lanp in an evacuated chamber attached Ëo the vacuu"n

monochromat.or. Plots were made of the spatíal profile of the

monochromaËor beam to ensure that the cross-sectÍon uras large

enough to uniformly illumÍnate Ëhe chamber enErance apertures.

Beam profíles Ëaken at distance of 20 cm and 3 m from the exít slit

are shown in Ïigure 2.15. The ploÈs r,¡ere made aÈ Lymancl, using

hyclrogen in the lamp, wíth 0.5 nm resoluÈion.

The dj-vergence of the beam ilh¡mínating a half-inch diameter

aperture at 30 cm from the slits was 2.50, and this linÍEed the

resoluÈion obË,ainable. It was not necessary to seek higher resolution

although some checks were made at a distance of 3 m (beam divergence

= 0.25). The objective of the angular response tests was to deËermine

the required correction functions for off-axis íllumination at both

uníty and gas gain. Figure 2.16 shows measurements made on a gas

gain chanber (2.4.3) at gains of 1 and 100. The iwo sets of curves
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are alnost identleal. The deviations represenË only a small difference

in the total response integrated over the fÍeld of view used in the

flíght instruments.

2.8 Sunmary ;

Several types of lonizatlon chambers have been constructed for use

J-n rockets. as detectors. They have important advantages of mechanical

sfnpl{city, compactness and ruggedness, together with hÍgh efficfency

and low power requirements. Although Íon chambers had been used before

l-n rocket experiments, the charrbers descrÍbed have lmproved characteristicst

particularly for small-volume nultipl-e applications.

The rocket experlmental payloads for whlch these chanibers i¿ere

designed are described in the fol-l-owing Chapters.
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CHAPTER 3 T]LTRAVIOLET AI'RORA

3.1 Introduction

ScienLific observations of auroral displays have now been conducted

for tr'ro centurles. Untll comparatively recently, however, all of the

observatÍons and measurements had been made from the ground and were

related to Èhe characteristÍcs of the vÍsible radiation emitted from

acËive regions.

ExtensÍve catalogues have been compÍled of those auroral emissions

whlch have been spectrally classifed (Chanberlaín, 196la), but early

observatiotrs r¡/ere lirníted by atmospherÍc absorption to vÍsíb1e and

near-visible wavel-engths. The tvro emíssions r^rhich normal-ly domi.naËd

the vlsible spectrum are from molecular nitrogen (391.4 nn) and aËonic

oxygen (557.7 nm). These usually have approximately the same brighËness

(0rBrien and Taylor, 1964).

The unit which ís most frequentl-y used for measurement of auroral-

activÍty, namely the RayJ-elgh (R), came ínto use largely because of íËs

applicability to ground based observations. One RayJ-eígh corresponds

to an apparent emissj-on tft. of 106 photons per second from a I c¡n2
I

column along the line of sight (or 1010 ph s-l m-2 col-unon). For

isotropic emíssion in a medium with no absorpËion, the apparent, surface

brightness of an extended source is -106n ph cú-3 "-l er-I for a ebl.umn
4n

emission value of R rayleighs.

The many observations of vísible emÍssions from the ground led to

the concept of the rauroral. o_valrr as a zone (in each hemísphere) near

680 uragneÈie latitude, in which is found the greatesË long-term sverage
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of the frequency of auroras (Davis, L967). The location of individual

dlsplays is influenced by the level of geornagnetic activíty and the

aurora Èends to appear nearer the poles wiËh greater geomegnetic

activíty (Bond and Jacka, 1963; Davfs, 1963) and Èo exËend over a

broader latitude range.

Systematic studies of. the al-titude distríbution of auroral emissions

were fnítíated by Störner (1965). The lower border is generally well

defined, and near 110 kn for weak activity, and as low as 95 kn for

intense forms. The upper borde.r is less well defined, and varies from

120 kn for N2+ (391.4 nn) (MÍller et aI., 1968) Èo several hundred

kilometers for the 630 nu radiat,ion r¿hich arises i.n ËransitÍons from

the uetastable 2D state of aËomic oxygen (Fígure 1.2).

Because auroral- processes occur near or above 100 km, with only a

small fractiorr of the input energy becoming obse::vable from the ground,

most major developments 1n understanding the mechanisms involved

have been made since Èhe advent o.f roekets and satellites enabled

measurements t-o be rnade within and above Ëhe emittÍng regíon. In

parÈ1cular, the vacuum ultraviolet emissions which were the main area

of ínterest in thLs !üork are detectable only from altit-udes above 70 km,

and the history of their study is comparatÍve1y short.

3.2 ExcitaÈion Scurces

The first posÍtíve indications of the mechanism of auroral exciËation

in enitting regions nas obtaíned by Vegard (1939), followed by Meinel

(1950), and Gartlein (1950). Their observaÈfons of Doppl-er-shifÈed
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enísslons from atouic hydrogen Ín the direction of the nagnetic field

indlcated the existence of a precipíËatÍng flux of energetlc protons.

A lack of correlation betr^reen active visible auroras and the occurence

of hydrogen emissions suggested the exístence of another energy sourcet

which was firsË identlfied posiËively by Mcllwaín (1960) as arl

energetic electron flux.

MeasuremenËs of much wider scope and greater detail- have since been

nade by rocket and satellite borne experiments, one of the flrst examples

of which was described by OtBrien eË aJ-., (1964). The rnaJorít¡'of bright

auroral- emlssíons appear to be excited by elecËron impact, while proton

auroras are less frequent and have an apparently independent dfstributioa

pattern (Eather and Sandfoid'L966),

Extremely monochromatfc fluxes of elecÈrons r¿ith energies of several

keV have been observed on some occasions (Mcllwain, 1960; AlbetÈ, 1967;

Evans, 1968), in addíÈion to a background fl-ux \^riËh a more normal

spectrum extending out Ëo several tens of keV. ELectrostatíc fiel-ds

were flrsË suggested as the source of the energy of the electrons,

(Evans, 1968) buÈ more recent daËa obtaíned from satelllíte insÈrumenËs

appears to be consísËenË with a Fermi acceleration process arising fron

fleLd conËractíon Ín the neutral sheet region of Ëhe Earthrs magnetospheric

tail (Sharber and Heikkila, Lg72). Electrons have in fact been obser'red

out to large distances 1n the plasrna sheeË vrÍth energy dÍstribuÈions

sinilar to those observed over PrecipiÈation regions (Bane et al., 1967;

Akasofu et al. , L'o7I; Hones et a1., L97I).
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Observable emissions accounË for only a smal1 fraction of the

energy inpuË Ëo auroral- regions and the greater part of the energy

must be transported away as boËh short and long wavelength radiation

(Anderson, 1960; Vallance-Jones , I97I), as ionized and excited

species (Iiultqvist, 1965) or as kinetj-c energ)'. An extensive re'¡iei^r

of the distributlon and dissipation of magne-tospheric energy, for

whÍch auroral emission is but one sink, has been given by Cole (1966) . n-'

The coinpl-exiËy of the energy dissÍpatÍon paths, and the inLerdependence

of alternative processes, means Ëhat a ful-l understanding of the mechanísms

must be based on measurements of an extensive range of atmospheric

and magnetospherÍ.c parameters. In the parË of EhÍs work concerned

with auroral processes, the interest was concentrated on the vacurrrn

ultraviolet emissions between 100 and 150 nm and Ëheir relatíonship

to vísible and partíc1e excitatlon.

3.3 PredictÍons of Ultraviolet Aurora

By 1-960, ground based spectroscopy harl enabled an extensive array

of auroral line and band systems in the visible, near infrared and

near ultraviolet t,o be classified and measured in intensÍty. Chamberlain

(196la, b), after conpiling a comprehensive listing of the features

knorm at Ëhat, time, made estimates of the Íntensities of those auroral

emjssions which $rere expected to be found in inaccessÍble parts of

the spectruu but which had not aË that Ëime been observed. I,iorkÍng

from known transiEion probabilÍties and observed visible and infrared

line inte-nsiÊies, Charnberlain estimaËed that the t,otal- of ultraviolet
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emÍsaions from atomic oxygen and nitrogen would be approxímately

half of that in the green (557.7 nm) oxygen l1ne, while the emission

in the Vegard-Kaplan bands of molecular nitrogen would be twÍce the

intensity of 557.7 nm. The estimates were based on the average

characterístÍcs of brlght auroras of strength IBC III. (An aurora ís

cLassified as Internatíonal Brightness CoefficienL I, II, III or IV,

for 1, 10, 100 and 1000 kR respecËlvell of 0, (557.7 nm) radiation, '')
¡ rt ¡¡ .:

measured in the zenÍth dÍrection.) Chanberlain pointed out ËhaË even
,)

w-ith generous esËÍmates of ultraviolet intensÍties, the total radiation

from the vacuum ultraviolet through to the infrared would sÈíll repr:esen!

only a small fraction of the primary energy thought to be necessary

for productÍon of the observed amounts of 391.4 nm radlatÍon from N2t.

He suggested that the unaccounted energy night appear irr other ulËra-

viol-et emissions which he had noË included 1n his calculations.

At about the same time, SwÍngs, Bosman-Crespin and Arpigny (1961),

following a síurÍlar líne of reasoning, produced an extensi\¡e list of

ul-Lravi.olet e.missÍons ¡nfrich they predicted uight be found in auroras.

They referred Ëheir estimaÈes Lo the intensity of Nr+ 1l9t.4 nn)

radiation, and suggested that the most pronÍnent emissions between 100

and 200 nm wavelength I^Iou]d be at L02.6 nm and 130.4 nm (both fron 0t

and both more intense than Uz+ (ggt.4 nn)) and at L2L.6 nm (from Hr,

at one third of the ínt,ensity at 391.4 nur). Their total background

of rninsr conponents ín Ëhe vacuum ultraviolet region was three tímes

the intensiÈy aL 391.4 nm, arnd approxÍmately one third of this l-ay
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between 105 and 145 nm.

Green and Barth (1965) adopted a dlfferent approach, based on

measured cross-secËions for excitation and ionízatÍon of molecular

nÍËrogen by electron i-npact. They considered the conbÍned effect of

prÍmary, seconday and tertiary eleetrons in -:their contribuiions to

each exeiËed sËate. In their analysls Ëhey examined the energy

degraelaÈion of 30 keV primary elect,rons. More recent measurements of

electron specËra (Evans, 1968) have Índicated that the majority of

prirnary electrons responsíble for an IBC III aurora would have energies

much lower than 30 keV. However, because secondary coll-isions produce

most of the excj-t.ed molecules, the distribuËion between excÍted states

is very much Ëhe same for prlmary electrons in the 6 - 10 keV range

as for 30 keV electrons, and the predictions of emission ÍnËensiËies

should be equally valid for excítat,ion by less energetic elecÈrons. Of

the systems which are represente.d ín the 100 to 150 nrn ranger Green

and Barth predieted several. thousand kiiorayleighs Ín both the Lyman-

Birge-Hopfield and the BJ-rge-Hopfield systems of N2 ín an IBC III

aurora. Such an ÍntensÍty would have been an order of rnagnitude greaËer

than the vlsible contributíons.

In a later more detailed study, Stolarski and Green (1967) consÍdered

a composite atmosphere of N2, 0 and 02, and a range of prlmary energy

fron 30 keV down to 0.1 keV. Their predictions for the two ultraviolet

sysËems menÈioned above were lornrer by a factor of three, and some

signíficant contributions from atomic oxygen rvere predicted. The major
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atomlc oxygen emisslons in Ehe range covered by the present work

$rere expected to be ar 130.4 nm (lB2 kR), rL5.2 nn (106 kR) and

135.6 nm (92 kR) in an IBC III aurora excíted by 10 keV electrons.

Model calculatfons such as those just mentioned had in general

predicted very large amounts of radiation ín Lhe vacuum ultravíolet

auiora, Índicatíng the ímport,ance of measuremenÊs in the region to

a complete understanding of Èhe energy dissipation processes.

3.4 PrevÍous ObservatÍons of Ultravíolet Aurora

The earliest reported detection of far ulÈravioleÈ radlation

aËtribuÈed to auroral actÍvity was by chubb et al., (1961), and sÍnce

Ëhat ti¡ne a number of observations have been made.

Fastie, Crosswhite and Markharn (1961) rnade Ëhe fÍrst measurements

wlth a scanning spectrophotometer in an rBc rr aurora, and found

several features r¿hÍch hrere consÍdered Ëo be the L-B-H system of

molecular nitrogen (also crosswhite et al., 1962). on a later flíght

Ímproved daEa was obtained ln the 141 to 2zr nm range, where the

L-B-II system of N2 was posítively identÍfíed (Isler and Fastie, 1965).

Observed intensiti-es in the vacuum ultravioleË regíon had been shcwn

by these workers to be much lower than predicted theoretical-J-y.

Murcray (1966) on the other hand, had reported very large Íntensities

between 105 aud 135 nm wavelengËh. He used ionÍzaÈion chambers similar

to some of Èhose used in this work, buË having a very wlde field of

vlew, so that he was unable to locallze the source region. Murcray

reported ult.raviolet intensitt'.es as high as twent)r times the intensity
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at 557.7 nm and suggeste<i Ëhat the emissions were mainly from

aËomic oxygen (130.4 nu) and molecular nitrogen (L-B-H, B-H and

ú-K systems). IIe also found some evidence that the ultravíolet and

vtsible emitting regions Ì¡rere not coincident, buÈ because of limiLat-Íons

ín the insÈruuent resolution, could not form any definite conclusions

concerning the spatial distribution.

Mil1er et al., (1968) reporLed scannÍng specÈrometer measureuents

covering the range 105 Ëo 155 nru which showed the 130.4 nm atomic

oxygen emission to be stronger Ëhan the simultaneous 391.4 nm intensity.

Srom those bands of Èhe N2 (L-B-H) systems whích were observed, Èhe

total sysÈem intensiËy was estimated to be only slightly less than

the intensitY at 391.4 nn.

3.5 The Objectives of these Auroral Measurenents

The diverse results mentíoned in the previous secÈion sho¡nr that,

although at the conmencement of thís work some of the main features of

the vacuum ultraviolet aírglow had been idenÈified, the intensiÈies

ueasured on different occasions had appeared to show such a great

dlversity ËhaL more comprehensive measuremenLs were needed.

some of Èhe apparent, disparity between rePorLed ultraviole't

intensítíes lüas probably due to the effects of usíng instrumenLs r'rith

dífferent fields of view to make measurements ín the complex auroral

forms, so that viewing conditÍons were not str:'-ctly couparable' There'

have sinCe been ltrore recent reports of other measurements ¡'rhich were

made concurrently with Ëhis woÏlc, and they l¡il1 be referred to ín
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the discussion of the results Ín Chapter 5.

The instruments described in the next ChaPter IAIere designed to

measure the total intensiËies $/ithin a number of vacuum ultravioleË

and visible wavelength ranges. The ultravíclet and vÍsibl-e radiatlon

photomeËers $Iere- aligned with thei-r axes parallel, and inítially had

the same acceptance angle, so that all of the detectors viewed the

same region of space, allowlng direct conparisons t,o be made between

vfsible and ultraviolet emissions. During the course of the r¡Iork,

however, Ëhe fiel-ds of view of the ultraviolet detectors hrere enlarged

to lower the ihrcshold of detectable intensity. AfËer thís modiflcaÈion

had been made, the vi.sÍble photometers viewed the centre of the fields

of Ëhe ultraviolet detectors.

Ionization chambers of Ëhe type descríbed Ín Chapter 2 were used

to detect the ultravíoleL radiatÍon because of their relatively high

sensitivity, reliabílity, eompactness and sínplicity; all of whích

attributes Iüere ímportant ín thís partÍcular application. Although

each individual detecËor was relatively broad-band, suitable combirrations

of types of ion chambers (table 4.1) were chosen to discriminate between

those emissions whích measurements such as those of Mill-er eL al.,

(1968) had shown to be dominant Ín the specËra1- range thaË was covered'

particular emphasis qtas placed on the separaüÍon of Hydrogen Lymancl

radíation al 12l-.6 nm. Thís was known to be the dominanÈ component

Ín the non-auroral níght sky vacuun ultravÍolet spectrum where ít is

produced by geoc.oronal scatÈering (chapters 6, 7, B). Geocoronal airglctø
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must be taken into account ln all measurements of far uLtravíolet-

airglow, particularly at low leve1s of actÍvfËy.

Lymana radlaËÍon has a special slgnifÍcance in auroral measurements

because of its predictec associatÍon with proton excited aurora.

DiscrlminaÈion'between electron and proton auroras is normally nade

on the basis of measurements of visible hydrogen emissions. However,

during daytirne or even under bright moonlÍght such measurements are

dlfficult or impossible. Llmanu measurernents can provide a means

of monitoring prot,on precipitatíon events and, in conjunctíon wÍth

other measurements of auroral parameters, could help to develop a

beËter understanding of the proton aurora.

The design and specificaËÍons of the photomeËric Ínstrumentation

devel-oped for these studies, and its relationship Ëo other experimenËs

fl-o.n¡n in the same program, are described in the fol-lowing Chapter,

whll-e Chapter 5 gives details of the results rvhich have been obtained.
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CHÄPTER 4 THE AURORAI T]LTRAVIOLET E)GERIMENT

4.1 The Modular Auroral Probe

4.L,I IntroducËion

Auroral parameters are, in general, widel-y varíable ín time

and spacer and conditions are neither precisely predictable nor

repeatable. The task of properly relating measurements rnade at

different Ëimes or places is Eherefore diffÍcult. With this in

mfnd, the Modular Auroral- Probe (MAP) programme I¡ras conceÍved and

ínstigated in the Southwest Centre for Advanced Studies, Dallas,

Texas (now incorporated as UniversÍty of Texas at Dallas), uncler

the leadership of Prof . I^I.J. Heikkila.

A rocket payload format was devised to provide a flexible

means of combining a number of experímenËa1 packages frou different

laboratories, in order to make co-ordinated ueasurements of a wide

range of parameters Ín auroral- regions. ConsÍderation was gíven

in the design to rapid and easy checlcout facilítes so that, íf

required, payloads could be reflor,¡n soon after recovery. Successful

recovery of the payloads \ras expecËed Èo enal¡le a large number

of flights to be made Ínto a varieÈy of auroral conditi-ons.

Forrnation of the payload from separaÈe packages of standard

form allowed indÍvidual experiments to be easily removed and operaËed

separateLy for testing, cal-i-bratíon anà servicing. Modular construcÈion

and mountfng of the packages enable different combínatÍons of

experÍments to be grouped inËo payloads best suiÈed to Èhe requirements

of the individual flíghts.
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A baslc set of experlments forming a payload comprised:-

Energetíc Particle Detectors

Soft Electron Spectrometer

Photoueters

tr'requency Shift Capac.itance Probe

Languruír Probe

Pulse Receiver

This cornbination of instruments provided measurements over a wíde

range of proton, elecËron and alpha partÍcle fluxes, and of the

consequent radiatíon and ionizatíon. Ihe photometric measurement,s

of auroral ultraviolet and visible radÍatÍon are the subjeet of

this and the next Chapter. All of the ueasurements reported here

were ma<le by on-board phoËometers. Comparisons with ground based

photometer data provided by range support facÍl-ities are mentioned

in the appropriate parËs of the dÍscussion of the results 
"

A standard payload configuration is shovm in Figure 4.1.

The experirnental packages and service uniËs (power supplies,

telenetry, interface logíc and tíning and control) were built into

a vertical stack supported by a rack structure. ThÍs combination

was i-nserËed into the tubul-ar skín section to which was attached

the parachute recovery package and the nose cone, The payload

was designed to be flown on the Nike-Apache two stage vehicle to

about 140 km altítude.

4. L.2 Photometric measurements

Theoretical predictions and previously reporËed measurements

of large fluxes of ultraviolet radíatlon in auroral forms had
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indicated the importance of this spectral region ín the energy-flow

scheme. Accordingly, it was decíded that the intensÍties of

ultraviolet emissions, and theír relatíonship Èo other parameËers

being meaeured, should be one of the aspects of auroral actÍvÍty to

be observed. Spatial disÈributions of Ëhe emissions, altitude

profiles of the intensities, and spe.ctral disËríbuÈion of the

radiation would be sÈudíed.

It was not feasible to consÉrucÈ a specËral scanning photometer

to flt wiËhin Ëhe package, so wavelength discrimination Ín the

ul-traviolot regíon was obtained by the use of groups of lonizaLÍon

chambers wiLh response bands selected Lo isolate the expected

ímportant emissions. The coarse speclral díscrimination was then

combÍned üriÈh altitude profile ínformation to Ídentífy the

conporrents of the specËrum, and to determine the conLríbutions

from airglow emissions.

Visible radiatÍon intensítÍes $rere also measure-d for compariscn

with the ultraviolet observations, and as a lleans of relatíng the

conditlons dur:ing the flight to measurenent,s uade aË other tímes.

Ground based observatíons of the visible aurora can be misleading,

particularly when the display has distinct localízed emittíng regions.

Under Èhese conditions, measuremenËs of the intensity at the position

of the rocket. are mosÈ valuable.

The spatíal and time resotrutlon of the phoEometers was rnade
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as hlgh as the telemetry system would accept, to give maxÍmum

resolution of emission regions and t,o enable correlations beËween

emisslon features and Íncoming particle fluxes t,o be detected. At

the nominal spin rate of 5 rps, and wilh a telenetry sampling rate

of 125 sps, each photomet.er in effect forned a series of integrals

of intensity around approximaËel-y 150 of the detector scan círcle.

4,2 t}:,e llAP PhoËometer Experiu.ent

Five ptrotomeLers with associated control and data handling systems

fomed the basis of the phoËomeÈer package. Three ionization chambers

covered bands in the vacuum ultravÍolet region whiLe filter-photomultiplier

combinations monitored two vlsibl-e emÍssions. Severa]- combinations of

ion chamber types r,sere selected for dífferent flight packages.

Figure 4.2 is a schenatic of the photometer package systems. Pro-

vislon was made for automatÍc calibratíon, boËh before and duríng

flight, of all of the anplifiers and of the photomultipliers. The

cal-ibration cycle was triggered at 16 second intervals durj-ng flight

by tlming sigaals from the payload time base generator. No facility

was provided for internal checks of ion chamber sensítivíty because

of the difficulty of providing a sufficiently stabl-e small source.

The deÈector signals were amplifiecl and accr¡mmulated in digÍtal

form for 8 mÍllisecond periods befo::e being transmíÈted through the

pulse code-modul-ated teleuetry modulator. Several aspects of Èhe

operation of the package were monítored via pulse amplítude nodulated

transmissions.
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Figures 4.3 and 4.4 shorv the mechanical- conflguration of the

package. Al1 of the detect,ors were mounted wÍËh their viewÍng axes

paralle1, and at ri-ght angles Ëo the rocket axis. They were prot,ected

durlng the launch phase by a cover r¿hlch was released aÈ 50 krn. The

logarithmic amplifiers, swítching relal's and deÈector power amplífiers

üIere mounted alongsÍde the detector block, r¿hi1e plug-1n circuit cards

heLd the signal processing and control electronics. Detaíls of the

design and function of the components of the photometer syst,ems are

given Ín the- following Sections (4.2.1 to 4.2,5).

4.2,L VÍsíble radiation det,ectors

Photomultiplier-interference filËer coubinations were used

to measure the iqtensities of the N2+ (391.4 nm) and 0l (557.7 nm)

emlssíons r,trithin the fields of view defined by para11el tube

collimators. In order to provide the positive output current required

by the ampllfiers, each photouultÍplier network was suppl-íed wíth

both posltive and negaÈive voltages and Ëhe last dynode currenË

was taken as the signal. In such a circuiÈ, the dynode current

is a factor of G - I Èimes the anode current, where G Ís the gain
G

of the lasÈ dynode stage. The factor ls constant if the supplies

are stable and the last stage volÈage is high enough; both conditions

were fulfilled by the circuiÉ used.

Table 4.1 lfsts the specificaËions of the vlsíble photometers

and the calibrations applicable to the detectors on Èhe flight



FIGURE 4.3 TIIE }4AP PI{OTOMETER PACI(AGE

AÈboËtomleftcanbeseentheíonchambercollimatorsandthe

Ínterference filters. The componenÈs of the system can be ldentifled

by reference to Figure 4.4. In the phoËograph, Ëhe digital elecËronics

card has been removed.
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number 14.443 r¿hÍch is referred to ln the next Chapter.

TABLE 4.1 VISIBLE RADTATION DETECTOR SPECIFICATIONS

4.2,2 UlÈravioleL detectors

Each payload carried three ionizatÍon chambers to measure

intensfties in selecËed ultraviolet wavelengËh bands. There vras

some overlap of their spectral response ï¿mges, and sj-gnal- dÍfferencing

was used to separate emíssions in overlapping and non-overlapping

specÈral regÍons. Durlng Lhe initfal part of the Program' the íon

chambers were fitLed wÍth collimators ldentical to those on the

photomultipllers. I{hen the predicËed signal levels were noÈ re'ceived,

the coll-ímators were changed to increase both the collecting area

and Èhe,angular fieLd of view.

P.M. Tube Type

Cathode Type

Total Supply Voltage

Aperture Area

Angular FÍel-d of View (F.I,ü.H.M.)

Fllters: Nomlnal tr{avelength

Passband Centre (acËual)

Passband \^lj.dËh (F.I,l.H.M. )

Cal-ibrated Sensittvity (500C)
(Flieht 14,443)

RCA 4460

s11

1300 v

55 m2

100

39r.4

392.O

6.0

nm

nm

nm

3.2

= 3:1
10-s
108

1.8 x
5.5 x

A¡ops/kn
kR/Anp

x 10-7
x 108

557 .7

5s7.4

6.0
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Although the sensitivj-ties and response times of the u.v.

detectors could have been improved by operating the chambers with

internal gas gain, this Ídea was rejected because of the reduced

measurement accuracy. The elapsed time between the l-ast complete

laboraËory calibration of the charnbers and the launch date was

nornally several monÈhs. Gas-gain charaeËerj-stics of chaml¡ers

are much more sensit,ive to deterioration in travel and storage

than is the unÍ-ty gaín effÍciency, so gas-gaÍn operaËion r^roul-d

have introduced exËra uncerËainty in the sensitivities at the tÍne

of flight. All of the chambers were Èher-efore operated at unity

gain, even though the signal levels from some rÁiere near Ëhe lÍmits

of the amplifíer capabilitÍes.

Four different types of ion charobers r¿ere used in the l"fAJ

payloads, in groups of Ëhree seLected from the types listed j-n

TabLe 4.2.

TABLE 4.2 ION CHAMBERS USED IN IVIAP EXPERIM]INTS

DESIGNATTON I^IIl{DOI^I FILLING GAS I^IAVEI,ENGTH RANGB

LNO LiF

CaF2

LlF

BaF2

NO

NO

Ethy1 Bromíde

Xylene

105 - 135 nm

I22 - 135 run

105 - 120 nn

135 : 147 nm

G.IO

LEB

BAX
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The firsÈ three types listed ln the Table wer:e fiE,ted in the

package which made the üeasurements descríbed in the next chapter.

Thís group of chambers gave a good e.overage of the region between

105 and 135 nn, but did not cover wavelengths longer than 135 nm

(BAX range), where the L-B-H system of molecular nitrogen should be

prominent.

The three chambers were chosen to separate hydrogen Lyuana

radlaËion from emj-ssíons on either side of ít in the spectrurn.

Previous dispersion measurements (Miller et al., 1968), had aË times

shown strong oxygen emíssion at 130.4 nm and, íf present at the

strength ÍndicaËed, this emission would be f-he maín contributj-on

to the calcÍum fluorÍde-nitric oxide chamber sígnal. Dispersion

instrumenËs had shown only smal1 inËensities below L2I nm, but they-

may have been relativeJ-y inÈensÍtive in that regíon, thus failing

to detect some short wavelength emíssions. The lithÍum fluoríde-

ethyl bromide chamber was sensitive over the 105 - 120 nm range, and

was intended to enable emíssions in Èhis region to be separaÈed from

those at Lymancr and longer r^ravelengths.

The specifications of the uIÈraviole-t radíaEi-on Cetectors,

with the fj-gures appropríat,e to Flight 14.443, are sumnarised in

Tabl-e 4.3. The spectral response curves of the three chambers

frou that payload are those shown in Figure 2.I4.
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4.2. 3 LogarithmÍc amplifíers

Because of the wide range of inÈensitíes lÍkeJ-y to be

encountered in a series of auroral- flights, each amplifi-er had to

be capable of coveríng a range of four decades of detector signal

currents. A logaríthmíc current to voltage converslon cÍrcuit

was use<l to meet this requirement (l'igure 4.5). The logarÍthrníc

function was derived from the positÍve-griC characËerj-stics of the

electrometer tube. The current ranges covered were nominally 1O-12-

ro l0-8 A ín the ion chmaber channels, and 10-9 to 10-5 A for the

photomult,ipliers. Linlting circulÈs came into operation slíghtly

shorË of the range ends to prevenË multi-cycle operatíon of the

digital accumulators (4,2.4).

MeasuremenË and assessment of the effects of response Èime

Ín nonlinear, currenÈ-driven amplifiers of the type used are

complícated. The rise and fall times are dlfferenË, and boËh of

these depend upon the operatÍng current levels and feedback

neuËralÍzation. The flight anplifÍers f^7eTe adjusted to follow '
up to 50 Hz repetÍtion rate, a squere trra-¡e test sígnal r¿ith a 2 : I

current step at 2 x 10-1I A. Although the response time at sígna1

levels below this r¿as slower Èhan that required to follow accurately

the radiaËion fluctuaËions, this compromise beËween response time

and stability was selecÈed as the most appropriate for the operating

conditÍons.
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TABLE 4.3 1ILTRAVIOLET RADIATION DETECTORS

4.2,4 Digítal signal processÍng system

Voltage to frequency converteïs, dríven by the analogue detector

amplifiers, rùere used to derive suitable ÍnpuÊ signals for the

digital data storage and Èransmission systems. Each linear voltage

controlled oscíllator produced a square-lÍave signal with frequency

varying linearly from 32 kKz to 64 þ,Hz for an arnplifier oulput of

0v Èo 3 v. The nuuber of pulses fed to each accumulator durÍng Ëhe

sampling period (B ms) thus ranged frorn 256 to 512 over "uhe range

of the drive amplifier.

The top plug-ín board held ftve accummul-at,ors wíth shift

regíster sËorages and control and gating circuitry' and was designed

and buÍl-t by the staff of U.T.D. Each accurnmulated counË was

transferred Ëo a storage register before Èhe next sampling perÍod

comnenced, and at the appropriate part of the telemetry frane, the

Entrance AperËure

Fleld of View

Operating Voj-tage

Chamber Type

Spectral Range

Peak Efficiency

I;.27 cm2

4oo r.w.tt.lt. (circular)

*47 Volts (unity gain)

LEB LNO cNo

105 - 120 nm 105 - 135 nm

597^

I22 ^ 135 nn

Loi¿ 277"
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stored counts fron the fÍve detector channel-s were gated into the

te1-emetry sub-modulaÈor. The digftising error of one part in 256

(voltage) corresponded to ! 2% of. the signal current referred to

the arnplifíer Ínput. This error was independent of whether the

anpllfÍer \,'ras operating at high or low levels.

4.2.5 In-flight calibration sysÈem

A calibrator rìras íncorporated into each photometer package-

to enable periodic checks to be uade on the operatíon and stabil.ity

of the slgnal channels. At sixteen second íntervals, relays were

activated to disconnect Ëhe detecLors from their amplifíers, and

known currents from resistive sources were fed into the arnpllffers

for 100 mi.lliseconds. This provided a one-polnt check of each

nain channel from the amplifÍer input to Ëhe data readouË. A major

faul-t in a channel would be indicaËed, but not necessarlly located,

by the calibration. Temperature drifts in each channeL could be

measured and allowed for, because the most temperature sensitíve

línk was the logarithníc amplifier whích, whíle drifting, mainËained

a constant volts-per-decade sensitÍvÍËy. A single point calibration

was therefore suffÍcient to allor^¡ any requlred corrections to be

made. In practice, amplífÍer drifts during flight trere found to be

negligible.

The calíbrator also swiÈched on a miniature incandescenL lamp

which il-luninated the photomuliiplÍer fa,ces via light-pipes for 150

milliseconds. This gave a ueasure of the photomultíplier se,nsiÈiviÈies
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to a broadband souree, as the 1-amp ligtrt did not pass Èhrough the

narro1{ band f ilters. The callbrator could be triggered or held

continuousl-y in either resistive source or lamp source mode by

exÈernal control signals. This enabled cal-ibration to be checked

at any ti-me until i¡nrnediately before lift-off when external

connections I¡tere isolated frou the rocket.

4.3 Laboratory CalíbratÍon of -Ëhe PhoËometers

4,3.L Electronics

The anplifier ínput cír.cuj-ts had Èest-poinËs into which

selected- currents were fed from Keithle:y 610 C j.nstruments. Because

the amplifier circuits did not use hear,ry overall d.c. feedback, the

characteristic curves were determÍned by Èhe elecÈrometer gríd

characÈeristícs. The transfer curve of each amplífier was plotted

for each of the range settings used, and an arnplifier most suiLed

to the detecËor sígnal fange was select,ed for each channel.

The analogue to digital converters r^rere extremely linear and

stable (t 0.01% per 0C). Their input - output characÈeristics were

set independently of the amplifiers so that, tf. a fault occurred,

the converter boards could be inLerchanged between packages without

requirfng a recal-ibratíon to be done.

4 . 3, 2 PhoËomultíPl-iers

The photornultÍpLiers trrere calibrated against an fncandescent

lanp whlch had been aged and calibrated for colour tenPerature and

spect,raL energy density by the Australian National Standards
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Laboratory. A serles of metallic: film neutral density fÍlters

r,ras ûade Èo attenuate the sËandard l-anp flux to the sensitivity range

of the photomultipliers. These fllters were made of evaporated

níchrome, and theÍr Ëransmjssions rr'ere measured on a PerkÍn-Elrrer

Model 137 IIV spectrometêr;'

The response of Ëhe phoËomtrltipliers Èo the attenuated standard

source $ras measured both wíËh the cathodes bare, and with the

nultilayer flight filters fitted. A double check was f.hen possible

as the fÍlters had been suppl-Íed wiËh independent transmission curves

measured on a Cary Model 14 spectrophotomeÈer. The sensÍtivity of

the multiplíers wàs calculaÈed by.computing lhe wavelength integral

of'the produeÈ of the standard 1-amp spectral- densíty, the relative

cathode response function, and the transmíssions of all filters and

aËËenuators in the llght paÈh. The estírnated errors in the calibraËions

were t 25il absoLute, and t IO7" relaËive between the tl^7o photomultipl-iers.

Linearity was checked by using a combination of fílters and lamp-

detecËor separations. SignfficanË non-linearities occurred only aË

stgnal currents exceeding the flighË anrplifÍer limits.

4,3.3 Ion chamber ealibration

The ion chambers were calibrated by the procedures given in

Section 2.7, excepË that these chambers were not tested or calibratecl

at gas gaín. calíbrations rTere done at unity gain with Ëhe ion

chamber walls al t 47 volts. Spectral response curves were taken

at 0.5 nm intervals, with ad<iitional measuÏements aË wavelengLlls where
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strong line emissions r¡¡ere expected. hlhile the sensitivity

of the photomultlplier detecËors rüas not expected to change

slgnificantl-y during the period between laboratory calíbratíons

and the subsequent launch, the long term stabillty of the ion

chambers h'as not, so predietable. Over a perÍod of several months

some changes in sensiËlvity due to gas or wÍndow contaminaÈion'were

expected. It was found t,o be dlfficult to obtain accuraLe checks

of sensítivity from preflight checks wlth porËabl-e dlscharge 1amps.

Better estirnates of the in-flight chamber sensitÍviËies.were obtaÍned

from post flight calíbratÍons on those occasÍons r¡hen the payloa<ls

were recovered without damage.

4.4 Environmental- TestÍng of Payloads

4.4,L Thermal

llhil-e on Ëhe launcher, the payJ-oad was heated by a warm airstream,

so no requiremenË existed for operaËion or Ëesting below normal

LaboraËory temperatures (200C). The maximum temPerature expecte.d

duríng f1-ight in the interj-or of the payload at the photometer

location lías near 600C. Tests were made on the operation and

drÍfts of the payl-oad systems up to thÍs temperature. The logarithnÍc

anplífíers \¡rere the most temperature sensitive elements, but over

Èhis temperature ra.nge drifts were always less t'han 100 mv, and

coul-d be compensated for adequatèl-y by reference to the inflight

callbrations.
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4.4,2 Evacuation

Each photometer package, after being fÍtted wíth detectors,

was placed j-n a vacuum chamber and operated under ful1 power as

the pressure \¡ras reduced to ensure thaÈ no corona discharges

occurred fron high voltage circuiËs in the pressure range around

1 Torr. The packages hrere operated continuously under vacuum for

half an hour to prove thaL alL components had ample margin for

dissÍpaÈion of heaÈ when ln a rarífied atmosphere.

4.,i.3 Vibration

All of the índÍvídual packages and an assembled payload

were submitÈed to vibration before the first launching. ElecÈrícal

pohTer hTes not swítched on during the vibration, but was applied

for electrical function tests before and after the vibratíon.

Vibratíon was done in Ëhree axes using boËh random and sliding

tone sinusoidal- excÍtation.

4.5 Summary

Four experimental packages, of the type described ín the previous

sections, were consEructed for parËicipation in a series of rocket 'borne

experiments. Modifications and improvemerrts were incorporated between

fl-ights, but Èhe baslc format remafned unchanged. During the series

of rocket flÍghts, the abil-ity of the phoLometer systems Èo make

measurements over a range of auroral- acitivty has been established.

The photometer packages featured five main detectors wÍth aligned

fields of view arranged to scan Èhe spatial structure of auroral features
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in a way not possible wlth larger forward viewÍng lnstrumenls. WiËh

Èhis sytem, the relaÈionships Ín strengÈh and position of emissions

within the five wavelength bands could be studied.
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CHAPTER 5 RESI]LTS OF MAP AURORAJ, FLIGHTS

5.1 FlighÈs of the MAP Payloads

5.1.1 Introduction

The MAP payload system was fírst flown ín May, L967 on a

daytine üest flight. Although the instrumenÈs performed satisfacÈorily,

a failure occurred in the parachute deployment system, causíng

the payload to be ðestroyed, and the rernaining three flights planned

for the campaign r¡/ere cancelled to allow developmenE. of au improved

recovery system.

A second series of flights r,ras made Ín February, 1969.

PhoÈometer packages were included ín three payloads launched at-

níght. On the firsÈ occasíon, the aurora he-d faded before the

rocket reached measuring altÍtudes. The photomultipliers received

slgnal-s, but no ultravíolet fluxes above the Ëhresholds were

detected. The second flíght of the seríes was made Ínto an IBC II

aurora. Once again, the phoËourultipliers operated as expecÈed, buË

no ultraviolet radiation ¡¿as deËected. The level of ultravíoleÈ

intensíÈíes r¡ras apparently well below Ëhat which had been anticipated;

a conclusion whlch sras supported by data Ëaken on a later fl-ighÈ and

by other workers (Miller et al., 1968). During Ëhe ascent phase of

the thírd flÍghL of the series, a mechanical- failure ín the nose-cone

occurred and the vehicle did not reach the required altiÈude.

A further flighÈ of a l"lAP payload including a photometer

package was made itr April 1970, when Ëhe rockeÈ was launched inËo a

bríghÈ and very active aurora, and both visible and ultraviolet
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e¡nissÍons were deÊecÈed. The results of the aaalysÍs of the data

. from this flighÈ are preserrted in the following secÈions. A

failure in the recovery system caused the payload to be exÈensÍvely

damaged on impact, so that post-flíght tests and calibrations could

not be done to check the operation and sensit.ivity of the detecËor

sysÈems.

5,I.2 I'IAP flighr 14.443 - launch and fJ-ighË conditions

The vetricle was launched at 0640 hrs on 16th April, tgZO(u.f .).

?rior to launch, the ground nagnetomeËers Índicated a magnetic bay

of approxinately 100y, and the riometer absorption rì/as measured at

0.3 db. A scanning photometer aË Ëhe Auroral Observat,ory indicated

an intensity of near 100 kR of 557.7 nm emíssion for the brightest

sections of the dlsplay. The a1-1 sky photographs (Figure 5.1) show

the extent and activity of the emitting regÍons.

An apogee of 136 km r¿as reached at 186 secs after launch,

ar.d 24O seconds of data from above 70 km¡¡¡gagrêceived. The photo-

nultipliers regisËered auroral radiation from Ëhe tíme of cover

release (+48 secs) and the ion chambers responded to radiaËíon

above 75 km. The payload rolled at a rate of 5 rps duríng ascent'

and from *80 s precessed in a cone of 100 hal-f '¡gle. After the

head had been severed fron the second stage on the downleg (+216 s)'

it precessed in a cone of 230 half angle. The derivation of vehicle

oríentatÍon is outlíned in the following sectlon.
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1.3 Attítude solutÍon

Thr-ee fluxgate magnetometers rilere carried to provide

infornation on the attitude of the payload. Sensing heads were

fíxed at angles of 00, 900 and 450 to the rockeË axis. In-flighÈ

calibration parameters for the 450 magnetoileter l\rere calculated

at a number of flight-times by enalysis of Èhe telemetered signal. By

usíng a method ouÈlined by N. Eaker (prÍvate communicatíon), based

on a suggestlon by Dr. J. Hugill of ESSA, the parameËers \'7ere

calculated frorn Ëhe flight data by an íteraËive process.

The ouÈput voltage of the magnetom€Ëer circui! was represented

AS

V=Vo*kBcosO

when the sensor made an angle of O with the Earthts magnetic field,

B. The insÈantaneous voltages V1 and V2 (fígure 5.2a) corresponded

to the insLants (tf , tZ) when the magnetometer' rockeË axis and

magnetic field were coplanar. Orthogonalíty of the vecËors m1 and

y (Figure 5.2b) meanÈ that

(Vr - vo)2 + (vz - v9)2 = (kB cosol)2 + (kr cos o2)2

= Y2g2 (cos2o1 + cos2 (90 - or))

k2gz

Several trial values of Vg r¡reïe selecËed, and the corresPonding values

of kB were calculated frorn the measured values of V1 and V2 at a

number of tímes during a precession periocl. Interpolation ín a (kB)

vs (vo) ptot of the trial solution pairs gave the actual values of v9
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and kB to t¡e used in the mag¡st.omeLer daËa reducÈion. The

above steps rrrere repeated for several periods during Lhe flight

to correct for temperature drifts and for the change i-n bias due

to payload separatÍon.

The derived angle betvreen'the rocket ro11 axis anrl the magnetic

field is plotted in Þ'igure.5.3. As the dip angle of the field was

830, the curve also gives approximeÈely Ëhe angle of the d.etector

scan plane from the horizontal (thi-s angle has been called e and

ls shor"m in Figure 5.2c).

IË had been lntended to use the visible signals fron both

the auroral emíssions and the moon as daËa for the attitude solution.

Good signals from the moon, as an effective point source, would

have greatly simplified the attitude soluËion. Flgure 5.1 shows,

however, that the moon (aË 2550 Ã2, +260 El) appeared in or near a

bright auroral regíon for most of the flight, and intensity

calculatíons confirmed that the lunar signal would have been diffÍcult

to distinguish Ín such a brlght aurora, boËh at 39L.4 nm and ac 557.7 nm"

Lunar signals could not therefore be used as a dírectíonal reference

for this vehicle. AtËitude data was also difficult to obtain fTom

the auroral forms because of theÍr variabllity and spatial distribution.

Some of the observed properties of the ultraviolet airglow below

100 kur (reported in Chapter 7 and 8) were used io derive aÈËitude

information from the airglow signals. A precise aËtiÈude solutj-on

was computed only for the period after ì2L6 s (payload separation.).
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Between *216 s and about +305 s, the rockeÈ precessed about a cone

of.22.50ha1f angle, centred on (2800 Az, +680 El), and passing

within 1.50 of both the magneÈic field and the zenith'

A study of Èhe reiationship between the ultraviolet and visible

deÈecËor signals and the magnetic aspect during the period *80 s to

*100 s indicated that between *80 s and 1216 s, the axis of the

precession cone lay within 80 of (1800 Ã:., +750 EL). For a precession

cone centred within the stated limits, the scan plane inclínation (e)

would have been beÈween 100 and 280 at the times when the magnetic

aspect angle was aL a local maxirnrrm. After ,216 s" e \^7as 400 at

. tímes of maximum magnetic aspect. This sítuaËion is referred to in

Section 5.2.2. The times r,rhen the magrretic aspecË' þ, was zeto (R//Å)

and when the magnetic aspect was at a maxímum (i.e. points l8O0 apar¡

on the precession cone) \¡lere used for comparing measured intensities

aË dÍfferent heights.

5. 1.4 Instrument Performance

Both photonulËípliers and their data channels and two ion charnber

channels performed sat,Ísfactorily and with adequate stabillty.

In-flíght. calíbration curves for the anplífiers and the two photo-

nultiplie.rs are shovm in Figure 5.4. For logarithmic amplifiers of

thís Lype, wÍth a four decade coverage' the drifts during fligtrt (t57"

referred to input) were satÍsfactory. The third Íon chamber channel

(LEB) showed neítheï signals nor calÍbration pulses, indicating that

a fault had occurred in the data handling circuitry.
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5.2 Auroral UlÈraviolet RadiaÈion

5.2.L General charaeteristÍcs of the ultraviolet deÈector signals.

The signal levels from both of the ion chambers vrere below

the thresholds unÈil Ëhe rocket reached 85 km, above which the LNO

chamber (105 nn to 135 nn) showed a roll-modulated response. Signals

received. beËween 85 km and 100 km had a smoot,h varíaËion around the

detector scan círc1e. In that. altitude range the radiation must

have been predominantly hydrogen LymancÌ, as Èhís is the only

promínent emission in the specÈral range which cari penetrate effectively

below 95 kur. The smoothness of the spatial- distribution was

, characterlstic of the airglow radiation which is treated j-n l.ater

chapters (61 7r 8). Figure 5.5 shows a series of ,.traces taken

from the Ëelemetry records Èo illustrate the nature of the observed

sígnals. On Èhe logaríthmic scale of the display, which covers

four decades of signal currenË, the ratio of Imax/Imin around each

spin scan is proportional to the height of the spín modulaËion

of the waveform.

!ühile the mean signal l-evel increased with altitude, discreeË

localízed sources began to appear above 100 kn. Figure 5.5(b) shows

a loeaLized brightening of abouL 5O7" above Èhe intensíty from

adjacenË regions. comparison wlth the photomultiplíer signals showed

thaÈ the greatest ultraviolet íntensities did not always coincide

r¡iÈh the brightest vísib1e regions. so¡ne parL' but not all, of

theapparentdisplacementmayhavebeencausedbythedifference
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between th-e angular fields of the ion chambers and the photo-

mulÈipliers, especially when the detectors r^rere viewing sharply

definecl auroral- forms.

The highest ultraviolet intensities !üere recorded 15 seconds

on elther sitle of the tine of rocket apogee (Figure 5.6). Modulation

depth due Èo vehícle rotation was low for mosÈ of the upleg

(Imax= 1.5 Imin), but Íncreased duríng the dovmleg so that Imax/Irnin

became as high as 3 at times. There htere no palts of the sky which

\ùere very dark; Ehi-s uniformity of the sPaËial- distributíon is

charac.Ëeristic of radiation which is subject to a large degree of

resonance trapping. .A-more complete discussion of resonance radiation

ís given in ChapLer 6 in reference to airglow dístribuËÍon.

No localised sources r^rere seen from belor.r 104 km on the dor'rnleg,

and Èhe sígnal wave form reverted to the smooth shape shown Ín

Figure 5.5(a). Because the attiËude soluËíon for this flight was

íncomplete, Ëhe bright ultraviolet regions could noË be positively

ldentífíed 1n Èhe ground-base phoÈographs of the auroral fo::ms, and

comparisons could be nade only with the on-board measurements of

vtsíble i.ntensity dístributions.

Signals above the Ëhreshold leve1 were first seen by Ëhe CNO

lon chamb er (I22 nm to 135 nur) near *11)0 s (100 km) . The signal
fF,

1eve1 rose slowly until +160 s (132 km), the,, rose rapidly to a
/r

peak ar *173 s (134.5 km). Changing vehicJ-e atËitude and auroral

activity raÈher than i¡rcreasirrg altitude, vrould have been responsible
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for the intensity variation between+155s and+185s (Fígure 5.5) as

the rocket vras approaching apogee duríng that period. After +173 s

the signal declined steadily until *199 s cthen j-t suddenJ-¡r '

dropped below Èhe amplifier threshold. The rapidity and nature

of the return to essentially zero signal level indicated a fault 1n

an electral connecÈion; the continued appearance of calibration

pulses and the amplífier threshold leve1 at the outpuÈ showed that

the fault musÈ have occurred ahead of the calibration r-elay. No

further ion chamber signals rôrere recorded from this channel. The

fact thaÈ no significant ro11 modulation of the CNO sígnal was

observed at any time, suggesÈed eittrer ÈhaL the detected raciiaËÍon

had become isotropic through urultiple scattering, or that Ëhe

amplífier response time was too slow at the low levels of signal

current to follow the signal variatíons. Both of these effecËs

coul-d possibly have been effective ín smoothing the signal waveform.

5.2.2 Time and altitude profÍles

The maximum and minimum sígnals detected during roll-scans by

the LNO detector, and Èhe ¡nean CNO detector signal, are shovm plotted

against flighË tÍnre ín Fígure 5.6. An extrapolation of Che LNO

signal back from tB2 s has been made Ëo cover Ëhe period when the

anplifÍer l{as recovering from the zero-clamped condítion. Along

the upper margin are shown the time.s when the rockeE axÍs r.¡as parallel

to the magnetic field (p = 0) and when the angl e (Ô) between the

rocket axis arrd Èhe fiel-d reachecl its naximum value. On the downleg
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1n partÍcular, Ëhe dependence of the raÈio of ÍnËensities (Imax/

Irnin) in the LNO channel on Êhe magneÈic aspect, 0, can be seen.

Reference to the attiÈude soluLion shornred that the minimum values

of thís ratío !,Iere reached when the rocket axis was vertical and

the deLecÈors ürere scannÍng around the horízon, with their fíelds of

view beloq/ any local emissíon regíons.

The sÍgna1 levels from the Ll{O detector at times of comparabi.e

vehicle attítude are plotÈed againsÈ altítude in Figute 5.7. All of

the points in part (a) vere ¡neasured when $ \¡Ias zeror and those in

part (b) were Èaken at the times of maxinum Q. To the lower parts

of the curves have been fiËted typical profiles for Lymano airglow

(ChapÈer 7 and 8; Opal et al., 1970) adjusted to match the data

between 80 and 86 km altiËude. The differences between the total

signals and the airglow intensity profiles (that is, the auroral

componenLs) are shor,rn in Figure 5.8 (a and b).

Figure 5.9 shows Ëhe altiÈude profile of the signal from the

GNO charab er (L22 to 135 nm) . The maximum intensíËy wa.s recorded 12

seconds before apogee was reached'whích is consistent wiËh the drop

Ín visíble Íntensities measured by Ëhe visible photomeüers around

the tÍme of apogee.

;ìaeå¡vity-ín the plane being

scanned by the detectorsn the rscan-inÈegralt of' 557.7 nm emission

was calculaËed for times coíncident wíth each of the points plotted
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1n Figures5.T and 5.8. A sum was formed of the visible intensity

from ten equal1-y spaced directions around the scan circle and

the totals have been plotËed (in arbitrary units) ín Fígure 5.10

to show the level of activity in Èhe atomic o)<ygen emission line

as seen from the rocket. The shapes of the curves of Fígure 5.10

are reflected in the profiles of the ultraviol-et intensities in

Figure 5.8. All of the curves show a marked difference beÈr¡reen

the levels of actlvíty during Ëhe up and <iown legs of the flight.

Because there \¡Iere so few measured poínts on the upleg (owing to

Èhe slow coning of the rocket), no attempt has been mad.e to interpolate

between those points in Fígure 5.10.

5.2,3 ldentifícation of specËral components

Previous measurements and nodel calculations (Chapter 3) had

suggested several emissions as Èhe most likely to be observed in

the ultraviolet aurora. Miller et al., (1968) and Peek (1970)

found thaÈ Ëhe 130.4 nm aËomic oxygen emission was dominant in the

range covered by the ion chambers, wiÈh signíficanÈ contribuLÍons

also from aËomic níËrogen (120 nm), molecular niÈrogen (l-n-n bands),

and atomic oxygen (135.6 nm), as well as the Lymano airglow.

Separation of the conËríbutíons from various emlssions was

made more dlfficult in Ëhe present case by the loss of data from

the LEB detector, whieh woul<l have made possible accurate separation

of the Nr (120 run) contribuËions. I{Íth the available data, the l{2

(120 nrn) ancl 02(130.4 nm) emissíons could not be separated by
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examinallon of alÈitude profíles, as the absorption profiies of

the two emÍssions would be similar. The absorptíon coefficient

of molecular oxygen is lower aË 130.4 nrn than aË 120 nn, but

resonance trapping would produce enhanced absorption of the 130.4 nn

emissíon. Enhanced absorption is discussed more ful1y in SecËion

6.3.3, whÍch refers more particularly to airglow radiatÍon Èransport.

The transport of auroral 130.4 nm radiation is analogous, although

the source geomeÈry is much more complex.

The level of the sÍgnals from the CNO deÈector Ìilas much lower

than had been predicat,ed on the l¡asis of measuremenËs such as those

of M1ller et al., (1968) and Murcray (1966). Signal dífférencíng,

usíng both CNO and LNO data, was used to separate the signals Ínto

120 nm, I21.6 nm and 130.4 nm components. trIhen the calibration

sensÍtiviËies of the LNo and cNo detectors r¡/ere used wíËh the

maximum total signal leve1s near aPogee, fhe following partitÍon

was obÈaíned:-

0r (130.4 nm) 6.8 kR

N¡ (120 nm) 18 kR

I1r (L2I.6 nrn) 1.8 kR (airglow ext,rapolat.ed from 85 kn)

The raËio of oxygen to nitrogen emissions I{as quite different

from that found earlier (Uitler et al., 1968; Peek,1970). In

the case of this flight, however, no c,tross-check could be made

with the LEB data to confirm the deriveil ratio.

IÈ was possible that the chamber sertsiti-viÈies could have
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changed during the period between calibratíon and the flíght.

IÉ has been observed thaÈ the sensitiviEy of chambers never increasecl

durÍng st,orage; any changes l^r@re Ínvaríably towards lower

efficiency. This meanÈ that if the chamber characÈerístcs had

changed before flight, an analysis based on the laboraËory

calibration figures woul<i. provide a lower limiÈ to the actual

intensiËies. The airglow intensiÈy measured by Èhe LNO chamber u'as

close to Èhe value expected from the results of oÈher flights'

indicating that Èhe LNO deËector had remained stable. If the CNO

chamber had lost sensfLivity, as appeared like1.y on this flight, Èhe

above partition of the signal into spectral cunponents '¿ould have

given a lor¿er liurit for the 0r (130.4 nn) intensity and an uPper

l-ínit for the Nt (120 nm) radiation.

An estínuËe vras made of the probable loss of sensitivity of

the CNO detector by assuming thaÈ the ratio of 130.4 nm Lo 120 nrn

inÈensitÍes was 10 : 1, as formd by Peek (1970). The partí-tion cf

the total LNO signal, based on this ratío v/as:-

o¡ (130.4 nm) 40 kR

N¡ (120 nro) 4 kR

II¡ (I2L.6 run) 1. 8 kR

which was consistent with the absolute intensíty measurements of

peeþ when allowance was made for the dif f erence betrn¡een the visible

fntensíties measured during the respectíve flights.

Auroral Lymano emission procluced ,by proton cxcitation r^rould be
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expected Èo be broadened and Doppler-shífted l-n the same Í¡anner as

H, emissíons (Chamberlain, 196larp170). Resonance traPping in

atmospheric hydrogen would be Unlrnportant and þure absorpÈion in

molecular oxygen would determi.ne Ëhe penetration of the radíation

ínto Ëhe atnrosphere. If auroral Lymano had been Presentr Ëhe emittíng

regíons would have been observable as discreet sources from well

below 100 kn. The absence of departures of the signals from the

smooth airglow distribution indlcated thaE the intensity of auroral

Lymana was less Ëhan that of the aírglow, and therefore nuch less

than the intensity of other auroral emíssions.

5.2,4 Relationship between visible and ultraviol-et emissions

Although the narrow-fíeld phot.ometers at the Auroral Observatcx'J

rneasured maximum inÈensíties of both 391.4 nm and 557.7 nm emissíons

during the- flight of abouÈ 25 kR, Ëhe activity was obviously very

non-uniform and variable, and the ground photometers did not víe'w

the bríghÈesË regions. The strongest signals from the rcn-board

vlsible photometers (to0 rieL¿ were equivalent to 459 l<n (391'4 nrn)

and 520 l(]l (557.7 nm), while the fÍ1Èer wheel photomeLer at Fort

Churchil-l Base regístered uP to 130 kR at 391.4 nn and over 200 kR

aE 557.7 nm. In the brightest Parts of Ëhe sky the activity reached

a level of IBC ffff but only for the períod around *24O s was the

coverage of the s.ky extensive at this brÍ.ghÈness level. Even lgith

the assumpt.Íon Lhat the CNO cletector Ì¡Ias operatíng at reduced

sensitivity, the resulËing emisgion rate of 0¡ (130.4 nur) r¡as still
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lower than the 557.7 nm emission rate (ItilO ,c/tssz"z = Lu). I^líth

a larger Nr (120 nm) inËensity (5.2.3), this rar-io became nearer

1/10, even further below the anti-cipated leve1.

The sJ-gnal from the LNO detector showed ro11 modulation but

not of very great depth, whích is what wc'uld be expected if a Large

part of the deÈected radiation r¿ere re-sonantly trapped. Discreet

features r¡/ere seen at alt,ifudes above 100 kn' and of Ëhese, some

were in the same direcËion as large fluxes of visible radfation'

while others appe-ared ín regions of ]ow visíble emissíon rates.

Figure 5.11 shor*rs a comparison betr¡een the outpuËs of the LNO and

557,7 nm detee-Èors a! selected tímes during the flight. A logarithnÉc

scale has been used, and a one-decade span is marked below the Erace

for *117 s. The intensity from the bright ultravioleÈ region uhich

could be seen at Èhat time was 457" gtea?er than that from adjacent

parts of the scan.

while Ëhe bríghtest ultraviolet regions at t117 s and *140 s

colncided with visÍbly actíve regions, the traces at i224 s aod

+24I s show ultraviolet enhancements from regfons vrhÍch were

comparatively dark at vÍsible wavelengths (only traces fron 557'7 nm

detector are shornm. The emission PatteÏn at 391.4 nn was simílar

to thaË at 557.7 nm.) Because the cNo signal did not shor¡ ro11

modulation, it v¡as not possible Ëo determine the wavelength of

the localized enhancemefits. The naÏro'lf aPPaÏent width and edge

strarpness of some of the localized sculce regions indicated that
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the observed radiaËíon from them was at- leasË partly free of resonance

trapping effects. Some possíble sources of these emissiorrs, for

whích the aËmosphere above 110 kur is opticall-y thin' include

the 135.6 nm oxygen line, Ëhe 120 nm atomic nitrogen line and the

L-B-H bands of molecular nitrogen. All- of these have been reported

at significant strengÉhs in auroras (Opal et al., L97O; Sharp

and Rees, 1972).

That the ultravíoleË emíssion can be enhanced in directions Ì
I

away from the vísible forms 1s a signLficant observation and it was 
'

unfortunate that on this flight the linited data from the ion

chambers precluded an identificatíon being made of the wavelength(s)

Ínvolved. An identification of the wavelength of the spatially

separated emÍssion component, together with more comprehensi've data

on the simult.aneous particle fluxes would be a worthwhile objective

for further work.

Some part of the obse.rved roll nodulation would have been due

to Èhe an-isotropy of Ëhe geocoronal aírglow coulponent of the signal'

(chapter B). Data from a complete set of ion chambers would be

needed to separate the total Lymano intensiËy from emissions at other

wavelengths; once this had been done, the enhancemenË of the Lymancr

auroral component above the airglow dístribution Pattern would be

easÍly identified.

Another possible source of signal current enhancemenÈ from

direcÈionsa\^Iayfromthevisibl-eemíssionswouldbedirectpenetration
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of high energy particles ínto the chambers. Analysís of the

records showed, however, thaË. the isolsted enhanced regj-ons which

were observed did not bear the regular relationship Ëo Èhe magnetic

field throughout the coning of the rocket which would have been

expecËed for energetic par:ticle fluxes. It is therefore considered

thaÈ the contribution to the signals from direct particle penetration

was surall .

An approxirnaÈe estima-Le, withín ihe linitatlons of Ëhe data,

was made of the total energy of the visible and ultraviolet auroral

forms. At *233 s, the rockeÈ axis was close to the vertical, rn'hile

the visible act.ivity trras confinecl to relatively well defined regions

of the sky (Sigure 5.1). The rocket was aE I25km alLitude, between

the two bright arcs visible Ín the phoÈograph taken at t24O s.

A model shape for the arc Èo Ëhe no¡cth of Lhe rocket was bascd

on dimensíons taken from the all-sky phoËograph taken at *233 s,

and ís sketched ín Figure 5.I2(a). An assumed meclian altiLude of

115 kur was used Ëo calculate the dimensl-ons of the vj-slble enitting

reglon, which for the purposes of this caiculaËion \^Ias assumed

also to be approxirnately the source volume for the ultravíolet

emission.

A columr emisslon rate along the normal Ëo the arc through the

rocket was read as 52 kR (2 .28 v from the teleruetry records) ' and

a unlform emission rate throughout the volume (3.5 x 10i¡ m3) gave

a total e.mission rate of 3.6 x 1924 p¡ 5-1 (=IOII otr s-l ru-3)
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which corresponded to a porüer ÍnpuË of 1.3 x 106 $ratts at 557.7 nm.

The apparenE brightness at 391.4 mn (52 kR) was the same as

at 557.7 nm at *233 s, givÍng a calculated emissÍon power of

1.8 x 106 I^I, and a total for the two major visible emi-ssÍons of

3.1 x 106 W.

These two emissions, although Ëhe nost intense in the visible

regÍ-on, consËitute only a small part of the total vísible radiation

porder. However, they do indÍcaËe Èhe degree of excítemenË of two of

the najor constÍtuents of the atmosphere at emissíon heights and should

therefore be a good gauge of the total visÍble radiation poÌ¡rer.

An estimate of the total ultravlol-eË ernÍssion rat,e rüas more

difficult to derive because the coefficienÈs for absorpËíon and

scatterlng of ultraviolet radÍation cover a wíde range over the

altitudes where auroral emíssíons occur. Near Èhe lower border of

typical auroras, penetration of radiaEion is linited by absorptíon

ín molecular oxygen, while at the upper border absorpÈion is relatively

weak and, for 130.4 nm emissions at least, the transport properties

of the atmosphere are dominaËed by resonance scatËering ín atomic

oxygen.

A conplete formulatÍon of the effecËive horÍzor.Lal transport from an

auroral form such as Ëhe one beÍng considered would have been

extremel-y diffícult to solve, so some sinplifÍcaÈions were made in

order to make Ëhe calculations tractable.' Donahue and Strickland

(1970) have made extensi.ve calculations of the transport. characterÍscj-cs
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of ultravlolet radiation in an aurora, based on a developnent of

radiaËive transfer theory (SËricklanci and Donahue, 1970). Their

calculations referred only Èo verËical transport oi radiaËion from an

assumed uniform overhead aurora, '¿hereas the present problem concerns

horizonÈal transport from a localized source. Because of the

uncertainËÍes in the data inËerpretation, the calculations gíven

below were intended to give onlv approxímate estimates of the

relative emission rates at visible and ulËraviolet wavel-engths. it

hras consldered that the assumç,tíons and applîoximaËj-ons used in Ëhe

following calculation Èo formulate the eruission model. rrere sufficienrly

accurate for this Purpose.

Because the contributions Ëo the total intensity fron differenÈ

ultravíoleÈ emissions hras not precisely determÍned, all of the auroral

ul-travj-olet radiation detected was assumed Èo be from the 0: (130.4)

Ëransítion. As índicated by the spectral scans of Mil-ler eL a1.,

(1963) and Peek (1970), this emission forms Ëhe major contríbution to

the total intensiËy, so only a small error should be introdrrc.ed inÈo

the calculaËíons of apparent emíssion rales by this assumption. It

was also assumed that, for this case of a well--defíned visible emissi-cn

region, the ulÈraviolet emissíon took place wÍthin the same volume.

The essence of the probiem \¡ras to relate the photon emíssion raLe

wÍthin Èhis volume to the Íntensity observed at the rocket, whj-ch was

about 12 kn from the emíssion region. The situaÈion is depicted ín

Figure 5.Izb. Because atomic oxygen in the vicinity of the deEectcrs
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resonantly traps phótons at 130.4 nm, enhancement of observed

lntensíties occurs and the measured intensities lead to an aPparent

emission raËe rather than a true rprimaryt or tínitialf emissíon

rate. \

An esËi¡rate hras requíred of the distances whích photons could

propagaterunder trapped oondltions,from the emitLÍng volume. In

the upwards direction, the atnosphere becomes rapidly thinner, allowing

photons to escape Èo the thermosphere. Below Ëhe emj-Ëting regj-on,

strong absorptlon by molecular oxygen efficienÈly removes photons from

the rarliaÈíon -field. Trapped radiation propagating horizontally would

be subject Ëo losses ÍnÊo Èhe regÍons above and below, and the

effective exËent of propagation would be expected to be approxímately

equal Èo the separatíon of the loss regions. Figure 5.L2b. shor¿s the

el1-lpse which was taken as the limit of the illuminated region. ^âr't

the position of the roeket, the observed intensity would have

approxímated the mean ÍntensiÈy withín the ellÍptical volume.

The mean Íntensity at the rocket (equÍvaient Ëo 25 kR read

frorn bhe telexnetry outPut) corresPon<ied to a radiaËíon density of

8 x 105 ph r.-3 so that the total- number of photons within the

illuminated volume of 5.5 x 1014 t3 t"s 4.4 x 1020 ph. An apparenË

emission rate was deduced from this by dividing by the mean transit

tÍme through the reg-l]on for untrapped phoËons ' (If Èhe acÈual

translt time could be measured or calculated, Èhis would give the

prímary emission rate directly; this inÈerval cannot, however, be
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measured.) ltrith a direct transit time of I.7 x 10-4 s, the apparent

emission rate T¡ras 2.6 x t0z'4 ptr s-lcorresponding to 4.1 x 106 W.

Although this figure is useful for making e.omparisons with the

measuremenÈs of other workers, and has been included in Table 5.1, it

musÈ be clearly distfnguished from the. true- primary emissÍon rate.

The 1atËer is the product,icn rate of photons from partí-cles excited

by means other than resonance absorption; iËs relationshíp to the

apparent. emlssion raËe 1s difficult to determine, parËicularly for

compl-ex auroral forms. Donahue aad Strickland (1970) give ratios of

their total source function to ínitíal source function of beËween

103 and 104 in the cenËre of the ernission range" This ratio would

be equival-ent Ëo the ratÍo of the apparent Ëo true enission rates ín

the- case being considered. With a ratÍo as large as Èhat calculated

by Donahue and Strickland, Èhe ectual input por''rer to Èhe resonance

radiatíon field would be quite small, and the greatesÈ energy fluxes

in the ultraviolet region would be carried by untrapped radiation.

In order to determine the true energy flux in the ulËraviolet region,

an accurate measurement of the partltion of the íntensity between
x¿

resonance emissions (such as at 130.4 nn) and untapped radiatÍon would
,1

be requíred.

The apparent emissÍon rates of total ul-traviolet and visible (557.7

nrn .l 391.4 nm) radiatÍon were of the same order (2.6 x 1024 and 7.2 x

1024 ph s-l respectively), and the apparent, emitted powers nere approxÍ-

nately equal. This estimate of equal riltravj"olet and visible photon
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emíssíon rates is comparatrle v¡iÈh the resul-ts of several of the

hrorkers menÈioned in Section 3.4. The ratio found is, however, in

contradiction vrith the results of Murcray (1966) who reported

rêlaÈívely much more ultraviolet radÍatÍon, and wíËh the tireoretical

predictions outlined Ín Section 3.3. A more acculaÈe determination of

the total emíssion rates in each band would be obtained from verti-cal

measuremenËs in a large uniform emitting region' as analysis of

such a configuration would noË rely to the same extent as the above

calculations on estimates of the effectíve emitting volume.

5.2.5 Comparison between parËicle anrl radiation fluxes

As was menÈioned earlíer, one of the objectives of the grorrping

of experiments in the vehicle r^ras to allow the relatíonships between

the instantaneous Particle fluxes and emissÍons Èo be studied.

Extensive data had been obËained on energetic parËícles from the

earLier flights when no ultravíolet ra.diation was detected, but

only limited data on particle fluxes was obËained on this flight,

when both the visible and ultravlolet radiation levels rtere measured.

The payload used on thÍs flíght did not include all of the experiments

from the other groups. Only part of the renergetic particlesl

package was flown in thÍs payload, while an el-ectroníc fault blocked

Ëhe daËa from the soft electron specÈrometer experíment. The only

data available for comparatíve purposes from other experimenËs hTere

those from Geiger-tube high energy electron detectors (E > 35 kev)

and the electron density measureDents from the Frequency Shift

CapaciËance Probe.

Ìiaximum fluxes of electrons with E > 35 keV normal to the
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rocket axis T^7ere detecËed at *110 s and +112 s (each 2.9 x 1'O7

el-ecrrons r-2írsr-l); *L22 s (¡.2 x 107); +135 s (3.9 x 107);

.+lgg s, +¡224 s, ancl *228 s (aLL 2.9 x 107); and +234 s (2.6 x LO7)

(J. Sharber, private comnunicatÍon). These tÍmes are identifíed ín

Figure 5.6, which shows that Èhe ulËravíolet iritensitj-es exhíbiÈed some

increase around +135 s and *198 s, but no apparenÈ resPonse coincident

rvith the energetic electron peaks at *224 s and l22B s. At the latter

Èwo Limes, however, the rocket vlas noË actrnlly in an active emitting

region of the skY.

Pea!.s 1n the l-ocal electron densíËy (also marked in Figure 5"6)

were detected. at +i97 s, +I29 s, f171 s and *198 s by the Frequency

ShifË Capacitance Probe experiment (N. Eaker, privaËe communication) '

The secc¡nd and fourth of these corresponded approximately wíth

peak e1-ectron fluxes. In such a non-uniform pattern of auroral

acË1vity, u¡hen Ëhe rocket spent so l-lttl-e of the flight tíme acËually

withln emission regions, the lack of correlatíon found between local

el-ectron density and fluxes, and emissions from dístant parts of

the sky rüas not unexpecËed. FurËher coüment on the relatíonship

between radiation and particle neasuÏements is made in the followíng

Sectlon.

5.3 Discussion and SurmarY

An estlmate r¡ras urade in the previous secÈion of the ratio of emission

ïates in the ultravlolet region and at 557.7 nm in a bright auroral arc'

The ratio referred Èo the 391.4 nm emission llas approximately
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the same because, in the bright regions aE leasË, the emisslon raÈes

at 557.7 nm and 391.4 nm were almost equal. Arriving at an estimate

of the relaÈionship between the visible and ultraviolet emission and

the particle fluxes r^ras clifficult j-n the absence of most' of the Particle

experiment data.

The total electron flux above 35 keV given by the formula of Hultqvist

(1965) for an IBC III+ aurora is 2.5 x 10lI electro11" *-2's-l ster-I,

which j-s,:nuch greater than Èhe observed 2.6 x L07 electtor," tl2 s-I ster-

At the time of lhe measuremenË, however, Lhe rocket was approximately

12 kn away from the active region, so thaË a 1ol¡ electron count would

be expected. A r¿c,re diffuse and uniform aurora would have been better

suited to the radiaÈion-parti-cle comparisons.

MeasuremenËs such as Ëhose made by Evans (1968) have shor.rn that mosË

of the visible auroral emissíon would be expecËed to correlate betEer

with low energy parËicle fluxes than with the el-ecËrons detected by the

Geiger tubes. Calculatíons based on an estim¿te by Charube::lain (1961'

p253) of the electron energy required to produce an IBC III aurora,

l-ed to an estinated input pohrer of approximately I.2 x 109 lI for

the are examined at 1!33 s, whíle a relationship based on data from

Evans (1968) gave an elecËron povrer of 1.4 x 108 w'

Table 5.1 relates the estÍmates of radiatíon power from Sectiort 5.2.4

to these two estímates of input electron Power.

t
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TABLE 5.1 RELATIONSHIPS BETI,.IEEN INPUT AND RADIATION POI4IER

Comparisons beÈ\¡reen measurements on differêrrî êvêrits are, however,

of l1níted value and a complete seË of simultaneous measurements by

both Ëhe photomet.ers and particle detectors woul-d be required before

any detailed conclusions could be drawn concerning Ëhe ímput - outpuË

energy relationship.

Several measurements of the ratio of ultraviolet to visible inËensities

have been sunrmarized by Vreux (1971) for the L-B-H system of nitrogen.

No measurements were obtained of the L-B-H sysÈem by the set of ion
--.

chambers on the flight reported here, although ion chambern which did

cover longer wavelength regions vrere floum on some of the earlier fligttts

Ín this program. Measurements of Èhe relatíonship between oÈher

ultraviolet and vísible emissíon intensj.tíes have been made by oÈher

workers under a variety of dlfferent conditions and wiÈh dífferenË types of

instruments, and est.imates of the relative emissron rat-es have varied
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widely (Uiller et al., 1968; Opal er al., 1970; peek, L97O;

Murcray, 1966). Some of those measurements included uncertainties due

to the unknor¿-n ext.enË of the emitËing region. The present measurements

show a ratio of total ultraviolet t.o visible emíssÍon which is towards

the 1or,¡ end of ihe range covered by other reports (approximately

equal photoemission rates in Èhe visible and in the ultraviolet) . Further

observations in a variety of auroral forns, with freshly calibrated

detec.tors are needed Èo confirm and exËend these resu-l"ts.

Ground-based monítoring of hydrogen emissions hras not possible

duríng the flight reported here because of the large auounts of

scatte-red moonlight present in the sky. IË is not krrown to what

extent proton excítation contributed to the emissíons observed

during the flighË, so Ehat more measurements under better vier,ring

conditions, and with a more comprehensive set of detecËors would be

worthwhile continuations of this work. The absence on thís occasion

of aurorally associated Lymano radiaËÍon did, however, indicate that

the evenË observed was dominaÈed by electron excitatíon.

More complete measurenrents are also required to determine the spatial

and spectral dístribuÈion of the ulËraviolet emission which appeared

to be, at. least in part, separate from the vísible aurora on the

occasion reported here. SaËelliËe observaÈÍons (Joki and Evans, L969)

have also produced evidence of bright patches withín diffuse ulËraviolet

auroras, ancl further studies, bot,h from satellite and from rocket

platforrns, of the relationship between the emitting regions would be
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valuable.

In ful-ure multíple-band photometryr as usecl 1n this work, advantage

should be taken of the latest developments Ín electronic círcuit

techniques to enable the fields of view of the ion chambers to be rr,ade

narror¡/er, with the same accepÈance angle as the phot.omultipliers (as in

Èhe original design of Èhe photomeËer package). This would enable

the bright emíssion reglons Ëo be more Precisely located. Another

prerequisíte for a more detaíle-d analysis of spatial relaÊionshÍps

would be a mor:e comprehensive set of attitude sensing devices to

enable a fu1l atlítude solution Ëo be generated.

The experimenÈs described here form the basís for a more detailed

and extensive study, wiËh the inclusíon of the suggested inprovements,

of auroral emissj-ons. InstrumenËs such as Ëhose descríbed, with theÍr

good angular and time resolution and rapid scan rate, are well suíted

to the study of the Ëemporal and spatial relaÈionships l¡etween those

emissions which can be separated by Ëhe limiËed spectral resolution

obËainable. I^Ihile a successful flight of ion chambers sensitíve to

the N2 (t-B-H) emissions would be useful, it is considered that the

nost valuable results could be obtaíned ín the study of proton auroras.

To thís end, conversÍon of one of the photomultiplier channels to

monitor the very much less intense visíble hydrogen emisslons (e.g.

"ß, 
486.L nn) would provide useful comparisons with auroral Lymancr

éniÍsSlons;
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CIIAPTER 6 I.]LTRAVIOLET AIRGLOI,ü

6.1 Introduction

6.1.1 The region covered by this study

In the perÍod since the first observation of geocoronal

ultraviolet airglow (Byram et a1., 1957), a number of measurements

of this radiatíon have been made. The earliest experiments were

restricted to Ëhe lower therrnosphere by the 1ímiËations of the

avall-able rockeË vehicles. Iüith the developnent of hígh-altitude

satellites and interplanetary probes, the emphasís in observaËícns

has moved to higher altitude regions which v¡ere previously inaccessible.

The experiments reported here were designed to be flown on

sma1l sounding rockets which carried the insÈruments to altitudes

not far above the range in which Lymancr airglow radiaticn ís absorbed.

The resulÈs obËained from the measurements therefore concern the

characteristics of the airglow radÍation ín the regions of its

sËrongest interaction wiÈh th,e atmosphere.

Other measurements of the airglow from high altítude rockets

and satellites have of necessity tended to exclude study of the

lower-altítude inËerac.tion region. trdorkers formulating models of

-, scattering in the hydrogen geocorona have usually considered the

atmosphere to be tot-ally absorbíng aÈ some selecte<l al-titude near

' 100 kn. The consequences of assuming total absorption at a single

height have been dÍscussed by Meier (19ó9) and Meier and Mange (1970).

Thís approximati-on to the actual absorption profíles is saËisfactory

' for the calc.ulatiou of scatËered radiation intensities at high a1títucles,
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but ís noË approprÍate r¿hen radíation near Ëhe absorption region

Ís being considered. The determÍnation of the actual absorption 
i
i

profiles of the airglow radíation was basíc to this study of the ;

lnteraction between the atnosphere and the radíaËion.

Althorrgh Lymana airglow has been observed on both the day and

night sides of the EarËh, the observations reported here were all

made aÈ 1ocal night time. MeasuremenÈs of Èhe geocoronal airglow

axe generally nade easier at night by the low intensíties of other

airglow emissions wtthin the specËral range of simple ion chantber

detectorsr and by the absence of direcË solar illumination on

Èhe ínsiruments.

6.I.2 Molecular Oxygen

Molecular oxygen is responsible for mosÈ of the atmospheric

absorption of radiation in the vacuum ultraviolet region around

Lymancr, even though the Lymancr, line l-ies ín a deep rwindowr where

the cross-sect,ion of the oxygen molecule is much lower than Ín

adjacent parEs of the sPecËrum. In a nixture of gases wlth the

composition of accepËe-d. model atmospheres (based on boÈh meâsured

and estimatecl constituent.densities), all other constituents would

account for less ttran 5% of the total absorption.

Measurements of mol-ecular oxygen density profiles have been

made on numerous occasions during daylight hours and þy many workers.

The oldest esËablished technique involves reduction from measuremenÈ6

of the atte.nuation of solar ultravioleÈ radiation, as described by
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(Ie). A major advantage of Ëh:'-s optícal method over direct samplíng

Èeehniques is the relative Íuurunity to local conËamination by the

rocket.vehfcle. Because of the long absorption path involvecl

(= 10 km effectively), even strongly absorbÍng gases in the viciníty
of the roclcet do noÈ generally distort the measurements. The study

of the altitude distribution of airglow radíation is a simílar forur

of absorption spectroscopy, and also beuefits from a high degree

of freedom from the effecÈs of loca1 contnrnínation.

It had been expected thaL the diurnal- variations of the relati,,,ely
j-nert major species (02, N2) below l2o km wor:ld not be very large.

The density profí-les \^rere thought to beharre regularly, being defíned

by the local kineÈic temperature, excepE, for the effecÈs of the

photodissociatíon of oxygen. Some apparent,ly sÍgnificant varíations

have, however, been found. tr{eeks and smith (1968) have observed

quite rapid changes in the oxygen density profile near dawn. Roble

and Norton (L972) have also gíven evidence of a substantial diurnal

density varÍation at 120 km, while de Vries (1971) has found cor-

relations of densÍty wiÈh geomagneËíc. activi.ty dovm at least to 140 krn.

The number of properly co-ordínated measurements is as yet

small, and t,he exact oxygen profiles applicable to nÍght-tíme

conditions (as distinct from sunríse - sunset confÍguratíons) Ís

not well knor,¡'n. By measuring the atmospheric absorption ín the

ultraviolet spectrum of a sËar, opal and Moos (1969) have estj.mated

column densiËíes of molecular oxvgen above l-20 krn at night. Ttreir
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val-ues shor+ed no sÍgnificant deparLures from daytime neasuremcrrt.s.

In the lower part of Èhe Lyrnano absorption height range

(below 90 kn) the dissocíaËion of molecular oxygen is neglÍgíble

and effective mixíng of the major constÍÈuents occurs; above

90 km a significant portion of the oxygen is in atomic form and

diffusive separation starts to be.come evidenË. The molecular

oxygen concentration derived from phoËochemical mo<lel-s of the

atmosphere is sensitive Èo the assumed value of the eddy diffusion

coefficient near the turbopause, which lies wíthín the absorption

range of Lyurano radiation. The empirlcal nature of the currenr-

diffusion models has been discussed by Hunt (19?1)' and it is aPparent

that more experimenÈal measurements of atmospheric composÍCion in

the vicinity of 100 kn are required.

The relevant densíty profiles given Ín the U.S. SÈandard

Atocsphere Supplements, 1966, have been used here for Ëhe calculation

of absorpËion correctíons, and for comparison with the results of

these. measurements. The absorption cross-section of the oxygen

molecule at Lymana has been taken as 1.0 x 10-24 m2 throughouË ttrj-s

r¡ork. Thís ís close to the measured value near Ltre centre of the líne

(Ogawa, 1968) . Althorrgh the cross-'section ís somer¿haÈ higher at Èhe

wavelengths of the rwingsr of the solar emissÍon line, the specËra1

width of the airgl-ow radiation ís small enough fcr the cross-section

aÈ the line centre to be used withouÈ sÍgnificant error.
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6.1.3 Atomic hydrogen

Atomic hydrogen is an important actíve constítuent in the

upper mesosphere and the thermosphere. AlËhough hydrogen is only

a minor constit,uent in the mesosphere, the range of chemical reacÈions

fn vrhich it participaÊes makes a knowledge of the aLomic hydrogen

disËribuËion importanË to the understandlng of the photochemistry

of the region.

DirecË measurements of the at,omj-c hydrogen denslty are difficult

because of the relatively low density and Èhe high chenical actÍvíty

of the species. The density of hydrogen in the thermopause has

usually been inferred from ground-based optical measuremenEs (Tinsley

(1963), and Meier (1969), based on measurements of Balmer.c euissiurrs),

from the observed intensity and disÈrÍbutíon of the Lymana airglor'r

(Meier and Mange, l97O), or from the altitude varÍations of the

solar emlssion lÍne profile (Jones et al., I97O).

InÈerpretation of the L¡rmano aÍrglow measurements is complicaLerl

by the large number of optical depths in hydrogen above 100 km.

Because of the srnall we-i-ght of the atom, kínetic velocities are high

and there is a significanË escaPe flux upwards. Densities deparE

considerably from diffusive equilibriuu profíles, and a suitable

model- atmosphere must be assumed in order to determÍne the density

scales from measured airglor^r intensiËies.

PhotochemicaL models have been used to predict Ëhe behaviour

of the atomlc ¡ydrogen density in tf,å mesosphere and lor,rer the'nnosPhe-re
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and la¡ge diurnal variaËions are qxpegted to oecur,

particularly below 85 kn (Hunt, r97L). Direct measurements of the

densi-ty profile in this region are however, extremely dj-fficult.

The maximum absorption of Lynanq radiatíon occurs ín the regíon

bel-ow 90 krn, and the presence there of signifícant, amounts of atomic

hydrogen has important effects on the absorption process.

Atomic hydrogen at Èhermospheric densÍÈies re-radíates virtually

all Lymano photons which it absorbs (resonance scat,tering), so dcos

rrot itsel-f contribute to the absorption. Molecular oxygen ís sti11

responsÍble for the majority of Ëhe pure absorpËion. The resonance

scaÈËering by hydrogen has the effect of inprisoning (trappíng)

the radiation in the absorptíon region, thus modi-fying the absorption

profiles. A treatment of thÍs process is developed in full in

Section 6.3.3.

6.I.4 The objectíves of the present work

The experimental work was directed towards making measuremenËs

of the L¡rnoancr airglovr in the mesosphere and lorn'er thermosphere.

From the resulËs obtained Ëhe composiËíon of the transporting medium

(atmosphere) coultl be Ínferred. The densj-ties of both atomic hydrogen

and molecula:: oxygen are reflected in their effects on Ëhe t,ransporË

of the aírgl.ow radiation.

One payload (7.2.L) went to much greater altitude (166 krn) Ëhan

the others, and carríed, in addifion to Llnnano ion chambers, a detector

to nreasure the extreme ultraviolet resonance airglow emissions of
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the helium atom and Íon. The helium airglow Ís noË measurabl-e at

the heights reached by the other rockets.

Measurements of airglow radiation unavoidabl-y include some

sources rvhich are not strictly aírglow. The dífficulty of

distínguishing the ai.rglow radiaËion frou these other sources

(parÈicularly in Èhe case of Lynnncr radiatíon) has led to the

examination of these non-aírgloT¡r sources becoming an Íntegral part

of airglow studies. Some of Ëhese sources are n-entíoned in Section

6,4.

6.2 The Development of AirgJ-ow Studies

In this Section a brÍef sutrrìary is gíven of earlier aírglòw research

ln order to provide a background to the resull-s and discussion in the

following ChaPters.

6 .2,1 General features

The najority of airglow measurements have been d.one with ionizaÈi

chambers which were basically siurilar Èo Ëhose described in Chapter 2.

The instruments have therefore been spectrally broad-band, and even

in those cases where grating dispe::sion hras used, the resolutíon

obtained 1nras not sufficient to adequately separaËe the specÉral

components of the Lymancl airglow emíssion lines.

The first report by Byrarn et al., (1957) was followed by a

series of flíghts by the same group Ëo obtain more accurate data

(Kupperlan et a1., 1958; L959; Ctrubb et al., 1961) . Some conmon

features Ín their observations, which have generally been confir.'r.red
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by later work, ínclude:-

L. Measurable intensíties from both above and bel-ow the rocket

at al-Ëitudes above 80 kn.

2. A remarkable constancy of the raËío of zenith Èo nadír

intensitíes above 120 kn of near 2 : 1.

3. A faírly uníform overhead intensi-ty disiribution, wiÈh a

slightly reduced intensity in the antisolar dÍrectíon"

The experímenters thought that the source was solar radíation

resonantly scaÈtered from aÈonric hydrogen distribut,ad in ínterplanetary

space, and their views $/ere supported by Brandt anrl Ctramberlain

(1959). Johnson and Fish (f960) then suggested that the hydrogen

causíng the scatÈeríng was movíng with the EarÈh (a geoeórona), and

scattering by Earth-bound hydrogen has since been accepÈe<l as the

source of most of the Lymanct airglow. It is ínteresting to note'

however, Lhat interest in the ínterplanetary medium has revived

recenËly in connection with minor (exÈraterresËrial) components of

the airglow which cannot be account,ed for by geocoronal models

(Tinsl-ey, I97I) .

6.2,2 The spectrum of the nighË aírglow

The dominance of the vacuum ult::aviolet radiation in the night

sky by Lymancr emissions was demonstrated by several techníques.

Spectrographic measurements by Morton (1962) shorved no other strong

emissions in the spectral region around Lymana. Differentíal

measurements making use of the sharp transmission cur-off of calciut¡t
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fluoríde near I22 nm indicated thaË significant íntensities of radiËíort

wíth À > I22 nm occur only Èowards the eolar direction (Moos)

and Fastie, 1967), or in LocaLized equatorial and auroral regions

(Hlcks and Chubb, I97O). Spectrophotometer experÍments (Earth and

Schaffner, L97O; Buckley and Moos, I97L) have also shown Ëhat, ín

the vacuum ultraviolet region, Lymancr ís by far the most intense

emission found ín Èhe níght sky at nid latítudes.

One parËly conflicting observation has, however, been reported.

During one flight Chubb and Byram (1963) detected an airglor,¡ emíssion

Ín the range L29 - 135 nru from part of the sky, buË this feaËtrre

was not seen on a second flíght. They belie'¡ed the radiatÍon was

in Èhe 130 nrn triplet (Figure 1.2) resonanËly scattered by atomic

oxygen above the sunwards horÍzon, buË they were able to give only

an approximaËe estimate of the fntensíty.

6,2.3 Geocoronal models

A number of models of the hydrogen dístribuËíon have been

produced, íncorporating in different wa¡zs the effects of the kinetic

velocities of the thermospheric hydrogen (Chamberlain, L963; Kockarts

and Nicolet, 1963; Thomas, 1963). The atomic hydrogen Ín Èhe

therrnosphere is noÈ ín diffusive equílíbrium, and Èhe high kirretic

temperaËures comblnedwiËh Ëhe low aËomic weight causes a consj-derable

fraction of the atoms to be in satellite orbits or on. escape paths.

As the exospheric temperature vari-es wi-th local tíme, the hydrogen

distribution around the Earth is aslrmmetric to an ex";ent whícli depends
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on the degree of 1aËeral flow (t'tcAffee, L967). A day-níght

assymmetry r,rras found to be necessary to reconcile the optÍcal depths

of hydrogen found from solar observaÈions (Purcell and Tousey,

L96I; Jones eË al., 1970) with the densities which the models required

Ëo produce Ëhe observed night airglow intensities.

6,2.4 The extraterrestríal background

An experiment employfng an absorption cell technique (MorÈon

and Purcell, 1962) indicated that some part of the night glow raåi"ation

was in the viciníty of the L¡manq. wavelengËh, but ouËside of the

approxímatel;z I pm absorption width of their cell, (1 pm - LO-L2

m = 10-2 R ). This thotr or f extraterïestrial.t background comporlent

has been found to be consisËent wÍth the fítting of airglow spatial

distributions to model.s developed by Meier (1969) and MeÍer and
I

Many'ge (1970). I^Iith suitable background correctíons, these models

can'be adjusted to fit closely the experimental observations made

from satellÍtes at altitudes where the lower botrndary conditÍons

of the radiaËion f ield are uni-mportant.

A more complete discussion of background radÍat-ion nature

and sources is given in SecËion 6.5 because of its Ímportance to

the expe-riment described in Chapter B.

Two approaches Ëo the s.eparatíon of the background components

have been used Ín the past. Several satel.lÍËes have carrled vacuum

ultraviolet photomeÈe-rs to large distances from the Earth. These

photoneters r¡/ere iniended primarrily Íor studies of other planetary
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atmospheres, but during transíÈ have al-so províded useful daËa from

regÍons where Lhe direct geocoronal component is small . (I^Iallace

et al., L970; Mange and Meier, L970; Bath, 1970). Alternatívely,

lower-altitude instruments have been fitted with absorption cells

to separaËe the core radiation from that r¿hich is away from the

line centre (Morton and Purcell, ìøZ; Inlinter and Chubb , 1967) .

An absorption cel1 was incorporaÈed in the flight ínstrument dese.r:ibed

ín Chapter 8, in an atËempt to separate out the líne centre comporient.

Separation of the central coßoonent is desirable because of Èhe

different conditions governÍ-ng iËs transport j.n the absorbing region.

The following Section (6.3) outlines sone 1ð,9..a" of the scaÈtering

and absorption of Lymancl, both ín and away from the 1Íne centre'

1n the region of the atmosphere below 120 kur"

6.3 Transport of Aírglow Radiation through AÈmospheric Gases

6.3.I Solar radiation near the Earth

The vacuum ultraviolet solar spectrum is domínated by the

Lymano emlssion line. The complex spectral shape of this l-ine was

first observed by Purcell- and Tousey, (1960). Their measured profile

1s sho¡¡n in Fígure 6.1. A series of líne spectra of the dírect solar

radiation aË dífferenË altitudes was obtained by Jones et al. (1970)'

showing a narïo\¡r core region from which the radÍation had been

apparenEly absorbed more strongly than in the side peaks of the 1ine.

Fj-gure 6.2 shows Ëhe measured spectra superimposed on their model

profíles fron v¡hich they decluced hyd:;ogen densities. Reduced inte-nsitie''¡
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lrere measured at the 1i-ne centre because Ëhe radiation had been

scattered away from the sun-Earth direction by the atonic hydrogen

along the line to Èhe sun.

RadÍation sufficiently removed from the centre wavel.ength

undergoes simple absorption without scattering, according to (la),

and only a small fraction of the total solar line energy is rnulÈíply

scattered by. atomíc hydrogen in Èhe atmosphere. Resonance trapping

effects can therefore be igrrored in dayÈine absorptíon profile

measurernents when the whole spectral r¡ridth of the solar line cont-

ributes to mee.sured flux. However, resonance trappíng of radiaÊíon

cannot be ignored in night sky measurements, as only the centrai

part of the solar emissÍon line contributes to the observed airglow

intensity, and the fractíon of the incident radiaËion susceptÍble

to resonance scaÈÈeríng is therefore much larger.

The relative magnítudes of the scatt.ered and unscatterecl.

components are easily estimated. The data of Bruner and Parker (1969)

indicate a total L¡rmancl line strength of near 3 x 1015 plr.otons ro-2 s-l

over the lj-ne wÍdth of approxÍmately 0.1 nm, and 3 x 1016 photous

n-2 s-l n¡n-l ¿È the centre of the line. Vidal.-Madjar et a1., (1972)

give 3 x 10rs pn m-z s-l over the whole li-ne and 5 x 1016 p¡ m-2 "-I tt-l

at the cenÈïe. Assuming thaË Èhe'wídth of the core susceptibl-e

to resonance scaËtering ís 1.2 x 10 3 nrn (Sectíon 6.3.3) gives an

esËlmated 5 x 1013 photons tl2 s-1, or less tinar- 27. of ttre integrated

dírect solar lj.ne intensÍty, lying within the strongly scattered core
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region. The errors introduced through assumíng pure absorption by

mol-ecular oxygen ín day-time profiie analysis would Ëhus be small.

The equivalent fraction j.s nearer 207! in the night sky Lymancl

radiation and resonance effects must be therefore taken into accour.¡.t

(Section 6.3.3) .

The total solar Lymana flux has now been monitored by a

number of satellíte and rockeË deÈectors over a period of about

one solar cycle. The total line flux appears to be relatively

constant, buË the line core fJ.ux has been indicaËed to be more variable,

(Meier, 1969) and it is this component whicn provides the source

for the night a.írglow. Meierrs measureme.nts suggest a variation on

a monthly scale of about 30%. Longer Ëerm variat.ions cotrld be greaÈer

than this, but there are uncerLainties involved ln comparing the

absolute fluxes measured aL wJ-dely spaced ÈÍmes and by different

workers. By using an absorption cel1 instrument, Vidal-Madjar et al.,

(1972) found Ëhat the shorË-Êer¡n variatíons in line core flux

correlated r,ríth standard measures of solar activity, and that the

range of the variations r{as close uo 1.5 times the range ln the ËoÈal

l1ne flux measured. IË appears that, despite thís enhanced variability,

Èhe solar Lymancl core flux provides a reasonably co:rsËanË excitatj-on

source for the nighÈ airgJ.orv, being pred:'-ctable and stable Ëo wíÈhin

a factor of Ëwo, at least over periods much shorter than a solar

cycle.
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6.3,2 Resonantly scattered radiatÍon ín the níght sky

Solar radlaÈion passing the EarEh can be scattered in,to the

viciníty of a detector in the night-side shador¿ region íf íts

frequency Í-s close enough to the Lymano line cenËre. The forward

scatËered ra)rs (from region FS in Figure 6.3) travel by a short

path, but Ëhrough high densíty regions, to form a source near the

sunwards horízon from the detector. Rays at greaÈeri grazíng heights

pass through a larger volume of lower density hydrogen to be scattered

down from near-zenith directíons (BS). The data from the '.'ehicle

C1014 (Chapter 8) showed these tÌro components as apparentl.y clisÈinct.

and readily separable. The spatial intensity distrÍbuËíon could be

described as one source almosË uniform over t:he upwar<ls

hemisphere, combined r¡íth another, centred on the sunwards horízon

dÍrection and extendÍng over Ëhe sky about 600 from that direcËion.

FurËher mention of this apparent separation into thro sources wí1l

be made in ChapËer I where the instrutentaËion and daÈa are described.

Figure 6.3 shows the geometry of the geocoronal scattering

regíon. Also shown beside the ray paths are sketches indicating

the radiation spectral profile (Iu) and the hydrogen absorpËion

coefficient (ku) in several regions. The sketches are not based on

accurate computations and are included only to indícaËe the- relative

changes in the two functions along the ray paths. The posÍtion of

the. deËector (D) is shor^m at a polnt where the solar depression is

300, which was typical for Ehe Cockatoo flights reporte.d irr Lhís work.
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Geocoronal hydrogen strongly scatt,ers the solar radiatic¡n

wiËhin a narro\¡I frequency range about Ëhe resonance frequency. The

widËh of the (resonance) absorpËion range is determined by ihe naËura1

and Doppler broadening of the absorptlon lj.ne of the atoms. The

hydrogen aton, being simple, has no alternative eneTgy dissipat.ion

mechanísm, so absorbed phqtons are re-ennitÈed and are not lost to

the radiation field. This res<¡nance absorption, or scattering, is Ín

contrast wíth the pure absorption of Lymancl by molecular oxygen

where the photons are permanently lost to the LSrurana radiatíon field.

The width of the solar specËrum subjecÈ Ëo resonance scatteri-ng

in the geocorona, and the corresponding absorptíon coefficienË of

the atmospheríc hydrogen, can be esÈimated. tr'ollowíng the notation

and theory of Mitchell and Zemansky (1961), the specËra| width' Av,

will be writ.ten ín ter¡ts of frequency, v' rather than in wavelength.

In any region of space over whÍch the gas density Ís nearly constantt

the reduction in the intensiËy of Èhe radiation (the- solar Lymana

radíatÍon in Èhe case of primary geocoronel scatterÍng) can be

described'by¡- '

rv-ôn = tu,o exn{-kuds} (6a)

where 6s is the paËh length through the region. being considered,

and ku is the absorptÍon coefficient, in units of reclprocal dístance'

In thc case of pure Doppler broadening of the absorption line due

to the thermal motion of the- atoms, the absorptÍon coefficÍenÈ has
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the forn:-

t

2
ku = k0 exp{-

where the Doppler wídÊh, Av'.,, = @- . uo

e

.Æ
/M

Ì (6b)

(6c)

(6d)

kg = absorptíon coefflcient aË the frequency, v, of the line

cenfre

c = velocity of light

R = universal gas const.ant

TrM = temperature and molecular weight of the gas

The coefficienÈ kg can be evaluated by Íntegration over the wídËh

of the absorpÈion line to give:-

ko= 2,
auD

. ú-. s,- . glEJ
SnglL

lL"2t--vT

where Ez and gl are the statistical weights of the upper and lower

staEes in the resonance transíËion, ¡ is the lifeti¡re of the uppe::

staËe, ana n[U]is the number de.nsÍty of the hydrogen atoms. Ior

the case of natural line broadening only,

Av=1rr ZrL (6e)

and the line has a differenÈ (Lorentz) shape. The relatÍve

importanceof Doppler and naËural broadening ín the geocoronal case

can be found by evaluating (6c) and (6e):-

Av = 1.33 x 107 sec-ln

auo = 5.8 x 1010 sec-l (for T" = 10000r¡
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(A ternperature of 10000 K is representative of the thermosphere

between 500 kn and 5000 km, where ¡rost of Èhe primary scatteríng of

the solar radiaËion occurs.) The absorpÈion width is therefore

determined almosË enti::ely by the kinetÍc temperature of the gas, and

corresponcls to L), = 2.8 prn (0.02SR) (full wídth half rnaxirnun). The

total amount of radiation absorbed would be independent of gas temP-

eraLure íf the ilcident radiation intensity were independent of

frequency, but the spectral distribuf-íon of the sol-ar radiation

ÍncidenË on the region BS of Figure 6.3, is far from uniform. The

intensiÈy of radiation avaílable for scaËÈeríng near Ëhe Earth wi.thin

a spectral widËh of the order ot 2.8 pm r+í11. rlepend on the teerperature

and density of the scattering hydrogen along the ray pathfrom the sun.

The prirnary scattered radiation which passes ínt.o the shadow re-gion

behind Ëhe Earth has an ÍnLensity detennined by both solar: acÉivÍty

and hígh altitude hydrogen density, and a spectral lí.ne width deterníned

by the hydrogen temperature ín the primary scattering region.

6.3.3 Transpclrt and absorption of Èhe reaonance radíatíon

For any reasonable assumed hydrogen Èemperature and densiiy

profi-les, the exosphere is opÈica11y thíek to phoËons near the centre

of the Lymana líne. Acceptable values of l-rydrogen densíty ( 5 x 1013* 3)

and tempeïature (2000 K) aË 100 km, combined with the large scale

height give many optical depths above that alËiËude. However, the

Doppler rvidth of the absorption cross-sectíon at rocket altitudes (at

D in Ì'igure 6.3) is Darrower than the spread (2.8 pt) of i-he pr-irral:.r
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back-scaËËered radiation from the region BS. The full--r^rj-dÈh-ha1f-

maximum of the absorption cross-sectíon for 2000 K aÈoms Ís, fron (6c)

2.5 x 1010 sec-I eorte"ponding Ëo AÀ = 1.2 pm. The core of the solar

líne, back-scattered frorn the regíon BS, is therefore a spectrally

broad sourc-e compared with the absorptíon width of the cold hydrogen

near 100 km. Radlation reaching the pure absorption region below 120 kûr

will have been spread by multiple scaitering over an even wider

spectral- Tange than Ëhe Doppler width of the primary scatËering. The

broadening by multiple scatËering can be evaluaÈed from the express.Lon

"o 
* oun 

['(*) /^,]' 
(6r)

where \ ís the scatter-broadened width of a líne wiÈh a primary wictth

of AÀo (Fastíe eË a1., 1964). Takíng a val-ue of to = 10 aÈ 100 kn

(i.e. 10 optical depths at the líne centre in a vertical columt above

100 kn gÍves \ = Zvo. The calculaËed spectral wídth of scattered

radÍation incident from above on the atnosphere at 100 km based on this

fígure is 1.1 x 10ll sec-l' corresponding to ÀÀ = 5.6 Pm.

The fracËion of tiris íncoming radiatÍon near 100 km whích is

wíÈhin two Doppler widths for 2000 K hydrogen is subject to signifÍ-canÈ

resonance scattering in the absorplion region, rshil-e the phoÈons in

the wings of the incident spectrum pass Èhrough only small optícal

depths of hydrogen over the range in which pure absorption by oxygen

occurs. These photons, wíth energy far enough removed from the cenËre

of, the resonance Iine, will be absorbed in a manner descríbed approx-

inately by (la). Fo-l. radiation being observed by a collimaËed
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detect,or, the effectíve absorption occurs along the detecËor 11ne

of sÍght

Those phoÈons near the resonance line centre, being subject to

scatÈering in Êhe absorption space, will not be absorbed in such a

símply descríbed manner. Line core radiation reaching a detecÈor

ín Ehe absorbing space will not have followed the 1Íne of sight of

the detector, and its effectíve pat.h lengÈh rvíl-l be longer than the

direct paËh. The raÈio of the mean photon path length to the direcË

path length will depend on Èhe vj-ewing geometry and on Èhe relative

absorption coeffícíents of the hydrogen and cxygen throughout the

atmosphere. Ae can be seen fron (6b), (6c) and (6d), the absorption

coefftcient of hydrogen is a function of the temperature and density

of the hydrogen and of the photon wavelength, whereas the absorptíon

coefflcienË of molecular oxygen near Lynrano, aË the pressures prevaíl-

ing, is a function of the oxygen densíty only. In this work the ratio

of the absorpËÍon coefficients has been called R(v' h)

where R(v, h) = (6e)

In the region of sËrongesl- oxygen absorption (near 85 km), Lhe-

absorption coefficient, of hydrogerr at the line centre is greaÈer than

that of oxygen, and photons undergo many resonance scaËÈerings in the

absorbing region. The absorption coefficíent of mesospheric hydrogen

can be calculated from (6d) using a texnPerature of 2000 K and a

density of B x 1013 r-3 as reasonable values for nj-ghr Ëime ccrnditions

)
lh
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at 90 kn. This gives tq[H] = 1.9 x 10-l t-1,,while the effective

absorpËion cross-section at the cenÊre of the line, og[n]-=tcs¡H1 
/"¡H],

ls 2.4 x 10-17 m2. This can be compared rqith o-0[02] = 1.0 * 16-24 *2

for oxygen, which wíth a number density (U.S. Standard Atmosphere,

1966) of 1.3 x 1019 *-3 aÈ 90 krn, gíves t.o[Oz] = 1.3 x tO-s ¡n-1;

R(vo, 90) = {ko[H] f u.LozJ ] 9o tur would be abouÈ 150. Thus aÈ the

lÍne centre the volune rate of resonance scatterings (n-3 s-1)greatly

exceeds the loss raËe due to oxygen absorption. This condiËion also

applies over the whole oxygen absorpËion regíon down to where the

hydrogen dernsi.Ëy should drop rapidly wiLh decreasing altitude. Mc¡del

calculations (Hunt, I97I; Thomas and Bowman, 1972) suggest thaÈ this

occurs aË night near 80km, at which altitude tt[02] = 6 x 1619 t-3

ana to[OzJ = 6 x 10-5 cm-I. Below the altítude where R(vO, h) = 0.2,

i.e. where "[n] <5 x 1011 "t13, the volume loss rate by oxygen

absorption will greatly exceed the volume scat-tering rate by hydrogen'

and the inËensity will conform closely to the forrn (1d) of pure

absorpcion. Figure 6.4 il-lusLrates the relaLionship betv¡een the

quantitíes menËíoned above. With decreasing altiÈude, kv[02] in-

creases continuously while t ulffJ drops suddenly near 80 km. hl:ere

R(vor h)>>1 there is also a finíte spectral band within which R(v, h)>>1.

Mathematical methods which have been developed for Èhe treaÈmenL

of diffuse radiatÍon transport can be used to indicate the behaviou::

of the resonance-line core radiaÈion in Ëhe absorp¡ion region.

I¡ this treaÈment, the atmospire-re is corrsidered macroscopj-calll'
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as q gas made up of l"dentical particles havíng absorption properties

equivalent to a mixture of hydrogen and oxygen. These are the only

species which have significant cross-sectíons for interaction vüith

Lymancl radiation between 70 and 120 kn. Only the central part of

Ëhe airglow spectrum is affecËed by resonance scatÈering, and it, is

thjs line core radiaËion whích is considered in the f,ollowlng theory;

Ëhe lÍne-edge radiation can be ËreaÈed by sfmpler methods.

A mathernatical EreaËment, based on one outllned by Chandrasekhar

(1960) is given below for the following condítions:-

(1) lsotropÍc, non-conservatíve scattering

(2) a plane-pa-rallel, semi-infinite aËmosphere

(3) axial symrneËry of the radiaËíon fiel.d about Ëhe

zeníth

The fírst condition does not strictly aPply in this case to

fndÍvidual scattering events, but should be approximately valid

in multiple scattering where R >> I; it is applied because of the

r¡orthwhile sinplifícation it introduces to the treatment. The process

ls macroscopically non-conservative because a fracLion of the phoËons

Ínteracting with Ëhe aËmosphere are noc re-radigted (i.e. those

absorbed by oxygen). The rnean free''path of imprísoned photons ís too

short for curved Earth eonsideratÍons to-be ímportant, whíle the large

opticaX depths of hydrogen àbove Èhe ab-qorption reglon, and effecËive1y

lnfinite density of a.bsorbíng oxygen below, make the semÍ-ínfinif:e
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approximation reasonable. Because there are rnany opËícaI depËhs

in Il above Èhe heÍghts being considere.d, all photons have been

scattered at least once, and the incoming radiatfon will be

approximat.ely synmetrlcal abouË the zeniÈh.

The general radÍaËive transfer equaËion

dI -J-tv-I v v
(6h)

kdsv

may be written, for the monochromatÍc plane-paralJ-el, axially

symmetric case as

u dl{f¿_l) = I('r, u) - J(t, u) (6j)
dr

vhere U = cosx

l-t = opticaf denth = J¡ k(h') dhr

J = the source function (re-ernitted radíatíon)

I(t, U) is the íntensÍty of radiation movíng at an angle of X

from the zenith

For isotroplc scatteríng, wi-th an albedo = uJ (i.e. the probabllity

of re-emission after absorption) Ít can be shown that

u dr(r. u) = r(r, u) - * ft-r(r,u') du' (6k)
dr Z )-r

Thís has a soluËion of the form

I(r, u) = g(u) exp {rct} (61)

where rc is a constant and g(u) is a functíon of y only. By

successive srrbstíÈutíon in (6k), the solution can be shown Èo have
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t,he form

r(t , u) exP {-rr } (6m)

where c Ís a consËant and r satisfies the relaËÍonship

0J= 2K
Ln [(r + rc) /(1 _ r)l

(6n)

rn the aluitude range of interest, each Lyrnano photon wÍl1

be absorbed by either a hydrogen atom or an oxygen nrolecule. For

the first case r¡ = 1 (re-enfssion) and for oxygen absorpt,ion,

t¡ = 0. The mixture of gases behaves as a nonconservative scatterer

wlth 0 < o < 1. rf the loca1 absorption coefficient of hydrogen

and oxygen arË: in the ratio R as in (6g), then

kfrorer,1 = ]ç [tt] + k Io2]

= (R + 1) k [02] (6p)

The quantitÍes in (6p) are all furrcËÍons of v and h, and when

broad-band measurements are being consíderecl, an integral over v

should be formed Ëo fínd che effectir" k¡rorar,1 aË each height. The

process 1s very involve{ and in this case only the centre wavelength,

vorwiIl be considered" The treatment Ís then strictly applicable

only to measurements made wÍÈh absorpÈion-cell instruments, buÈ does

indicaËe the general behaviour of radíation near the line core. tr'or

slmplicity Èhe subscripts 0, re-ferring to v0, have been omitted belor,¡.

the attenuation of the radiation with decreasÍng alt,ÍËu<ie may
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be found by differenÈiating

I dr(r, u

(6n)

I(t, u) dh

= K (R + 1) t[or]

= r"r k [02]

k 
Irorar,]

(6r)

For the case of a pure oxygen atmosphere, o = 0, and

1 _ . dr(t, l) = t[or] (6s)
fr:r,-O dh

Therefore M Ís the facEor by which the presence of the resonance

scatÈer, hydrogen, Íncreases the effective absorption coefficient

of the oxygen which ís present. M depends on R and therefore

absorption measurements leading to values of M(h) can be used to

deríve R(h), which relates the densitíes of aËomíc hydrogen arrd

molecular oxygen.

Table 6.1 lÍsËs calculated values of R, r and M for a range of

ûJ. The entrÍes at the exËreme top and boÈtour of the table are not

relevant to the absorption of Lymana in the aËmosphere, but are

included to show the trends as o + 0 and o + 1. Figure 6.5 shows

uJ, rc rand M as a func.tíon of R. The values of R whlch woul-d be

expected to be rel-evant to this study lie in ttre range 10 to 1000.

The condítion R >> 1 j.s not satlsfied over the total spectral

width of the Lyur,ano aírglow, so the total líne intensíty coul-d not

be expected to be described frrlly by the mathematics of transport

in an optícally thick, isotropic scattering me-díum. The properties

of the medium vaïy over the line width from optícal.ly thÍck to opÈícall1'

) = rc. (6.t)
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TABLE 6.1 CAICIITATION OF ENHANCEMM{T FACTORS

1.00

r.11

I.25

r.43

1. 65

r.92

2.27

2.76

3.5s

5.25

7.59

9.87

T2,L

L7.2

24.4

54.8

77.4

187

1.00

=1.00

.9999

,9974

.98s6

.9575

.9073

.8286

.7L04

.5254

.3795

.2964

,2429

.L722

.1222

.0548

.0387

.0187

0

0. 11

0.25

o.428

o.666

1.00

I .50

2.33

4.00

9.00

19.0

32.3

49.O

99 .0

t99

999

L999

0

.1

.2

.3

.4

(

.6

,7

.B

o

.950

.970

.980

.990

.995

.999

.9995

.99999999

M

=K(l +R)
Ku)

(al.bedo for
single scat-

tering)

(t"t is the absorption enhancement factor in a mixture with a ratio

of scattering coefficient to absorptíon coeffícient of R)
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thín, and there is of course no sharp boundary separating these

two extremes. As an aid to interpreting the experimenLal- measurements,

the asstrmpËion was made that the intensíty measured can be divíde<i

Ínto two componenËs (one for which R(v) >> 1 and another for nrhich

B(v) << 1) so that the absorpÈion profiles of Éhe comPonents coulci

be considered separately. This mighL appear to be an extl'eme

assumption, but it wíll be seen that, wiLhín the accuracy and intendeci

appl-ícaÈion of Èhis work, consistant results are obLaíned and usefui

observatíons can be made. Thís rnatter wí1I be furËher dÍscussed i-n

Chapter 8 where the results of the flight of the rocket vehícle

C1014 are Presented.

Firstl-y, some of the other components of vacuum ultraviolet

radia¡ion in the night sky will be mentÍoned ín (6.4) and in Chapter 7

the design, f1-ighË details and resul-ts of the níght-aírg1-ow

experimenÈs preceding C1014 will be gíven. The- earlj-.t **putírrunt"

díd not provide such high resolution data as Ëhat fron C1014 on

whích the discussion of radiative transfer ís cenÈredn Howeve-r, as

they 1ed to the development of the C1014 experírnent and payload.,

they are described before the contenEs of Chapter 8 are presented.

6. 4 Non-airglow Radiatíon

6. 4, L Extraterrestrial LYmancl

Resonance sca¡tering of sol-ar Lymancr radiation by hydrogen

within about 501000 krn of the Earth, as described Ín 6.3, can accoun!

for most of the vacuum ultraviolet radiation observed ín the night s;l'-y.
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r\ smalI part of the measured intensity does, however, come from

other soul:ces. Instruments. such as those of Morton (L962) and Fastíe

et al., (L964) have índÍcated that in the vacuum ultraviolet regÍ.on

there are no signifícanË emÍssj-ons other tharr near the Lyrrranc, lÍne,

at least when the signals are effectively lntegraËed over a large

area of the sky. However, the results of the absorption cel-l

experiment (Morton and Purcell, L962) which was done at. the sa.me

time as the specÈrograph measurements by ÌIorton, showed thaË an

appreciable fractíon of the radíaËion from above irr the L5mano regiorr

vras passed by their filter (L5%). Some of this could have been in

the wíngs of the broadened back-scattered source (6f) where the

opËical depth of the cell v¡as small.

Measurements with detectors beyond the geocorona (Wallace et

aL., L970; Barth, 1970) have shown that íntensiËies of the order

of several hundred Rayleighs originate beyond the exÈent of the

geocorona. A review of the several measurement,s and interpretat:'-ons

has been published by Tinsley (1971). The proposed sources \¡/ere:-

(1) Èhe resonant, scatteríng of solar Lymano by interplanetary

hydrogen, and

(2) emissions from galactic sources.

A model vüas proposed by Blum and Fahr (1970), and Fahr (1970)

to predict a source funct.ion for interplanetary scattering. They

considered the motÍon of neutral hydrogen atoms crossíng the solar

system as the sun moves through the interstellar nedium to¡"-ards lhe
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solar apex. The neuËr.al hydrogen density in the solar system would

be asynnetric due to ionizaËlon losses, gravitatíonal focussing and

radíaËÍon pressure divergence of the hydrogen flow. The latter

term, 1n particul-ar, is difficulË to assess because of the variability

of the ínÈensity of the solar radiaÈion whj"ch can ínteract r,rl1th

neuÈral hydrogen.

Some measurements of inËensity distributíons (Chanbers et al.,

1970) support Ëhe prediction of enhanced intensitíe.s Èowards the solar

apex (ntght Ascension = 2700; declination + +300) aud the solar

dependence of intensitj-es (Mange and Meíer' 197()), buÈ there aPPeaTs

to sti1l be some uncertainty concerning the exacË directlon and degree

of the enhancement (I^Iall-ace et, al-., L970; Barth, I97O). Concl-usíons

are difficult, to draw because the solar apex lÍes so cl-ose to the

galactíc plane from which Èhere could be stellar enhancement. Bertaux

and Blamont (1970) have found a syrnmetrical enhancement PaÈtern, but with

the syumetry axis dísplaced 450 fron l-he solar apex" As Tinsley

(1g71) poínted out, more measuremenLs with high specËral resolutÍon

are needed.

6.4,2 SËellar sources

As was mentioned ln the prevíous sectÍon, direcÈ radíatíon from

hot stars could constitute part of the observed extraterrestrial

background. Resonance scatterjng by interstel-lar hydrogen limíÈs

the direcË viewing of distant sources at the centre of the Lymano
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emission line, but Doppler-shl.fËed Lynana and other líne and

continuum radiaËion from distant sÈars can sti1l produce detector

responses. The contríbution Èo a Lithiun Fluoride-Nitric Oxide

(tNO) ion chamber detecÈor sígnal from e¡nissions other Ëhan Lymana

can be identífied more easil-y j.f the field of view is smallras bright

sources then appear as discreet peaks superposed on the díffuse

Lymana glow. The integrated intensíÈy of weak, unresc¡lved sources

shoul-d be snall, accordíng to Kurt and Syunyaer¡ (1968). Extensive

suïveys have been made of individual sources aÈ wavelengËhs 1-onger

Ëhan L¡rurana but shorËer than Ëhe specËral resPonse liniÈ of LNo

ion chambers (Smith, L967; Code eË a1., L969; SËecher, 1970). In

lnstruments responsíve beÈween 105 and 135 nm, bright stars produce

responses commensurate with the aÍrglow sígnals when a narroqr fiel.d

of vlew (*10-3 steradiun) is used. Some such stars Ì¡/ere scanned

by the telescope in c1014 (chapter B), and Èhe peaks were readi.ly

separable

A detecËor rrríth a wide field of víew would integr:ate Èhe

intensiÈi-es of a concentration of sources to give the appearance

of a diffuse enhancerne-rlt of the airglow símÍ1ar to thaÈ predicted

by the Blurn and Fahr (1970) m<¡del of the interplanetary airglow'

mentioned in the p::evious SecÈíon. ApparenÈ galaeËÍc enhancemenL

of intensj-ties measured by <leÈectors wiËh large fields of vfew has

been report,ed also ln wavelength bands excluding Lymana. Kurt and

Syunyaev (1968) found on an enhåncemenÈ in the Cal-cium Fluor:Íde'
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Nitric Oxide (CNO) chanber hand (L22 - 135 nn) from less Èhan

1 x 10-10 ç,-2 srll from other direcËionsrto 3 x 10-9 W

m ¿ sr-l from'Dear the gal-actíc plane. They also reported an

increase from 5.5 x 10-8 to 8.0 x L0-8 w m-2 ".- 
I, measured

by the detecËor which riras sensítive to Lymana as it scanned across

the Mílky !üay. Barth (1970) report,s that galactic plane enhancement

hTas seen frorn Maríner 5, but hras not seen by the specËrophotorneter

on Mariner 6.

As the background radíation 1s somewhat less intense than

the geocoronal aÍrglow in the Earthrs vlcínity, differenËÍation

between possible sources of the background, such as interpJ-aneLaty

scattering and galacËic contríbutions, requíres particularly

selective instruments. An absorpËion ce1l instrument has special

propert,ies suíËed Ëo the separatíon of source comPonents j-n Èhe

specÈral range around L¡rmancx,.

6.4.3 Airglow aË wavelengÉhs other than Lymano

Just as galactic sources could produce ion chamber responses

to non-Lymana wavelengths, so could airglow from other atmospher'Í.c

gases produce addit,ional detector signals. In the wavelength

range of interest the most likely erníssions would be fron atomic

oxygen, whlch has lts major resonance line aÈ 130.4 nm and another

transítíon to the ground state which is aceompanied by enission aË

135.6 nn (Figure L.2). Níght airglow at these wavelengths has indeed

bee.n detected. Hicks and Chubb (1970) and Barth and Schaffner (i970)
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reporÈed comparativel-y large intensities of nighË tíme oxygen

emissions of up to 2 kR ln bands near geomagnetíc latitudes of 1150.

These emisslons \¡Iere appaïently restricted Ëo narrow ranges of

IatÍtuderand no measurable íntensÍtíes were reported for mid latÍÈucies.

More recently, one set of rockeË measurements of non-Lymancr

airglow at solar zenith arrgl-es conrparabl.e wj-th Ëhose ín the presenÈ

experimenEs has been reported (Buckley and Moos, 1971). They

measuled ínÈensÍties of uP Èo 70 R of À = 130.4 nm radíation duríng

a fllght to 166 km altitude, with abouË 25 R at 120 kn. They

also measured up Èo 33 R near tr = 135.6 nm. No detaÍled spatial

distrÍbution was obtaÍned. The measuremenËs üIere made at míd-latiLucle

(Ifhite Sands Míssile Range, 320N). Buckley and Moos were able to

place onl-y upper limiËs on the nítrogen (N2 : LBH and VK systems)

e¡níssions between 126 and 190 tto. The reported inËenslËies are

much snall-e-r than those of the Lymano airglow.

Some of Èhe deËector groups flor.m ín this work Íncludecl chambers

with Calcíum Fluoride windohrs to check on the Level of contamination

of Lymano measuremenËs by longer wavelength radj.aËion. Knowledge,

at the time, of the intensit,ies of other possible emissions r¡7as noÈ

adequaÈe Èo assume freedom from contaminatíon.

6.4.4 Lunar radíatíon

The moon Ís anoÈher night-sky source which receíved specl-al

attention in thÍs work. The backscattered sol-ar Lymanc radiation

from the. moon would not be expected to make any measurable contribution
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Èo airglow intensiËies, but for most photomeËry measu1ements a

full moon sÍLuatÍon wotrld be normally avoided. However, included

in Ëhe payloads with several of the airglor¡I exPeriments descrÍbed

here were phoÈomultiplier-filter deLecLors used for the determínation

of ozone clensÍty profíles (Carver e.t al., L972). The profiles

were deduced from Ëhe al-títude dependence of the total lunar inËensiÈy

at a number of wavelengths beLween 22O and 300 nmr $7here ozone is

the major atmospheríc absorber.

The ozone experÍmenÈs \./ere deliberaËely flown at tirnes near

full mcon, wiËh Ëhe lunar elevation betu'een 200 and 300. This rvas

done Ëo optimise Èhe intensítíes and absorPtÍon conditions.

Absorptíon sPectïometry also provides a measure of the source

intensity above the absorblng aÈmosphere, and in this case the

reflectivity of the lunar surface maËerial can be assessed.

The airglow photometers r^rere accordingl-y designed wiËh a secondar¡

objective of obËaining simultaneous measuremenÈs of the lunar flux

at L2:I 6 nm. The measurements of Carver et 41., (1966), lled<ile

(1962) and Lebedinsky et al., (I967a, b) had shornm the optical

behaviour of the lunar surface down as fax as 200 nmn but no

Ínformation r^ras availabl-e at shorter wavelengths '

There r¡Iere ÈI¡7o reasons for extending the range of the

measurements. First, to determine rnrhether the steep reduction of

l-unar reflectiviÈy in the 200 - 300 nm region continued dovm into

the 100 - 200 nnl region. The drop i-s sharper and more severe- than
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is usally found in measurements on terrestrlal samples, and the

exÈended curve would enable bet,ter matching of the characterist.fcs

of the unËouched lunar surface to those of radiation-damaged samples

which could be produced uncler controlled conditions in Èhe

laboratory. The second reason for making the measurements r¿as to

determine wheÈher the Ëotal lunar flux is large enough to make feasible

the measurement of night 02 densiÈy by absorpËion photometry at

Lynancl . Thís would not at pïesent be feasible if the known dor,mr¿ard

trend in reflectivj.ty did conlinue Èo L2I.6 rrm, but if the l.unar

reflectíviLy were flaÈ, or showed a rise in the vacuum ultraviolet

regÍ-on, a usabl-e flux mlght be available, aË least near full moon.

The lunar L¡rmancx, should have a spectral line shape slmílar to that

of the direct solar radiaÈion, so Ëhat resonance scattering effects

coul-d then be safely Ígnored in height- profile analysÍs, as they

are in daytime oxygen measurements.

A díscussion of the characteristics requíred in instruments

suifable for lunar ultravioleL measuremenLs and the desÍgn constrainl-s

are j-ncluded in Chapter 8, where the C1014 payload ís described. IÈ

is now knornrn that Ëhe earlÍer flight- instruments did not have

adeguate resolution to detect the l-unar flux. This was due to a mis-

interpretation of some of the data whích was used to calculaËe the

required performance of the earlier ínstrumêDts. The revised estimaLes'

on which the C1014 lnstrument design was based, have now been proven

by the data received to have been subst-anEial1y co-rrecL.
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CHAPTER 7 AIRGLOI^I E)GERIMENTS

7.1 InËroduction

In the course of ttris work, four rockeE payloads were designed,

constructed and flown to make measurements of the nlght ultravÍoleË

aírgl-ow. The main detectors in each payload were ultravioleË-sensÍtíve

tteJ-escopesr mounted to view along axes perpendicular (or nearl¡' se)

to the longitudinal axls of the rocket. Sideways vlewíng simplified

the design and operation of the detecËors and theÍr proËective covers,

but relied on a suitable spin and coning motion of the rocket to scan

the detectors through ÍnËeresËing regions of the sky. None of the

rocket vehícþs had an actíve stabilization and poínting system r¿hich

could control the viewing directions.

The airglow detectors in each payload were l-ithiu¡n fluoride-nÍËric

oxide Íon chambers (SensiËÍve to 105 <tr< 135 nm. ). In two of the

payloads, calcíum fluoride-nitrÍc oxide chambers \^rere. fitted to monitor

contributions from the spectral regíon I22 <À< 135 nm.

The rocket flÍghts spanned a period of s1-ightly more than two

years, and during that time consÍderable devel-opment htas achieved in

sensitivity, resolutíor, "rrd 
sophístication of the fLíghË ínstrumenÈ¿tion.

The first tr,Ío sysÈems to be flown used the vrindows of the ion charnber

detectors as the collect.íng areas, with circular aPertures in fronË to

linír Ëhe fields of view (sectíons 7.2.L and 7.2.2). In the third

payload there r¡ere l-íthium fl-uoride l-enses ín front of the ion chambers

to glve a larger effectíve collecting area, together with an accurately

defined field of víew (7.2"3). The latest ínstrr:ment,s to be flown
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(Chapter B) used a side-entry, inverse-Newtonían form of telescope

Ëo gÍve a greatly increased effectíve collecting area with a small

field of view.

Three of the rocket vehicles r,,rere of a type designated rCockatool

which was developed by the Australian DeparËmenË of Supply. These

vehícles carried the payloadsn íncluding ancillÍary equipment and

telemeÈry sysÈems, Ëo apogees between 96 krn and 120 kru. The other

vehicle vras an Aerobee-I-5O launched by NASA, r¿hich carri.ed X-ray counËers

as the primary experiment, for Lhe Uníversity of lJisconsj-n. Space in

the payload had been made available for Èhe UníversÍty of Adelaide

experíments.

As the Aerobee launch ü/as not. programed for full--moon condiËíons,

the objective of the measurement,s \^ras siurply a survey of the nighË-sk¡'

vacuum ultraviol-et radiatÍon to determine the spatial dístri-butiorr of

intensity at different altitudes, from Èhe absorpÈíon heights up to

apogee, r^¡hich r'ras well above Ëhe oxygen absorpËion region. A relatively

wide field of view (S0 fl,IIM) was used.

The Èhree Cockatoo vehicles were l-aunched aË times near full moon

to optírnise conditions for the lunar-ozotte measurenents (6.4.4). The

telescopes in each payload were desigued to be able to measure vacuum

ultraviolet lunar fluxes as well as airglow íntensities. The deLecËors

on t,he fírst Coclcatoo (C104) had comparatively large fíelds of view

(120 ffiHM) as it was expected at the Ëirne Ëhat the l-unar signal r.¡oul-d

have been detecÈable dn a diffuse airglow fielcl of that widrh" The
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estimates are nor^I known Èo have been in error and the lunar signal

was below Ëhe noise level. For the last two flights the fiel-ds of

vlew were reduced in accordance with revísed lunar flux estimates,

and were 40 x 10 rectangular (C105) and 2.50D círcular (C1014). BoËh

of Ëhese sysÉems had hígh spatíal resolutlon for the airglorr measurements,

and thÍs proved to have i-rnport-ant benefiËs ín later analysis.

The design and perfornance specificatíons of the fírst three aÍrglow

experíments are gÍven 1n parts of Sectíon 7,2, and the dat,a and

results from Cl04 are presented in 7.3.

7 "2 Experimental Payloads

7.2,I Aerobee 4.301 UG

There were three ultraviolet radlaËion det,ectors in the

Aerobee photometry package. Two were lon chambers operaËed Ín gas-

gain mode with circular-baffle collirnaËion in front. The third

hras a photomultÍplíer - thin fÍ1m filÈer combínationn also wíth

baffle collfmatíon, sensítive to extreme ultravíolet (EW)

radlaËion. The three detectors were aligned paral-1-e1, wíth theír

axes nornal to the rockeË axis.

The ion chambers were miniature gas-gain types (SectÍon 2.4,L

and Fígures 2.3 and 2.8). BoËh of the channbers r¡Iere fill-ed wiËh

nitric oxÍde andhad a long wavel-ength response lÍnÍt of 135 nn.

One had a lithiurn fluoride window, naking iË sensiËive dotm Lo

105 nm, incl-uding ÈTre Lyrnana line. The oËher chamber had a cal-cium

fluoride wirrdow r¿hích línited the response band to À> 122 nm. The
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sensitivity of the cal-cium fluoríde-nítric oxide (CNO) chamber

to Lymano, radiation was much more than tr"'o orders of magniËude

lovrer than that of Lhe LNO chamber. The CNO chamber was included

to deËerrnine how much of the LNO sígnal was due to radlatíon

with À> L22 tm.

The third detector was Íncluded to measure Ëhe níght aÍrg1ow

ÍntensltÍes at wavelengths shorLer than 60 nm. The existence of

nighË-sky EUV radíation had been suggesËed by FrÍedman (1960), and

Ogawa and Tohmatsu (L966). The major emissions expected were the

30.4 nn and 58.4 nur resonance radÍation fron He* ancl He respectively.

A previous measurement of EWnight airglow had been reported by

þung et al. , (1968), who had found íntensíties aPproaching 10 R-

near 200 km in a spectral range whích included both 30.4 and 58.4 nm.

Figure 7.I shows dÍagrams of the detector systems and a brief

description Ís given ín Appendíx A.

The payload was launched from Inloomera, South Australia on

20th ì4ay, L97O at 11.45 p.rn. CST (1415 UT). A good trajecÈory

and altitude was achieved, with Ëhe detecÈors uraking a series of

slor¡ scans across the sky. It. appears, however, ttrat the door of

the compartment containing the instruments \^/as lost shorËIy afËer

launch. Aerodynamic heating prodrredabnormally hígh temperaÈuras

in the exposed detectors, and spurious outpuLs !üeIe produced.

By studying the data in conjunction wiËh the azimuÉh-elevation and

right ascension-declinatíon plots of the spatial scans, an aËtemot
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hras nade to determine whether some component oi the outpuÈs

showed a repeatable spatial depeudence. No such component. \^Ias

found and Ëhe outglt,s are assumed t.o have been due entirely to

excessive dark currents, l.eakage current and temperature drifts

in the electronic circuits.

7.2.2 Cockatoo C104

Another payload incorporating ion chamber deLecËors was launched

soon after the Aerobee flight. This payload contained Ëhree ion

chambers of the same type (LNO) sensitj-ve to Lymana radiation. It

also carrj-cd mid-ultraviolet detectors for Ëhe measurement of Èhe

níght ozoîe density profíle (Carver et al., 1972) and so '¿as

launched close to the time of full moon.

The three ion chambers \¡lere mounted to view sideways frorn

the rocket v¡iÈh their axes at 800, 900 and lO00 fr<¡m the vehicle

axis, foruring a fan-shaped array. The fields of view overlapped

slightly and as the vehicle spun and precessed they scanned the

sky in an interlaced pattern. The divergent array \^7as chosen tc

give a more complete coverage of the sky duríng the short tíme that

the rocket was above the region of strongesÈ absorption of airglow

by molecular oxygen. The oríentaËion of the deÈectors during flight

was deduced from the outpuËs of Èhree orÈhogonal- magneÈo¡neters

and an optical moon-s1it aspect, detector.

Brief descripËions of the components of the C104 payload and

their calibrations and operating specificaLions are given ín the
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followÍng subsecËions. A view of the payload is shorsn in tr'igure

7.2,

(a) DeËectors

The Ëhree Lymana detectors in the arl.ay were miniat.ure

glass types, (Figures 2.3 artd 2,8), operated at gas-gains

near 100. Their fíe1ds of view were limited by cÍrcular

aperËures in front of the chambers. A measured angular response

curve for one of the detectors is shown in Figure 7.3. The

miniature chambers were developed and used in this vehicle

to enable the angled arra¡ with coll-i¡nators, to be fitted ín

the available space. Because Ëhe range of gas-gaín avaÍlable

with an adequate safety margin ve,s not as great. in these

chambers as Ín the l-arger Èypes, Èhe operating gaín sel-ected

for flight, and hence the absoluÈe detecËor sensiËívity, was

l-ower than optímum. This meant that the fu1l range of the

tel-emetry syst.em was not uËílized, and someproblems were

encountered in the data analysis wíËh nofse and electrica.l

drlfts.

(b) ArnplÍfiers

The signal currents \^/ere amplífed by F.E.T. inpuÈ

aurplífiers operatÍng in the currenË-feedback mode to give

a fast response time. The anplifiers had a maximum gain

of 10Il volts per amp, and fed low-impedance signals in the

range 0 to 1.5 volËs to the telemetry rnultiplexer.



FIGURE 7.2 INSTRUMENTATION SECTION OF CIO4

In order, from the top, can be seen the cover-release mechanism;

the three nid-ultravlolet, Ínterference fflters for the ozone

experlment, flanked by anp}ifier modules; the slit Pattern plaËe

of the lunar aspect sensor; the three entrance aperËures of the

ion chamber array; Ëhe section contalning the 11.T. unlt; the

baËtery pack and uubiLical connector.
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(c) High tension supptr-y

The H.T. supply provided adjusËable regulated vo1-tages

to the photomultipliee and ion chambers Ín the payload. A

novel design of supply, particularly suited to the requirements

of small rocket payloads, was developed and used in this and

subsequenË payloads. IË ís descríl¡ed in Appendix B.

(d) Photonetric sensíti-vity

The ion chambers had been absolutely cal.ibrated some

time before launch by th.e nethod described in Sectíon 2,7,

Because a further calibration coul<i not be done inmediately

before the chambers lefË the laboratory, the efficiencíes

at l-aunch were estirnated by combining the earlier figures

wiËh intercomparÍ.sons between fli.ght chambers and the spares.

The spares hrere absolutely calibrated again after the flíght.

The estimated limit of probable error in Ëhe flight chamber

efficÍencíes is ! 25%. The uncertainties in the cal.ibrations

prior to flight conÈributed to the lower than optimum gaÍns

of the f1-ight detectors. The detector charaeteristics are

summarized in Table 7.1.
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TASLE 7.1 C1O4 DETECTOR SPECIFICATIONS

(e) Aspect, sensor

The aspect sensor was housed and calibrated wíth the

ozol¡.e experímenË detecËors. The sensor consisted of two

parallel discs fixed approximately 5 flm apart, with Ëheir

coflrnon axis perpendicular to the rockeË spin axis. As Ëhe

rocket spun, l-ight from Ëhe moon passed through a pattern

of sl-its in the outermosÈ plate and through a small central

aperËure in the ínner plate to fal1 on a phoLomultiplier

cathode. The slit patte-rn !ìras arranged so that Ëhe lengËh

and separation of the pulses <letected durlng a revolutfon

of the rockeË uníquely defined the angle beLween the roc.keÈ

Entrance Aperture Diameter

Chaurber Lrlíndow Diameter

Field of View (F.III.H.M.)

Geomet,ríc FacËor

Spectral Response Range

Detector

QuanËum Efficiency at Lynano

OperaËing Voltage

Gas-Gain Factor

Channel Sensitivíty

7.6 mm

6.5 mm

L20

1.0 nn2 sterad

105 - 135 nn

10

BA

4

25

437

90

428

150

7

c

67"

435 volts

175

10 kR/volt
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axis and the lunar direcEÍon. Thi-s angle was complementary

Ëo the lunar aspect angle, defined as the angle betweerr the

scan plane of d,etector B (aligned normal- to rocket axis) and

the lunar direction. The sense of the rocket spin could al-so

be deternined from Lhe pu1-se pattero. The geometry of the

aËtitude soLutlon is shornm in Figure 7,6, where the angles

referred to later in the text are defined.

(f) Magnetometers

A set of Ëhree orÈhogonal search-coil- magnetomete.rs

hTas fitted to provide data for the attiËude soluËÍon (í.e.

the directions of the rocket and detector axes throughout

the flíght). Unlike fluxgate magnetometers, the search-coils

had no zero-frequency response, and read only the time-varying

components of the field along theír axes, down to a límitíng

frequency set by the signal processing integrators. The

interpretatÍon of the magnetometer data relíed on regul-arity

of the rocket motion and an acceptable ro11 rate.

The Ct04 payload was launched on 21st l"fay, 1970, The vehicl-e

performed satisfactorily, although the spin raËe rvas somewhat high,

and an apogee of 96 kn was reached. The results of the data

reducÊlon are gÍven in Sectíon 7.3.

7.2,3 Cockatoo C105

The nexÈ experÍmenÈal payload to be flown in thÍs Program

¡¿as Cockatoo C105. This was similar to C10/+ Ín LhaÈ íË combíned
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vacuum ult,raviolet detectors and ni<ldle ultravíolet ozone measuremenÈ

sensors, but the- arrangement of the airglow detectors hras quite

different.

The vacuum ultravj-oLet detectors rlere a paÍr of ion chambers,

one LNO and one CNO, as Ín the Aerobee payload. The main difference

was the amalgamation of the two detectors ínËo a dual *on chamber

to allow bett'er matching of the deËecLor characl-eristics. Figrrre

7.4 shows a cross-sectlon of the duaf detector sysËem.

À miniature three axis fluxgate magnetometer unit (Fígure

7.5) was desígned and constructed for r':his pa.yl-oad to provide

Ímproved {ata over a wide range of roll- raLes fot the attiÈude

solutíon. The objectíves of the experiments and the desi.gn of

the payload are outlÍned in Appendíx C.

The C105 payload was launched on 12th }trovember, 1970 and

the vehicle reached an apogee of 105 hn. A fault conmon to both

chamber channels deve-loped during the launch phase and persisted

Ëhroughout Ëhe fl1ght. It \^Ias not possible to identj.fy the fault

with confidence, but the most líkely course woul-d l'rave been a

mechanícal failure somewhere in the chamber structure. As the

payload \^Ias noL recovered, no further investigatÍon of the fault

could be nade. Because of this fault, no usable data was received

frorn Ëhe ion chambers during this flight. The investígatíons made

and Ëhe experience gaíned during Ëhe developmenÈ of Ëhis payload

didrhowever, contribute to the desígn and de,velopment of the
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successful dual-telescope payload on C1014.

7.3 Results from the Flight of C104

7,3,I Vehícle performance and attiËude solution

The vehicle was launched from the l{oomera Range on 21st

May, L97O at 1945 CST (1015 UT). Apogee was 96 km,r.ríLh 147 seconds

. spent above 70 km (Fígure 7.L2). During the data-taking portion

of the flightrthe rocket rolled at'2,5 r.P.s. wíth a precession

period of 23 seconds.

Figure 7.6 shows the angle notaÈc.on used in the aÈ,tít-ude

solutíon. The lunar asPecË angle is marked and the uragneËic

aspecË angler 4, is defined as the angl-e betrveen B and B. The

magneÈometer calibraËions had not been done to a roLl rate as

high as 2,5 Hz, and the absolute sensiÈivity aË Èhat rate htas

unknown. An in-flight cal-ibration was therefore derived from

the data near the begínning and end of the flíght when the rockeÈ

axis was alÍgned wíth the ËraJectory. The calíbrations vrere

cross-checked by referenc.e to the lunar asPec! readlngs near

apogee, when the rocket \^ras assumed to behave as a free spinninq

body.

The lunar aspect, during fl-ight is shown Ín Fígure 7.7" The

read.ing range of the sensoï was only t 300 and the dashed portíons

of the curve were derived from a combined 3-D plot of l-unar and

magneÈic asPect angles. During the period of 90 seconds

centred on the apogee- time (+150 s), the coning motion of the
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rockeÈ r^ras repeated four times. It r¡las assumed thau during

thls perÍod the roll axis described a closed cone, and from the

raÈe of change of aspect angle wÍËhln the + 300 lÍmits of

reading, the half-angle of the cone vlas calcul-ated to be 650.

The magnetometer data (Flgure 7. B) was used to deÈermíne the cone

axis (P) as 2900 Azímuth, + 640 ElevatÍon.

The attiËude solutÍon (i.e. Azimuth and ElevaÇ1on of R

as a function of Ëíme) is shown in Figure 7.9 betvreen f 60 s

and f 227 s (inversion for re-entry). The detector scans galte

several almost compleLe coverages of both the upper and lower

hemispheres (x.900 respectively) between * 85 s and t 22A s'

7.3.2 Lyrnana airglow measureuenËs

Airglow radiation was detecÈed at altitudes above 70 ktrl

on both the up and down legs of the flight. one detector had

quite a low sensiËívity, and the aírglow signals from this cietect-o::

were degraded by Èhe comparatívely hígh noÍse level. The central

deËector Ín the array was the most se-nsÍtíve, but at several Èimes

during the flight it produced 1-arge spurÍous pulses. The sÍgnal

between the pulses \^7as raLher noisy and it was consídered thaË

the data could noL be analysed with confidence. The results given

below are based on the signals from detee.tor C which \,las at an angle

of 800 to the rocket axÍs. As the vehicle spun, Ëhe viewing axis

scanned around a cone of 800 half-angle. The signal- levels

measured from this detector are in mosL cases the mean of several
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successÍve seans, combined to reduce the contributions from

random noi.se.

The situation whenever the rocket axÍs R was coplanar wíth

the solar and zenith directions is shorn in figure 7.10a. Because

of the symnetry about the sun-zenj-Èh plane, both the detector-

zenÍth angles (Xt, Xtt), and the deËector-sun angles, (Yt, Ytt)

¡yhere equal at times eqrrally before and after the detector crossed

the sun-zenith plane (ßt, Êtt). If the geocoronal hydrogen

disËríbutÍon was close t,o spherically syrnnetric, the observed

aÍrglow intensiEy would also be symmetrical about Ëhe local

sun-zeniLh plane. The detector signals shou-l-d thcrefore show

symmetry about the t,imes of zenith-plane crossing, and thj-s was

observed during the flighL. Figure 7.11 shows traces taken from

groups of scans when R lay in the sun-zeníth plane. The zero

levels are Èhose used to derive Figure 7.L3.

The overhead intensíty appeared to be faírly uniform over

the sky, to within abott| 207,. The int.ensity measured in the

zenÍt-h plane, both upwards looking (IW) and downr,¡ards looking

(tOO*), I^ras read at those times when \ lay in or near the

sun-zenith p1-ane. The zenith angle of the ro11 axis (e) at Ëhese

times covered the range 200 to 900 while the rocket \¡Ias above 65 kn.

The measured values (IUp *td tD.ha{), together with the difference

between tÏren (AI) are plolted against fJ-ight tíme in Figure 7.I3,

Because some amplifier drift occurred duríng flight, t1-re signal-
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zero-l-evels for Figure 7.13 were obtained from the downward-víewíng

signal-s below 70 km, where no backscattered radiatj-on could have

been seen. Interpolation between the up-leg and down--leg zero

levels gave a value from which the signals near aPogee hlere

measured.

Measurements were obtained rvith R Èovlards the easr: and

towards the wesË on both up and down legs. When R was in the

hrest,, IU, u,as measured. withín 100 of the zenith, and when R was

in the east IU, !/as measured near 990 Azimuth, 520 Ele-¡ation;

both the sets of daËa poj.nts lie close Ëo the fítËed curve. The

curves in Figure 7.13 lack the syrnmetry about apogee whích r,rould

be expected. the onJ-y feasible explanaÈion of the asyrnmetry is

that a reduction in the del-ector sensitivity began just before

apogee, and continued Èhroughout. the rest of Ëhe measuremenÈ

period. It ís possible thaÈ temperatures in the payload rose

higher than antieípated, causíng the chamber lralls to outgas.

The result would have been a reduction ín gas gain, together wÍt-tr

íncreased waËer vapour absorption. The payload was not recovered,

so no post flight calibrations could be done to tesË Èhis hypothesis.

It was assumed that a steadlr decrease ín sensitivity díd in fact

occur, and appropriate correction factors r,¡ere estírnated. The

dornnr¿arcls inÈensiÈy (tOO^) is due to back scattered radiation'

and r,rould be expecËed to be almost independenË of zeníth angle

for zeníth angles greater than abouË 1300. A sensitivity
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ve,r.s-us Eime curve ütas calculated to make the smooLhed curve of

tOOr* match on the up and down legs. The cor::ectíon factor is

ehornm in Figure 7.I2, and the corrected time - profiles are in

Flgure 7.I4. Al-1 three curves are apProxinaLely sylrnetrÍ.c, wiËh

the exceptÍon of the period+I95 s-+2i5 s when R dropped to

below horizonËal and the signal fron above exceeded the corresponding

signal frorn the same altilude on the up leg"

Some of Ëhe data points were subject to appreciable correctl-ous

f.ox zero drift and gain change, so that a very detailecl analysis

of the data was noL justified. The data are good enough, however,

to illusÈraËe the general characterisÈj-cs of the airglow radiatíon

bel-ow 100 kn. It, was found thaL the corrected curves of Figure 7. 14

do give resul-ts which are sel-f-consistent rvithin the limited

accuracy which coulcl be expected from the data.

ÍIhenever the detecËor scanned close to the moon, a peak was

produced in the outpuË. The peaks v¡ere first observed at 40 km

alË1tude, and are at,tributed to the photoelecgric response of

the lon chamber to the mid ul-Èraviolet lunar flux. The pulses hrere

c1-early seen out Ëo angles of 200 frou the detector axis, whlch

means that the photoelectríc sensíËívity was large at the edge of

the fÍe1d of view. SubsequenË tests j-n Ëhe laboratory shor+ed thaË,

with Ëhe type of collimator used, some mínÍature chambers did have

sufficienË sensitivity aÈ the edge of the field to have gíven an

appreriable lunar signal. The phoËoelectric sensitivÍty on-axis
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(where most testing had been done) was abouË two orders of

magnitude lower than the sensitivíty aÈ the edge of Lhe field of

vier¿ of some chambers. Some scans showing lunar pulses (arrowed)

are shor^m Íir Figure 7 ,L5a, The scanning geometry for those Ëimes

1s depicted ín Figure 7.10b.

Also Ëo be seen in Figure 7.L5a are enhaneed signals fro¡n

the wesÈern horizon, opposite to i-he moon. The intenslty appeared

to be greaÈesË from the region rouncl 100 elevation. (Ihe directi<¡rr

of the sun was 2790 Ãzimvth, -270 Elevation. ) EnhancemenË <¡f the

airglow íntensíty above the western horizon vlas also observed

durlng the flight of C1014 (8.4.3).

At those times lvhen the detecÈor \¡Ias scanning to large

positíve and negative elevatÍons (e large), the horj-zon transiËion

between the up-looking and dov¡n-looking signal levels üIas seen to

be quite sharp. FÍ.gure 7.15b sho\"/s telemet,ry traces aË a number

of times during flight r,rhen e l"las.:900. The scans shown did not

include the regíons near the moon or the sunwards horízon. The

sharpness of the horizon cross-over is discussed ín SecLion 8.4.3

in connection wíth Ëhe hígher resolution rneasurements from C1014.

Radiation which is resonantly trapped in a scaÉtering nedium

becornes quasi-isotropic. In an optically thick Layer, the degree

of lsotropy depends on the degree of absorption occurring in the

scattering region, as described by equation (6rn) in secË1on 6.3.3.

Thereforer âny radiafion whicir \^/as trapPed in the regíon around the
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rocket rrould have contributed al-most equally to tU, *td IDOtrtrN'

In the interpretation of the data from the aÍrglow exprimerlÈs' it was

assumed that the total rueasured intensÍty coul-cl be considered as the

sum of the two comPonents - one trapped and the other untrapped -

correspondíng to the different shaded regions in Figuxe 6.4. under

this assumption, ¡¿hich Ís examined ín greaËer detail in the next

chapËer (8,4,2, 8.5.1, and Fígure 8.15), the intensity of the

backscattered radition (Ioo¡5) was taken as a measure of the

trapped component, and Ëhe difference between thÍs and the toËal

inÈensity from above (AI = IU? - IloW¡l) was interpreted as the

untrapped comPonent.

The aËt,entuaËion of the radiation comPonents (profiles in

Figure 7.I4) was used to estimate the molecular oxygen density.

The data hTere noË sufficíently preci.se for a compleËe density profile

to be deduced, so only the polnts of 50% attenuaËiorl were considered'

For (near) vertically incident untrapped radlaËion,

I = exp {-o |,' tqn') dh', tt"'r9 Jrt

as in (1c). For absorptÍon of Lymana in mol-ecular oxygen'

I = exp {-to-z+.N(h)} (7b)
Is

and aË the al-titude where I = 0'5 I0'

N(h) = 6.9 x 1023 n-2 (7c)

An equdvalenË relatÍonshíp for the Ërapped component' obÈalned
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by substituting fron (6r) Ínto (7a), ts

N(h) = ;2 (7a¡6 9 x 1023
l"l

Table 7.2 l-ísts Ëhe alÈítudes correspondi.ng to 50% absorption

on both the upleg and downleg portions of the proflles ín Figure 7./+.

TABLE 7.2 50% ATTENUATION POINTS

h (krn)_

78.6

82.4

77 .6

203

2L2

98 83.2

90 78.5

rut

r¡own

AI

DO!üNLEGUPLEG

These poÍnts are shown in Figure 7.16 with a profíle of N(h) from

the U.S. Standard AËmosphere Suppleuents, 1966, for 300 laÈitude,

SPRING/FALL (shown in full in Figure S.17). The poinÈs derived

fron AI give a direct measure of N(h) [Or] while a comparison

beËween Èhese and the poinl-s based ot IDOI,IN gives an estimate of M,

and hence the ratio of absorptl-on coefficients of ["] and [Or].

As would be expected, the points based on the surnn I¡pr are

intermediate. The results suggest a coluron densÍty of molecular

oxygen 1.5 x Ëhat of the model-, and that Èhe effective absorption

cross-sectton (that is, the actual- cross-section nrultipl-ied by M) for
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trapped radiation was twíce the cross-secËion for the untrapped

radiaËion at 83 krn. A similar difference between the absorption

heÍghts ot t'n "td flOInN had been reported before (..g. Kupperian

et al., 1959),; the enhancement of absorptÍon by resonance trapping

ln Èhe regÍon is dí.scussed Ín detail ín SecËion 8.5. Because of

the large corrections which had to be applÍed Ín the arral-ysi.s

of the dat,a, the likely errors j-n individual intansíty measurements

are large. Even so, ít is felt that the height gíven for 50% AI

on the upleg is probably noL ín error by more Ehlan 2.5 ktrl. It r.¡as

found that the uncorrected data from the upleg also gave values

close to those in Table 7.2, wl.ri.ch indic.ated i:hat the effects of

Ëhe srnall- corrections Ëo the upleg data ¡tere not sígnificant ín
I

the determinaítíon of the oxygen densÍËy profile.

The comparison between the plotted poinËs and the standard

curve in Figure 7.15 suggests that. the standard atmosphere unde::-

esËirnaLes the oxygen densj-ty near B0 km at nÍghÈ, but, considering

the quality of the raw data, such a conclusion must be regarded as

tentatÍve. The re-sull-s are, hor^rever, an indication that more refined

measurenìenË of aírglow profiles could yíeld useful neasurements of

atmospheric densitY.

The inte.nsity of the airglor^r seen ín the zeniËh, based on

the corrected profiles of Figure 7.L4, was 5 kilo-Rayleighs. This

is slightly higher than most values r*'hich have been reported for

h = 100 km, but coiunensurate wiÈh Ëhe results of Paresce- et al ., (1972.,\t
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obtained ten weeks before the flight of C104. Paresce eÈ a1-.,

measured inËensities almost four Èimes Èhe model predictíons of

Meier and Mange (1970) and offered several reasons for the apparent

diserepancy. It Ís possÍble that the airglow inÈensÍty at low

al-títudes r,ras indeed higher than no::mal during the period spanníng

these two flights, although the daËa from the satellite absorpti-on

cell experiment (described by Vidal-Madjar eË aJ-., L972) suggests

that Èhe Lymancl lj-ne core emíssion from the sun üIas not particularly

strong at the time of the C104 flighÈ. The exgspheríc temperaËure'

calculaf.ed by the method detailed Ín the U"S. Standard Atmosphere

Supplements, 1966, was 11900t<, and the magnetí-c acÈiviËy for Ëhe

day was not particularly hÍ,gh. The intensitÍes measured by c104

were certaÍnly mucll higher Èhan Ëhose measured by C1014 which was

launched under similar conditions, almost exactly two years IaËer.

7.3.3 Sumnary

Despite several disappointing aspects of the performance of

the C104 payload, enough resul-ts were obl-ained to outline sc¡me of

Ëhe characterj.stics of Ëhe Lymano airglow fíeld in the absorptiorr

region. The data obtaj.ned indicated the type of instruments ¡,rhic.h

would be required to sÈudy the observed characteristics ín detail.

The absorption profíles observed poinÊed to Ëhe value of airglow

lneasurêments Ín the study of atmospheric proPerËies, but it was

clear thaË more sensitlve ÍnstrumenLatíon with greater resolutÍon was

required to make more detailed measurements.
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CHAPTER B MEASUREMENTS OF LYMANo AIRGLOW AND LIJNAR FLUX (C1014)

8.1 IntroducÈíon

8.1.1 The C1014 experiment

The ultravioleL aírglow measurements made by the C104

instrunents (7.3) had indicaterl several interesting features of tl.re

airglow dístribuÈion and absorpËi-on below l-00 km, but ttre spaÈíal

and temporal resolulÍon, and the signal to noise ratío were noL

adequate for detailed conclusions to be drawn. A furÈher payload

was desígned to incl-ude much 1-arger optical systems whích impro.'red

each of these limiting characteristics.

Two aírglow telescopes vÍewed ín o¡,posíte directj-ons nor-mal

to rockeË axis. so that as the rocket. roll-ed their fields of '¡iew

scanned the same- regions of the sky within a fracËior¡ of a secünd.

Because of the advantages of the re.sonance absorpti-on cel 1. techrrÍqrre

(8.I.2) in díscriminating beÉrveen the airgl-ow line core and wings,

an absorption cell was fiÈted inËo one of Èhe telescoPes. The

absorption cell- \¡ras arranged to be switc.hed off periodically, so Ëhat

comparísons mighL be made between three sets of ueasurements closely

matche.d in space and time, vizz- Telescope 1, cell on; Te1-escope

I cell off; and TelescoPe 2.

Spherical mirror optícs enabled large collectíng areas Ëo be

combined with narrow fíelds of view. Small- fields \,Iere required to

give good spaÈíal resolutíon of airgl-ow Íntensities near the horizon,

and to enable lunar radiation to be detected against the airglow

foreground" The payl-oad was flol,rn near full-mcon arid include-cl anoLher
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lunar-ozone experimenÈ. The intention v¡as again to simul-taneously

measure mid and far ultravj-olet lunar fluxes during Èhe period near

apogee. Because the absorption ce1l rvas virtually transparenË

(apart from wíndow losses) to the broad lunar-reflected Lyr,rano

line, both telescopes could be used to ¡¡easure Ëhe lunar f1ux,

while the Ínclusion of Ëhe cel-l ín one telescope would enable.the

airglow radiation Lransport to be studied ln more detail than before.

8,L.2 Resonance absorption filters

The properties of the upper atmospher" t.13'o".t to íËs inEer--

acËion wÍth ultraviolet radiâtion are sLrongly wavelength dependent

1n the vicinir-'i¡ of the Lyrnancr line. From the calcul-ations in 6.3.3,

it can be seen thaË large varÍations of the hydrogen scattering

cross-sect.ion occur over a spectral range which is small compared

with Èhe resolution of most rockeË bome ínstrumenËs. This is

parËicularly true of instrunenÈs which can be flo¡¿n ín small rockets.

Even t.he daËa from such large systems as the double dispersion

instrument of Bruner and Rense (1967) require sígnificanÈ e-orre.ctions

for instrument broadening. There úire considerable technical

diffÍculties in achieving greater resolution at nÍghË-Ëime intensiËy

level-s by using dispersion methods.

There is, however, orre sinple Ëechnique which can be used to

glve an instrument an effective resolutíon sufficiently fine for

measurements of Ëhe cenËral component of the Lymane airglow spectrum.

The method usel; the resonance scattering of raCiation by atomic
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hydrogen within an absorption cell- Ín the ínstrument light-paËh.

T[e line core radiation, for whích the- ce1l is opÈically thick'

Ís scattered out of the beam passing Èo the detector, and can be

measured by signal--differencing.

The technique has been applied extensively in laboratory

measurements, and was first used in ultraviolet airglol^r measureîìents

by Morton and PurceLI (1962). They found that at 176 km more than

98% of the radíation from below Ëhe rocket, buL arrl-y 857" of that

from above, lay wÍthín Lhe absorptioit widÈh of theír fí1ter.

The remaining 15% which was outside of the filËer ¡'ridth was far

enough removed from the lÍne centre to be free of scattering from

below the rocket.

A more sophisti-cate-d version of the absorption cel1 experimerrt was

flown with a variable absorptíon width (winter and chubb, 1967).

The current through the dissociating filaments I^Ias varied durÍng

f]-ight to give a range of optical depi:hs in the filLer. Approxírnate

alrglow l-ine profíles were genera.ted Èo match ihe observed variatlon

of si¿nal wíth cel-l optÍcal thickness. The obsert'ed albedo (nadír

intensity lzenj:t:h intensity) was 35% with the cel-l switched off, for

a solar depression angl-e of 430.

BerËaux and Blamont (1970) reporEed the results from a

satellite-borne absorption cell experíment. Their instrumen'L had a

varíable Lhickness absorption cel-l. From the attenuaEion facto::s

measurecl, they estimateC the temperature of the p-::imary geoco::onaJ-
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scattering hydrogen for several- a,ssumed levels of the extraterrestrial

background. This same group also applied Ëhe absorpLion cell Èechnique

to the measurement of exosphe-ric hydrogen densÍËÍes by monÍtorÍng

the absorp¡ion of dÍrect sol-ar radiaËion (Viilal-l"Iadjar et al., L972).

8.2 Experiment and InstrumentaËíon Design

8.2.1 Lymana TelescoPes

In order Ëo íncrease Ëhe collecËing area of the det-ectors while

retalning a srnall field of view, reflecting te1-escopes \^Iere used to

focus the radiaÈion onto the ion chamber windornrs. The confíguration

of the complete payload is shornm in Figure 8.1. Covers over the

entrance apertures of the telescopes on oppo:iite sídes of the rocket

krere released at approximately 50 km altÍtude. The telescoPes were

fítted closely back-to-back to reduce the overall length, and the

arnpLifiers \¡rere mounLed close beside their respective íon chambers

to keep the low-l-evel. sígnal leacs Eo a length less than 3 cm.

Figure 8.2 is a cross-section of one telescope (T2)'

The first reflecting surface rlras a f1-at gl-ass plate, inclinecl

at 450 to the entïant beam, and having a hol-e near t.he centre through

which the focussed 1-ight passed to the field stop and detecÈor.

The seco¡d mj-rror was also glass, with a concave front surface having

a racÌíus of curvature of 140 urm. A Lhin metal disc with a cí'rcular

central hole acted as the field stop in Telescope 2 while in Telescope

I the field was defined by Lhe entrance window of the absorptíon

cell. The cell r+j-ndor,r opening was equiv¡.lent in size and pos-itioir
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Ëo the aperture in the field stop plate of. T2. The field of view
e

of each telescope r¡ras circular, rviÈh a diamter af 2.50 . All of

Ëhe colLected lighL entered the j-on chambers at less than 160

from their central axes. tr^lithin this acceptance angle Ëhe sensLtivity

of the chambers was quiËe uniform, and not nuch below the on-axj's

fÍgure measured during cal-íbration (Fígure 2.16) '

The mirrors hrere fronL-surface coated with evaporated aluminium

covered with a protective layer of magnesium fl-uoride. The vacuum

ultraviolet reflectivity of unprotected fresh aluminiuut de'c:'eases

rapidly wíth exposure to air due to surface oxidaËion, so the

reflectors I^Ieïe gíven a protective coaiing with a Ëhickness selected
"l

to take advantage of constructíve interferánce effects (canfj-el-d

et al., Lg66). Because the coaËÍng ís rnuch less ËransParenÈ aË

L2L.6 nm than in the vísible region, the optimum Èhickness is less

Lhan a calculated. quart,er-wave layer. OptÍmum coating thÍcknesses

hrere found to be abouÈ 25 nm of magnesium fluoride over 80 nm of

ah:miniurn, confirming Ëhe fíndings of canfíeld et al., (1966) ai:d

Hunter et al., (1971). The latter grouP had reported extensive

measurements of the reflectivity of mirrors at angles of incídence

other than 900 whích were applicable Ëo the fírst reflecting surface'

The evapo::ations were done at, pressures beËween 10-7 and 10'-5 mm

of mercury.

The reflectivÍty of the mirrorsl{as measured in a reflecËometer

atËactre.J to the r4 neLeX monochl:orilaLor ''r'hj-ch was used for ion chantber
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calíbratíons. A photomultiplier viewing a sodium sal-icyl-ate

deposit was used to measure the ratio of the direct beam flux to

the re.flected fluxes at 100 and 450 angles of incidence on the

mirrors. Typical meesured reflect.ivity ctlrves of good mirrors

are shown i-rr Flgure 8.3. The best mirrors used ín the. flight instru-

menÈs had reflectivitÍes, when fresh, of 74% anð, 67% at 100 and

450 incidence respectively. Good coatings were found to deterÍorâ.te

only slowly with time when stored in a clean atmosphere of aÍr.

8.2.2 lon chambers

The ion chambers vrere constructed in the nanner described

In 2.4,3. They had t? * diameLer wÍndows of cleaved lÍthiu¡n
'.'.

fl-uoride bonded with apoxy Èo blown glass bodies. Each window had

a seríes of sËrÍpes and a circular band of evaporated alumínium

on the inner surface, These helped to prevent the dj.stortíon of

the Ínternal electric field by charge build-up on the window surface.

The glass chamber body was potted ínside a brass shel-l rvhÍcl-r

gave mechanical, el-ecËrical and thermal protection to the chanber

1tse1f. Ion chambers of thÍs Èype, both with and without the

protective shel1-, are shown ín Fígure 2.9. The chambers whích

were rnade for Telescope 1 trad the absorption cells fixed directly

to the front surface of the lithium fluoride windorss. The wires

to the absorpLÍon cell filament were taken down the sÍde of each

chamber to the rear of the brass shell. Tests were done ín the

assemhleci payload tc e:nsure that the close proxfnriy of Ehe filament
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leads did not inËroduce interference lnto the ion chambers. The

absorption ceI1 proËruded from the potting materíal so that Íts

front window lay in the focal plane of the t,elescope and acted as

the fíe1d stop. Chambers wiEh absorpËíon cel1s attached are shov¿n

in Figure 8.4.

The lon chamber in Tel-escope 2 rras operated at a gas gaín oí

100, while the oÈher chamber was run at a higher gain (500) to

compensaËe for the transmissÍon loss in the cell window, and to

give adequaËe sígnals from the part of the airglow spectrum whích

Iras passe,l bv Ëhe absorpËion cell.

8,2,3 Resonance absorptÍon cell

The atomic hydrogen absorption ceJ-l-, which can be seen

attached to the front of the ion chamber ín Figure 8.4, had glass

walls in the shape of a Lruncated cone.

Figure 8.5 shorvs two views of thc cell. AlËhough no usabl-e

data was received from the absorptíon ce1l detector on the flíght

reported here, the application of such devices has consíderabl-e

potential in fut,ure work. Information on the desÍgn and

construction of the ceIls which were developed has accordingly

been j.ncl-uded ín moderate detaÍ1" in Appendix D.

Scattering in the cell of the radiatíon from the line-core

of the direct beam is analogous to the geocoronal- scatLering

situation described LrL 6,3.2. trlithln the celI, atoml-c hydrogen

is pro<luced by f.hernal dissociation on the surface of a hot.



FIGURE 8.4 ION CHAMBERS I^IITH ABSORPTION CELLS (C1014)

At righË, both the chamber and Ëhe cell have been final1-y sealed:

the chamber by fl-ame and the cell by a cold-weld coated with eporry'

ltrhen poÈted inËo the brass sleeve, Ëhe window of the ceJ-1 protruded

sllghtly Ëo form an aperture Ín the focal plane of the telescope.
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filament. The atoms become thermalized to Ëhe temperaËure of

the molecular hydrogen filling as tliey ,åiffuse through the cel1.

The t,emperature whích deËermines the Doppler wÍdth for scatËering

(6c and 6f) is then close to that of the cell- wal-L r¿hÍch provides

an effícient heat,-sink for the gas. The spectral response of an

absorpËÍon cell ÍnstrumenË has a desensitized region, centred

on the Lymano emissÍon line, and havÍng a width comparable wÍth

the spec.tral spread of the back-scattered geocoronal radiation.

The conÈribution Ëo the detector sÍgnal from Ëhe central part, of

the specËrum can be found by compar;Lson'rvÍth a full-spectrum

detector, or by noti-ng the change- in sígnal level when the

absorption cel-l ís periodícally turned off, allowing the line-core

radíaÈíon Èo reach the detecÈor. Advantages of the absorpËion cel1

technique for rocket instrumenËation include the relaËive compacÈness

and símplicÍËy of the hardware, and Ëhe intrínsic alignment of

the fil-Ëer band on the centre of the emission line withouË Ëhe need

for delicate adjusËment.

8,2.4 Ampl-ifiers

If the rockeË rolled abouL its axÍs aÈ the expected rate, a

point source would cross the fÍeld of view in on1-y a few milliseconds.

In order to be able to ueasure fluxes from poínË sources (e.g. Èhe

moon), the detecLors and amplífiers had to have response time-s of

2 nillÍseconds or less. This speed had Ëo be obtained with an

amplífíer gaín of 10fl volts Amp-I, and a suitably low random noíse
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level. The response time was achieved by using an elecËromeËcr

feed-back amplifier. The feed-back resj-stor (tO10n) Ìras suïrounded

by a sllver sleeve to reduce its self capaciËance, and was mounted

fn an isolated shlelded compartment.. The random noÍse coinponent

in the ouÈput was minimised without compromising the response tíne

by the lnclusion of a second-orde:r actíve filter to fol-low the main

amplifier. The noise level at the amplifier output was 25 nv RMs

fot a 2 ms risetime. The sígnals passed Ëhrough compression netwcrks

before beíng telemetered, as the sÍgnal from Telescope l, in

parÈícular, Í/as expected to approach the telemetry saturation Ievel

while the absorptÍon cell was Èurned off. The circuíË of Ëhe

amplifier is shoum in Figure 8.6 together with the aspect sensor

amplifíer which \^ras mounted on the same circuit board.

8.2.5 AtÈitude sensors

The payload íncluded a set of tri-axía1- fluxgaËe magneËometers

and a lunar aspect deËector to provide the data for the vehicle

attítude solution. The lunar aspect sensor used the same t.ype of

el-it pattern as had those on prevÍous vehicl-es, but with rnodifj.catíons

to extend the operating range Êo larger positlve and negative aspect

angles. Lirnitations of the acceptance angle of previous aspecË

sensors had cornplicated the aspect sol-ution f<¡r earlier flights.

A pattern of slits \ras fonned on the surface of a cy1-indrical glass

1-ens by vacuum-coating rvíth nichrome through a rnask. The viewÍng

aperture for the photomultiplier \¡ras a ground indentation ín the
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coated back surface of the lens. RefracLion at the front surface

of the lens widened considerably Ëhe range of angles over which

the detector operated.

It, was requíred that the exaci times when the. moon crossed

the Èelesc.ope fíe[ds should be knornm. The detector responses to

the lunar ultraviolet radíation could then be positively identified.

If no response had been observed, an upper l-init could confÍdently

be placed on the flux r¡ith the knowl-edge that the moon had actually

been scanned by the telescope(s). A detector sensítive to visibl-e

l-ight was placed in the focal plane of each telescope. A photo-

transÍstor vier.¡.,.d a reflecting sÈrip along the edge of the aPerture'

and the associated círcuit T^ras arranged to generaËe a pulse rnrhenever

the moonts iur,age crossed over the sLIíp and into the telescope

aperture. The vísíble aspect, sensors !üere auËomatically compensated

for diffuse background light and had thresholds set Èo ensure th¿rt

the moon was the on1-y source capable of producing the identifying

pulses during flight. Because these aspects sensors were mounte-d

on the telescope field st-ops, their optical axes r,rrere necessarily

coincidenË with those of the ultravíolet detectors, and no ambíguíties

could be caused by rnísalignment.

8.2¿6 Calibration of the Lelescopes

The design of Ehe tel-escopes, with an aperture in the centre

of the first reflectíng surface, presented prcblems in the direct

calibraEion of the compleEe unit. Accorclingly, r:he properties of the-
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detectors and reflectors Tôrere measured separately usi¡g the half-

meÈre monochromator as the source. The sensitivÍLy of the cornplete

system was then calculated by cornbining the measurements r¿ith the

known geometríc properties of the Ínstrument,s. The factors

incl-uded in the sensiËíviÈy caleulations are l"ísted in Table 8.1.

TABLE 8.1 FACTORS"IN THE CAICTILAT.ION OT'THE TELESCOPE SENSÏTIVtr.TIES

Entrance Aperture

Effective mirror area

Telescope transmission
(2 surfaces)

Field apy'erture
diameÈ'er

Ion chamber
effÍciency (axis)

Gas gain of chamber

Amplifíer gain

SensitiviEy (point
source)

SensiÈívity
(extended source)

TELESCOPE 1

7 ,2iÁ (íncl-uding
ce11)

s00

1.35 x I01l

1.1 x 10-s

0:9

TELESCOPE 2

327"

100

1.0 x loll volt Anp-

1,4 tn/vol-t

' 7.4 x 10-6 vol!^ph-l_,
cm 

-2 sec-I

46 cm2

42 cm2

407"

6 tnm

I

The estímated 1ike1-y errors in the sensitivlËy values, from

quadrature addÍtion of Lhe components, ate 207. (poínt source)

and 30% (extended source). The greater eïror esLímate for ext-ended
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sources is due Ëo the degree of uncerÈajnty in the effective

field of view. The measuremerit of the lunar flux (8.6) included

three addiËional factors which contribute to the error analysis.

They are Íncluded in the error figure gíven in 8.6.3.

Fígure 8.7 shows a view of the Ínstrumentation section of

the payload with the outer skin removed. From the boÈtom upwards

can be seen the mid ulËraviolet filters (2), the aspect sensor

lens, the entrance aperture of Telescope 2, ion chamber 2 between

the- arnplifier modules, and the magneËometers and battery comparLmen-t.

8.3 The In-flighË Performance of the Telescope Payload

8.3. I Launch condiËions

CockaËoo C1014 was launched from the l^Ioomera Range (g0.90S,

131.50 E) at 2004 CST (1034 UT) on May 2-9, 1970. The apogee

height of. I20 krn was reached after 170 seconds and Ëhe detectors

rùere exposed above 75 kn for L97 seconds. The H.T. was swiLched

onÈo Ëhe ion chambers at t30 seconds, and the covers ProËectíng

the telescopes were released aË *50 seconds.

At the time when measurements \,rere cormnenced, the sun !üas at

a zenlÈh angle of 1230 and at an azimuth of 2770. The moon l^las

al a zenith angle of 680 and at an azimuth of 1080.

The exospherÍc temperature, T*, calcul-ated from JacchÍars

formulae, given in the U.S. Standard A.tmosphere Supplements, L966,

was 10100K. The daily solar activity, indicated by Ëhe measured

10.7 crn radiation fluxes, was low (Fro.7 = 113). This was lower
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From the top can be seen baËtery packs and magnetometers;

Telescope 1; the ion chamber of Telescope 2 between the two

telescopeamplifiers;theent'ranceaPerture-anddlagonalmirror

ofTelescope2;theaspectsensor'LensandozorLeexPeriment

flLters , with anpl1fíers and the H'T' Supply on the sldes of the

photomultiPlier block.
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than the equivalent figure for the launch date of C104, even though

the contribution Ëo the exospheric temperature by Èhe geonagnet,ic

activity comPonenË r^ras greater.

8.3,2 Attitude solution

The outputs from the attitude sensors (8.2.5) were used to

deduce the direction, in azi-muth. and elevatíon co-ordinates, of

the axls of the rocket as a function of tíme. The Ín-flight

characterisËícs of the magnetometers r^Iere deríved from Ëhe readiugs

obtained near the beginning and end of the flíght, and r¿hen the

rocket !üas perpendicular to the magnetic fie1d. Figure 8.8 was

derived from the magnetometerhead rn'hieh was ¡arall.el to ttre axes

of the'detecLors and the lunar aspect sensors. Basing the atËiËude

sol-ution on this magnetomet,er minimised the errors caused by

any mísalignment between the i-ongitudinal axís and roll axÍs of

the rocket. The misal-ignment, as expected wÍËh a ro11 rate of

1.7 revs per second, was less than Ëwo degrees throughoul Ehe

major parg of the flíght. The estimated error range in Figure 8.8,

referred Ëo the detector axÍ-s, ís 110.

The lunar aspect angle (def ined in Ïígure 7.7) rerraine<i witÏrin

the calibrated. range of the êspect sensor (1450) untíl *270 seconds,

after the rockeË had j-nverted on the down leg. CorrecÈ alígnnenl:

of Ëhe aspect sensor and the telescopes Ì^ras verÍfied when they

scanned the moon at *66, +70 arrd *237 seconds. The lunar aspecË

curve (Figure 8.9) has esÈimaËe<l eïror ij-rnits of 11.50"
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Duri.ng the upleg of the flight, Lhe angle between the dÍrections

of the moon and the magneti-c field was 75.80. Up unËíl the time

of inversion during the downleg, the rocket axis did not deviate

by more than 250 fron the inittal direction at launch, and r¡íthin

thÍs solid angle the lunar aspect and magnetic co-ordinate frames

are approximately orthogonal, al-lowing a derivation of attitude

with minimum errors. The.attÍtude solution (Figure..B.10) has an

esËÍmaËed error linit of. 20.

From *95 s to *230 s the rocket motíon closely approximated

precession around a closed cone. Before +235 s the maxium inclirrat,ion

to the horizontal of the detector scan pl.arr: had been 250. The

only occasion when the detector scan plane íncluded the zenÍth was

at +257 seconds. At *78 s the detecËor scari plane r¿as within 20

of horízontal.

Figure 8.10 shows the directíon of the magnetic fleld and

the azímuth posítions of the sun and moon. Also shown are the loc.Í

of attÍtudes having 00 lunar aspect for Èhe upleg (centred on {.70

seconds - solid) and downleg (240 seconds - dashed).

8.3.3 The absorptÍon cel1 detector

I^lhen the H.T. voltage vras applíed to Ëhe ion chambers at *30

seconds, the output from TeJ-escope 2 seLtled to zeto vol-ts wj-thin

t!'ro seconds and remaíned stable. The Telescope 1 system, however,

produced a serles of pulses of suffíc1ent amplítude to reach the

full scale lirniÈ of the outpuË circuit. Althougl-r the pulses ceased
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at *42 s, they índicaËed that for some reason the stability of

the Telescope I deLector system was marginal.

The cover plates protecting the tel-escopes v/ere explos-íveJ_y

releaseci at f50 s. Another series of similar pul-ses was produced,

and again they showed no correlation with the víewing direction

of the l-elescope. These random pulses stopped at *60 s, and fron

*62 s a different series of pulses was produce-d. They coincided

rrrith the Èimes when the telescope axís srvept to its greatest angle

above the horizon. The length of the pulses increased untíl from

*68 s ihe arnplÍfier output remained ín lirnit" This occured at

70 km altÍtude, wheue the teleseope would first be expected to

respond to Lymancr, radiati-on. The det,ector appears to have been

operatíng ¡¡ith exËremely hj-gh gaín so that even small radiation

intensiËies produced full-sca1e outputs.

The reason for Ëhe sensiLivity being higher than intended

is noË knor^m. The characteristlcs of íon chambers had been

found Ín earlier tests to be unchanged by the vibratíon levels

v¡hich hrere expected within the pa¡zload. Because the payLoad was

not recovered, the possíbility Lhat thÍs parti-cular detector suffered

soue physical alteratÍon coul-d not be eliminated; neither can the

possÍbílity of an error having been made in the sett,ing of the

voltage which the H.T. unit applied to this ion chamber during

flíght. No evidence to idenÈify any partícular cause coul-d be

foun<l in the flight or pre-flight records.
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Further evidence Êhat the ion chamber $ras still frrnctioning

as a Lymana deËe.cËor l¡/as seen during the downleg of Èhe trajectory.

The amplifier output started to come períodically out of saturation

from 81 km altítude downrvards. The length of Ëhe periodic

saÊuration periods reduced as the rocltet moved down Ëo 68 km, and

the anplifier read zero output from there clown. Figure 8. L1 is a

plot showing the tímes for which the arnplÍfier was saturat-ed

during Lhe recovery period. Each s1-oping líne represents a 5400

(1.5 revolutíons) scan of the telescope abouË the ro11 axÍs. The

reference (00) for each scan vlas the central pulse from the l-unar

aspect deËecLor:. The solid lines show the times for whích Ëhe

amplífier I¡Ias saËurated, and the dashed curves ind:'-cate when the

telescope ¡'ras rriewing above the horizontal plane" As Èhe rocket

moved lower in alËitude, the saturation periods were ¡estricted

to higher elevation angles. It was found that the behaviour of

themark-sPaceratio(i.e.#)cou1dbeappr:oximateiytiue urtsaluraËed'

nodelled by assuming a critÍcal radiatj.on intensíÈy for saËuration,

and calculaLing Èhe attenuation of Lymana radiation aÈ various

viewing elevations oveï the recovery heigllt range (as in 8,4.4).

Of course, no infoi:naËíon cn actual atnospLre.ric absorptiou could

be deduced by Ëhis procedure, but it was at least shown that the

detector did continue to operate and remained sensÍtj-ve to L|manc

radiatíon, but, to a degree which was undetermined.

The lack of data from Lhe telescope conÈa-i.n:llg the- at'sorption
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cel"1 meant that the fu1l potential of the instrumentatlon and

experíment \^ras not realized on this f1-ight. It was not possible

t.o separate unequivocally the fhott and f coldr components of the

alrglow radiation" so that the planned study of ext-raËerrestrial

contríbutfons, and the complete analysis of the 1o'¿ alÈltude

transport could not be made. Despite this, a modifÍed prccedure

was used to analyse the data from the other tele-scope, and useful

results have been obËained, demonstrating Ëhe usefulness of

r,¡easurements of this type. The measureûents made wiÈh Tel-escope 2

are descrlbed and díscussed ln Sectlon 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6.

8.4 Alrg1-or¡ l4easurements

8.4.1 Introductíon

The second telescope, whfch contained the ordinary ion chamber,

continued to operate throughouË the flight and showed no unÈor¿arcl

effecÈs associated wíth the saturatíon of the other deËector. The

following paragraphs outlÍne ín a general uanner the naËure of the

sÍgnals received durÍng the flÍght.

Between f75 s and *95 s on the upleg the rocket axÍs was

within 100 of the zeníth, so Ëhat the de-tector vj,ewíng directj.on

vras restricted to elevaÈions between +100 for thÍs perÍod. There

were therefore no well distinguished measurements of up-looki-ng

and down-looking intensit,íes as the rockeÈ passed through-the most

strongly absorbing layers on Ëhe upleg. The first detection of

ultraviolet radiatiør bytelescope 2 was *80 s, ae the rocket axj.s
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tilted a\^ray fïom the zenith (Fígure 8.10). The telescope then

scanned above the horÍzon an<l the strongest sígnals were received

from the sunwards direcËion. By *95 s the detector \^Ias scanning

up to an elevatfon of 100 above the southern horizon. The

inclinatj.on of the scan plane (e) díd not get much l-ower than 100

for the rest of Èhe flight untí1 the tinne of re-entry ínversÍon"

Radíation intensÍties increased as Èhe vehicl-e moved upruards,

but the general patÈern of spatial distribuÈion rernained similar.

There l¡ras a fairl-y uniform brightness over-head, separated ,iry 
a

raÈher sharp horizon boundary transition from Èhe almost uníform

intensity below the rocket. An enhancement of the Íntensity above

the average upwards level was observed towards the st-rnwards horízon,

and could be seen from B0 km upwards.

The intensities measured during the downleg followed the sarne

patËern, but the inclination of the detector scan plane r¿as much

higher as the rocket moved through the al-titudes of strongest

absorption. The radiation from all- directions had been reduced to

the 1lmlt of detection at 72 km, when the detector was scanning

between +350 elevaËion. At Lhis altltude Telescope I had al-most

conpleted íts recovery from saËuraËion.

Fi.gure 8.12 shows examples of the output from the arnpl-ifier

at several times during Lhe flÍght. lrltren the regj-on of the sky

towards the sun-horizon is excluded, the general zeniLh-symmetry

and sharp horizon-stÈp can be. seen.
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8.4.2 Tlme an<l altitude profiles

Because iÊ was noÈ possible Èo separate properly the rhotl

and rcoldl components of the airglow intensj-tiesra rígorous analysis

could noË be done, and the data from Telescope 2 was analysed on

the basÍs of a simplÍfying assumption. Tlie assurnption uras that

the radiation could be consídered as the sum of two separable

conponents; one being trapped radiation for which R>>1, and the

other, removed from the centre of the resonanceline, for which

R<<1 (see equation (69) and Figure 8.15b) " This was of course noÈ

a rÍ.gorously true picture of the actual. srpecËrun, but when applied

carefully, the separaÈion of the componenls enabled a good fit of

Èhe data to model behavÍour to be made" Only furtherrmore conìplete,

experimenÈal neasurements could show how closely thís treatment

approximated, the results. of a-more.rÍgorous analysis.

It was observed fronn the telemetry records that the <iet.ector

ouËput. \¡Iaveform \¡Ias very nuch l-ike an off-set, square r^rave, parË1cu] arly

when the deËector scan plane kras inclj-ned at a 1-arge angle to the

horiz.ontal. This shape can be seen in FÍgure 8,I2, exceptíng the

scans towards Ehe western (sunward) horizon. The transit,ion from

UP (up-looking) to DO!üN (down-lookÍng) intensitíes occured over a

sma1l range of zenÍth angl-es. A detaiied analysis of the changes

of the wave-shape with inclínation of the scans and with heíght

(8.4.3 and 8.4.4) suggested thaÈ Èhe fuitensiËy courld in,.leed be

approximately described as the sum of a quasi-isotropic, traÞÞed
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radlation field and a non-trapped flux propagating do'wnwards

Ëhrough a pure absorbing medÍum (molecular oxygen) from an almost

uniform overhead source. The trapped radiation comPonenÈ r'rould

not be expected to be a rapidly varying functior¡ of zenith angle

of observation, whereas Èhe oLher colrtpcnenË would very :lapidiy as

a funcÈion of zeniEh angle in the viciniLy of the r.l¡mano, inoti-zonl

(Figure 8.14a).

The EarËhrs atmosphere was considered to have an al'bedo for

single scattering oÍ zexo for the untrapped comPonent and an al-be<lo

not very much less than 1 for the trappcd comPonent.. The í-nteusity

seen by the detector r,'rhen viewing suffieiently below Ëhe horizon

woul-d then approxímate the tTapPed componenL, whilst that seen from

well above the horizon would approxÍmat,e the sum of the trapped

and untrapped componenLs (with Ëhe latter mocíified by the zenith-

angle function for the pure absorptícn). The dífference betv¡een

the t\^/o intensities (tU, tOOWrq) would therefore approximate Èhe

inËensity of ttre untrapped comPonent (I'igure 8.15)'

In Figure 8.13, the Ëhree pa;iÈs (a), (b)' (c)' are plots of

the uprtrards-viewíng and downwards-viewing Íntensitíes, and the

difference beÈween Ëhem, as a function of f1-Íght-tirne.. The maximum

and minimum intensities during Ëhe rocket rotation r^relîe measured

as an average over about four consecuLive rotàtions at chose Ëimes

of fltght where Ëhese ínÈensities \^/ere varying slowly. The

averaging was clone to reduce the contríbutiolrs fron randorn ncise.
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The curves aïe incornplete near apogee because the rocket

agtitude was such as to cause the upwards-viewing signals to be

strongly j-nfluenced by the bright region above the western horizon.

The dashed curves around i105 s and *205 s wí11- be referred to

lat,er" At,+255 s a,discontinuity occurred as the rocket inverted

rapídly during the dovrnl-eg.

It will be observed that Ëhe curves Ín Figure 8.13 lack

symmetry about the tíme of apogee (+170 s). This is parËly aËtríbutable

to Ëhe differences between the roe.ket aÈtitude on Èhe ascent and

descent legs of the trajectory. Betwaen *75 s and i85 s, Ëhe

detecËor hras scanníng near Ëhe horízon from below the height range

of strcngest absorption, causlng the UP signal- to be reduced by

strong absorpËíon. Near 105 s, the scan plane crossed the western

sky and the intensitíes l^lere enhanced. For a period near *250 s,

horlzon scanning from a higher al-tÍuude produced enhancement of the

DOIJN signal in accordance r¿ith the predíctíons of the Lwo-coutponent

¡nodel of the radiation fÍeld.

The same data poi.nts are plotted Ín Figure 8.14 as a functíon

of altitude. The differences between the upleg and downleg are

even more êpparenÈ than in Figure S.13. InversÍon of the rocket

occured at 85 km and is marked by Èhe arrol^I in the Figure.

It is possÍble that some attenuation of the radiaÈíon Ín the

earl-y part of the fl-ight could have been due to outgassing of the

payl-oad. The payloacl hacl been flushed for some tine prior: to the
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flíght r"rÍth high puríty dry nitrogen, but as this problem has

affected the experiments of other workers (e.g. Fastie et al.,

L964) the possibi-1.ity of some l.ocal absorpËÍon cannot, be exclu<lerl.

No estÍmate of the extent of out-gassing e-ffects before *90 s

could be made because of the vehícl-e atÈiËude, and after Èhat time

no such effects v¡ere app¿¡rent.

It seems that, a reduction in the telescope sensítÍvÍty

occurred in the period betu¡een about *105 s (100 km) and *200 s

(115 km). DurÍng thís period the rocket went through apogee (120

kn) and the total height range incl-rrded was only 20 krn. Because

Ëhe atmospheri-,: absorption j-n thls range j-s small, the intensitíes

should have shown only variations due to non-uniform bríghËness

of the overhead source. The scans included Ëhe sunwards horizon

for some time near apogee, so ít ís difficult to assess the unifornity

of the sky brightness, but scans at other times during the fl-ighÈ

inclicated that the overhead brightness rüas uniforrn to withín about

LO?..

That the observed discre.pancies could not have bee-n due Ëo

source non-uníforrniLy alone can be seen frorn the data at *113 s

and -1225 s. At these Ëimes the rocket Inlas at the same altitude

(104.7 km) and the rolL axis was alÍgned in the same direcËion Eo

within approximately I degree. The geometry aÈ the times of the

ttro measurements was therefore t-he samer excePt for a downran¿e

translaf.íon of the rocket, and a shift i.l Èhe relaËive sun positi<ln
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durÍng the 112 s lnterval. (These Ëwo effecËs partly offset

each other.) By calculatlon of the ratios of the signals at

the matched observing altíËudes, a loss of sensiÈi.¡ity of. 347"

between +113 s and *225 s \¡ras inferred. Flgure 8"14(c) iadicates

that most of this change had occurred by *200 s and that, the system

was stabLe after that.

The cause of the degr:adati-on is unknov¡n. The ion chamber

casing had reached onl-y ta0C Uy 1200 s, so thermal effect,s on

the chanber would have been negligibl-e. There Í7as no moni.tor of

the Lemperature of the mlrrors, however, and lt is possible t-hat

their surfaces could have been datraged by excessive heating.

Whatever may have been t,he cause of the change, for ihe

purpose of the data analysís J-t has been assumed that a drop in

sensiËivity of 30% occurred between flL3 s and *200 s, and that

the system r¡/¿ls sufficiently stable both before and after that period.

Such a change in sensitívity would have no effecË on the analysís

of absorption profiles, provided the system was stable du-r:írrg the

movement of the rocket through the strongly absorbing heíght region.

8.4.3 Zenith angl-e dependence of ínËensity

As had al_so been observed from c104, at some times durÍng

the fligh¡ the telemetry output waveform assumed a sylrmetrÍc shape

with sharp rising and fallíng edges. This occurred at tímes

when the rockeË axis lay Ín the sun-zenith plane (Figure 7.10a) and

u¡hen the detector scan-plane hras suff-îciently inclined to Èhe horizonlal .
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IË can be seen from FÍgure 8.10 that for most of the time v¡hen

the detector was aÈ a high enough altltude to detect Lynana

radiatíon, the irrclination of the detector scan-plane (e) was

less than 250. The incl-inaLÍon exceeded this value only as the

rocket starËed to invert. Even at, low ínclinations, however, Lhe-

waveform had quíte sharp edges.

A more detailed study of the waveform (í..e. the zereith

dependence of intensíty) r.ras rnade for two selected tÍmes during the

fJ-ight. AÈ *118 s and *231 s the rocket axis lay ín the sun-ze-níth

plane, and Ëhe signal waveform liad a symmetrical appearance. The

measured intensity dístributions at these tirnes urere c.ompared with

cal-culated distributions based on the two-componenË model- of the

airgl-ow specÈrum (nigure 8.15). The trapped component of'the

radiatÍon was assumed, for sÍrnpliciËy, to be strictly isotropÍc.

This component could Èhen be separated by subtraction of IOO^ in

Èhe experimental- curves (Iigure 8.15a).

The compute<l curve ín FÍ.gure B.lB w¿s based on an assumed

altltude profil-e of the molecul.ar oxygen deirsity from Èhe approptiate

U.S. Standard Atmosphere. The parameteïs of the assumed atmosphere

are depicted in Fígure 8.L7. The sec x ín equatíon (le) was

repl-aced by an optícal depth factor (or chapman funct-ion), F(h, x)

of the type described by Swíder (1964). The absorption equation'

ln terms of the vertical colurnn densíty above tt'e gxazing heightr

.(*\¡ras I(h) = I0 exp {*no I n(hr)<lhr ] (Ba)
J¡^

ts
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The geometry of the absorption path ís shown 1n Figure 8.16. In

(8a), the rocket altitucle (h) was substj-tuted for the grazíng

helght (h^) for val-ues of X less than 900. AË +118 s and *231 s
Ë

the rocket al-ËíËude r^7as 107.5 km and 101 km respe-ctively. The

factors ín the calculation of the zenith angle dependence of

Íntensity at these trrro altj,tudes are listed i.n Table 8.2. The

values of F(h, X) were obtained by interpolation in the Ëables

gi-ven by Swider.

The lorver curve Ín Ì'igure 8.18 was obtained by overlaying

the data poínts frou tr¿o successive scans of the detector aË

*118 s (107.5 kû). The horizontal axis is Sraduatecl ín degrees

of rotation in the detector scan circle, measured from the plane

contalning the zenj-xl:- (ß in FÍ.gure 7.9) ,

The upper curve in Figure 8.18, was based on the values ín

the last colunn of Table 8.2, with vertical scaling to match the.

ampl-itude of the l-ower curve. The dashed portions of the conputed

curve show the broadening caused by the fj-nlte field of view of

the flíght instrument. The zenÍth angle- of the deËector l-ine of

síght for the appropriatc val-ue of e (200) í.s marked across 1:he

top of the fígure.

Figure 8.19 fs the equívalent set of curves for +23I s (101

kn). The shapes aïe similar to those in Figure 8.18, buü of redueed

width, and aË this altitude there ís no evidence of fhe enhancement

bel-ow Èhe sunwards horizon which can be seen in Fíg'ure 8.18.
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TABLE 8.2 ZENITH ANGLE DEPENDENCE OF ABSORPTION
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On the measured curve-s, the Ëransii;ions betrveen the ÜP and

DOIJN intensÍties are not as sharp as Ís indicaÈed by the calculated

curves. The wídth of the upper Portion of the measured curves,

and the varíation of this widÈh with aLti.tude are, however, well

matched Ëo thcse <¡f the calculated curve shapes. More wfll be said

of this in the followíng Section (8.4.4.).

The difference beËvreen the shapes of the measured arrd calculated

curves can be attributed to two causes. Fírstly, the actual

distribution of radiaËion in the airgl-ow spectrum Ís conËinuous and

there is Ëherefore some inLermediate radiation whÍch is neither

strongl.y trapped, nor completely free of resonance se.aÈtering effecLs,

and so has a zeniËh angle disËributÍon intermediate betr,¡een those

of the Lwo componelrËs of the model. Secondly, Lhe trapPed radiation

component would be anisotropic Ëo a degree determined by Ëhe local

value of R(vo, h), defíned by (6g). The zenith angle depenclence

of the trapped comPonent c

some of the differe¡ce between morlel and measured curves rieaï X=l100"

The dashed portíons of the curves in Figure 8.13 which were

menËÍoned. earlier show the estimated inÈensities whích'the deÈec'tor

would have seen Íf the field of view had moved away from the

horizon region. The eorrectio[s r¿ere calculated frolr the zenith

angle dependence measured aÈ other Límes during flight in Èhe

form shor"-n in Fígures 8.18 and 8.19"

[r Itæt
[1 + ruj

,rot (U^)) would account for
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îhe enhancenent of 1nÈensíty seen in the r'Iestern sky was firsË

observed at abouË Ëhe same altiÈude (=82 kro) as the glow from the

rest of the horizon. the increase in the amounË of enhancement

r^rith altitude appeared to be sÍmí1ar to the profiles in tr'Ígure 8.14

(Upleg). It is suggested thàt this radiation nas essentially thott

Lymancr scattered by a fairly direct path (Figure 6.3). The directíonal

localizaËíon of the source indÍcated that Èhe radiatíon was removed

to some degree from Ëhe centre of the absorptlon line, and not

subject to much urultiple scatËeríng. Because Èhe forwarcl scattered

raclíation pasced through a larger optical depth Lhan Èhe radj-atj-on

from the regíon BS (Figure 6.3), the spectrum would have been broader,

wÍth possíbly soure degree of self-reversal of the core.

Onl-y Lymancr radiation could have been responsible for the

observed enhancement, of íntensiÈy. The degree of enhancemenÈ

observed (up to 470 R aË 119 km) was too large to be consistenl:

with the measuïements of Buckley and Moos (1971) and Meier (I97L),

of the 130.4 nm emission fr:om atomic oxygen. Also, at al-ËiÈudes

belor¡ 100 km the contrÍbrrtío:.r to the signal from the oxygen emíssion

would have been neglígÍble because the absorpÈion cross-secLion of

moLecul-ar oxygen at 130.4 n,m is much larger Ëhan aË Lyrnana, girring

a greaËer absorption height (l'igure 1.1) .

8,4.4 The ultraviolet horizon

The ouËput of the detector as a function of tírne had approxímately

a tsquare-wavet appearance .Juring a large portion of Ehe period of
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measurement. The mark-space ratlo of this wave form (i.e.

tllEZ ín Figure 8.15a) varied consÍderably with rocket-altltude.

The períods t1 and t2 t/ere measured between the points at which

the output volËage of the t,elescope aurplifier was hal-f-way betr,.reen

the adjacent uraximurn (V2) and minimum (V1 ) values (defined ín Figure

8.15a). This method of readíng the ÈÍme ratíos was selected because

of the ease and accuracy wiLh whlch the 50% cross-over points coul-d

be read from the records.

On the basis of the same assumptions concerning the radíation

spectrrrm as hrere used in 8.4.3, the values cf zeníth angle aÈ whích

the cross-over poínts should occur vlere computed. The model-

atmosphere of Fígure 8.17and the opÈical depth factors from Swider

(1964) were again used. An infinitely small- detector field of

vl.ew was assumed Ín the calculation, as the complícation introduced

by the inclusion of broadening by the instrument field of vlew r*'as

not warranted.

The j-ntensitíes (I(h) , lz, I*) referred Ëo in this Section

are Èhose of the untrapped componeni-- of the radiaÈion only, i.e.

with the component producing Vi subtracted.

substituËing ., : 
f;, 

o n(h')dh' 
t
vertical depth
to gxazLng point

(Bb)

(8c)in (Ba) gives I(f,) = Ig exP {- ¡'. .r}

Taking the ratio of the inLensity at auy zeniËh angle, I(h, X ) to
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the maximum intensity during the scan (I*), for scan plane

íncl-j-nation e (Figure 7.6) gives

= exp {- F(h, X).to}r (h, x) (8d)
rn (h' \oin) exp {- P(h, 90 - e).tn]

Under the assumptÍon of a lateral-ly homogeneous atmosphere, Ëhe

maxÍmum interrsiËy should be observed in the plane defíned by the

rockeË axis and the local zenÍËh direction (ß = 0). The horizon

cross-over poínts were defined by the condíËÍon I = 0.5 (ee¡

(these are marked .t in Figure 8.15a) 
Im

Substitutíng Ínto (Bd) and taking logarithms , gives

0.7=-rh.FgtrgFc (8f)

or F" =(0.7 * th . ,ù/ (ee)

where FO = F = F(h, 90 - e)

T
e

(ß=o)

andF"=F(h,Xc)atthehorizoncrossoverpoinËs.

FiguresB.lB and 8.19 indicaÈe that reasonable estimates of the

values V2 and V1 could be read from the data whenever e was greater

than about 110. This condíËion was satisfíed except for the period

t187 s to +208 s ín which e we-nt as low as 90. During this period,

v2 and v1 \¡lere measured at. zeniËh angles where, as can be seen from

Figure 8.18, the observed intensíty distríbution is not well descríbed

by the model.

Because in general the maximum intensíty, Içn is l-ess than the

lntensity in the zenith, the zenith angle of the horizon crossover,

F", satísfyÍng (Bg) depends on the insËantaneous value of e, which
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varied throughouÈ the flíght. So thaË measurements of F obtained

au differenÈ f1ÍghË times could be related in a nanner independent

of vehicle altitude, Ëhe values of I I satisfy'"g 
+- 

= 0.5 were

7"

ploÈÈed in preference to Lhose for which I : 0.5 (read from the
rt

= I (h, 0) is Èhe maxí¡mrm ínÈensity which would have been

measured had the deËecËor scan passed through the local zenith.

difference between T and I* was signifÍcant only for Ëhe firsË

few measured points (l-igure S"20). The. crossover angle ¡ I

calculated from the zenith-corrected Íntensity corresponded to

data), T,

Fr .= 0.7 * t
c

T [because n (h, 0) 1l
h

The

(an¡

g

and the difference between X 
" 

and X I was taken as the correction

Èo be applied Ëo the measured values,of{..t.low alËitudes in order

t,o compare them wÍth the altÍtude-independent calculaLed values of

xr. Table 8.3 lists the assumed attnospheric densities, and the"c
corresponding values of X I and X 

", 
computed at a number of different

heights.

The measured values of the. ratio x¡ /Ez were used, together

¡¿iËh vehiôl-e attitude data, to cal-culate the points Pl-oËËed 1n

FÍgure B,ZO. The solíd "rrtrr./ is drawn through the computed values
I

ofXl from Table 8.3" The first three poinËs on the upleg were the,.c

only ones for which ftå - XJ was sígnificant, and they are shown

r^riÈh their correcterl positi-ons.
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TABLE 8.3 CALCIILATION OF IIORIZON CROSSING Æ{GLES

g0

100

L2.70

87.5

88. 3

89.7

(3)

70

79

85

87 .5

88.4

89.3

90.6

91.9

92.9

93.5

94. 1

(1)

.013

.0089

.0087

.0086

.0084

.37

.L7

.o77

.040

. 031

ö22i

.013

.0062

.0032

.0017

.0009

80

8-5

90

93.6

95

96.9

100

105

110

115

r20

x^
(2) at eX

I

c(deg )

(vert.ical)
T

g

to grazing pt

(vertical)
th

to rocket

h
(km)

rocket hgt

(1)rg = tn for h < loo km where xc < 9oo

(2) Required for correction of experimental poínts

(3)Xå =X" for h > 100 km

Notes:
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The agreement between the calculated curve and measured

points in Figure 8.20 is quite good, considerÍng the símplicity

of the Ëv/o-component model of the aírglow spectrum. The bulge in

the dor^Inleg measured cruve is in a period rvhen the deÈector was

scanning near the sunwards horizon, and where also the arrgle e

was less than the required minÍmum of 110. If Ëhe rockeË atEitude

had be-en uore favourable, the downleg curve would probably have

followed closely the upleg curve.

No attempt has been made to include the effects of a finite

field of víew in the calculated curve, but the correction rvould

move Ëhís cur'¿c: about 10 to the rÍghÈ, at least for h < 100 krn.

The agreement between the two curves would Ëhen be good excepÈ for

large h. Near the apogee of the flÍght, the disÈance'between the

grazjlrg poinË (G) and the detecÈor (D) (Figure 8.16) was quiËe

large (= 200 kn). Over such long path lengths the assumptíon of

pure absorpt,ion without scaËtering, as aPplled to thís spectral

componenE, would be less applícab1-e to the real spectrum than

iÈ is over short paths. The small divergerrce between the curves

at the top of tr'igure 8.20 is therefore not surprising, and iÈ ís

concluded that the tv/o comPonenÈ model" of the airglow spectrum

al-lov¡s a good descríptÍon of the ultravíoleË horizon curves to be

made. The 50% points in Figures 8.18 and 8.19 are marked f, and

the corresponding zeniÈh angles agree well- with Figure 8.2O"
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8.5 Discussion of the Airglow Measurernents

8.5.1 Separation of the trapped and free radiaÈíon

The measured intensÍtj.es, on which the results in Section 8.4

were based, must be considered wiËh the lirnitatíons on their

accuracy 1n mind. The atÈitude of the rocket, was not, Ídeal for

observations during some parts of the flight; ín particular, Èhe

closeness of the rocket axis to the verlical during the upleg did

not al1ow very good measurement-s of the UP arrd DOtr^lN íntensities

until about *100 s. The apparent change Ín sensit,iviÈy in nid-flight

could not be observed clearly because of the similtaneous scans of

Èhe enhancemenË region of the sky. The resulËs Ín 8.4.3 and 8.4.4

are not affeeted by thu change whi.ch occurred, however, and the

altitude profiles (8.4.2) appear to be normal when reasonable

correctÍons are applied for vehi-cle attitude. The profiles r¿ill be

considered ín more detail in 8.5.2 and 8.5.3.

The zenith angle dependence and the horizon angle measurements

appear Ëo match closely the predictíons of the two-component model,

with one component isolropic, except for the lack of sharpness in

the horizon cuËoff (Figure 8.18, 8.19). The horizon blurring could

be partly explained by the depe.rtures of the Ërapped componenE from

ísoËropy (equation (6m) ) .

The treatment of the radiation as two dÍstÍnctly separate

components with R >> I and R << 1 respectively is a simplificat-ion

of the real situatÍor¡ where there is á continuous varlation beiween
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these extremes of R across the wi<ith of the aírglow spect,rum.

There will, therefore, be limiÈatíons Èo the usefulness of this two

componenË spectral model. A value of R(v6) = I2O is representative

of the range of altitudes being considered (6.3.3). Using the

values of Doppler and natural wídths from 6.3.2 and 6.3.3, it can

be shor^rn Ëhat, for combined Doppler and naÈural broadening,

l, - uol = r.3 avo = 3.3 x lol 0 
"a, or ll - Àel = r.6 pm

satisfies the condiLions R(v) = 1. These frequencies l-ie withín

the line width of Èhe incident spectral widËh given by (6f), so

the need can be seen for instrumentation with high spectral resolutíon

to accuraÈely make measurements of Ëhe type descríbed.

If the specÈrum incÍdent on Èhe absorbing region is assumed

Ëo be a símple sum of the Doppler and Lorentz comPonents wíËh a

wirlth of 1.1 x 1011 s-l as given by (6f), the fraction of the total-

energy h7iËhin the above lírnits (lv - vql = 3.3 x 10i0 "-l) can be

calculated to be =457",

This is Lhe part of the Èotal incident intensity-which in the

model is subject to resonance scat,terÍng with R >> 1. The value

is close to the albedo (tOO^/tUr) which is observed ne¿r 100 km.

Allowance shoul-d be nade for the enhanced íntensities which are

observed in optically thíck resonance scatLering regions, and for

the fact that Èhere is certainly radiaÈion present for whic.h R ! 1r

but the closeness of the calculated and observed ratios suggesËs

that Ëhe line widths given in 6..3,2 anð, 6,3,3 are reasonable estinates'
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8.5,2 The absorptlon profiles of radiation from the nadir

The measured variaËion of UP and DOWN intensit,ies as a

functÍon of altitude are shown in Figure 8.14. Because of the

unfa.vourable aL,tiÈude of the vehicle, and the loss of data frou

. Telescope 1, 1t was not possible to deríve accuraÈe densÍty profiles

of either 02 or H from this experimental flight. The data from

Tel-escope 2 was analysed by the same method used ln 7.3.2, and tlle

results indicate that the ¡ueEhod has potentía1 for rneasuremenL

of the densitíes of the Ëwo species (02 and H) with which Lymana

nalnly interacts between L2O and, 75 kxn.

The equÍ ¡'alent f orm of equation (1e) for a mixed atrnosphere

of O2 and H is

n(h)[or] = L,. ^L¿ M4-o;I fr 1n r(h) (Bi)

which can be seen by comparÍson of (6r) and (6s). It r,ras assumed

in the analysis that the nadir íntensity was a measure of the

resonantly trapped radía.tion which interacËs with H as well as 02.

A snooth curve was fitLed to the DOT¡trN intensity measurements fron

the downleg and is shor¿n ín both linear and logarÍthmÍc form in

Figure 8,21. A set of points wÍth esLinated corrections for

unfâvourable vehicle altitude was also plotted for h > L05 km. The

corrections rrere based on the results in Section 8.4.3 on zenith
â

angle dependence. Values of ¡f, ln I were neasured from the curves.

The values of n(h) lOr] from the Standard AËmosphere (Iigure
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S.17) were then used in (8j) to deríve M(h) (tab1e 8.4). In the

calculation of n(t ) [if] frorn M(h), the ,temperature \¡ras assuued to

be constant over the heighÈ range. The inclusion of a temperature

profi"J-e \^ras not warranted jn the approximate analysÍ-s. The value

of o[n] = 2.5 x 10-1 7 
^2 

w^" taken as an appropriate effective

cross-sectíon for Èhe anal-ysis of intensity measurements nade rslth

an unfilËered d.etectoï, and n(h) [n] was computed between 78 and

120 kn"

In the lower part of Figure 8.21 the derivedhydrogen density

profil-e is compared wiÈh Ëhe photochemical model profíles of Thonras

and Bowman (1972) and Hunt, (1971). The compr¡ted curve of George

et al., (L972) in the figure acËually refers to local níd-day. The

other two rnodels show díurna1 variatÍons only belo¡nr 85 km, so Ëhe

mid-day culve ís probably applicable to nighË-tine condiÈions above

that heíght. The data points from which the curve belcw 85 km was

derived l^rere measured at l-ow signal levels during a period when the

rocket ar:titude was changlng rapidl-y, and the ac-curacy of rhat

sectíon of Ëhe profile is lower than in Èhe centre of Ëhe height:

range covered.

A series of measurements from a more sËabIe vehicl-e with high

gain telemetry channels would improve the daÈa obtainable Ín the

ímportant region near 80 km. Near 90 kn the deríved densíËies are

much lower than predicted by the models. A complete set of

measurenents wiËh an absorption ce1l instrument r^¡ould be required
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TASLE 8.4 DERIVATION OF ITDROGEN DENSITY PROFILE
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to deter-mine whether Ëhe difference between the observed and

predicÈed profiles qras caused by linitations in the inst,rumentation,

ín the moclel-s, or Ín the techníque itself (e.g. in neglect of

redistribuËi-on between the componenÈs of the sDectrum. ) The estimaLed

lÍmits of errors Ín the densiÈíes due to transmissíon and readíng

of the data are (+50"/", -307() betr,¡een 85 krn and 105 km,

increasing towards each end of the range covered, as is nornal for

absorption profile measuremenÈs. To this must be added a contributíon

due t,o the deviations of the Standard Atmosphere molecular oxygen

profile from t-he actual profile at Èhe tirne.

Despite Èhe staÈed limítatÍons of Ëhe present measurements,

the results indicate that the absorptÍon mettrod has potential for

naking useful measuremenËs of Ëhe aÈomic hydrogen densiÈy ín an

otherwise inaccessíble regÍon.

8.5.3 The absorpËion profile of the unscattered component

The difference between IU, and tOO^ r¡ras assuned to represent

the conponent of the spect.rum whi-ch r¡ras not subject to multiple

scattering (R << 1). Absorption factors, taking int,o account, the

v.ehicle atËitude, r¿ere derived from the tables given by Swider

(L964). A series of values of the columr densiËy (Ng) aÈ the

grazing height h o, was calculated from the relatlon

Ng= 1 ln
o.F(h' X ) )

Eo-
lr (n

rshere Iç¡ vias obtainecl--from the measurements on each leg aË abouË

(st¡
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100 kn, correcËed for the small amount of resldual absorption by

using the proflles in Figure 8J7.

The values obtained are shown Ín Figure 8,22, together with

the SËandard Atmosphere profile. Owing to the low inclinat,Íon of

the scans durÍng the upleg, large values of the zenith correctlon

factor (I'(h, X ) were invoLved, and the accuracy of the derÍved

densities was not as good as would have been obtained from direct

zenith measurements.

The consÍstency of the daÈa on the downleg indicates that

the detecEor sensitivity had stabílLzed by +230 seconds when the

downleg profile measurements \,rere started.

The errors in the derived densities due to intensity measurement

errors are estimated to be less Ëhan a factor of two in Èhe centre

of each profile (85 to 95 kn on Èhe upleg, and B0 to 95 km on the

downleg).

The degree of error introduced by the assumpËion thaË Èhe

trapped and untrapped components hTere separable is as yeË unknown,

and further measurements woul-d be required to show how valld the

reductions for a broad-band det,ector might be. The esËÍrnated

l-lnits of errors ín the central values on FÍgure 8.22, due to

limitations Ín the detecÈlon, transmissíon and reduction processes
L

above, are abouË a factor of 2, larger o/ srnaller.

8.5.4 AbsoluÈe íntensitÍes

The general level of tt¡e inÈensities measured by Telescope 2
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throughout the flighÈ r¡¿rs l-ower than had been expected. The

maximum sl-gna1 detected corresponded Èo 1.4 kR (1.8¡1!ü m-2 sr-l

at the calibrated sensiÈivity. Thís was seen at *165 s, as t,he

detector scanned above Èhe western horizon. The loss of sensiËiviËy

by thaË tíme was probably abouL 67", giving a correcLed maximum of

1.5 kR. I¡Ihen the detector scans were clear of the $/estern enhancement

regíon, the maximum signal was equívalent to 1.1 kR (l.4pltm-2 sr-l

at t110 s. At that tíme the Telescope sti1l appeared to be operating

at Ëhe cal-ibrated sensÍtivity.

As has been menEioned already, the calculated exospheric

temperaÈurè at the tine of the rockeÈ firíng was 10100K" 
'Geomagnetíc

acËlvity for the day was moderate, but the solar acËivity (based

on 10.7 cm flux measuremenÈs) !üas loürer than the monthly mean, which

itself was rather l-ow (FtO.7 = 130). The 10.7 crn flux on the day

of the flight was only 667. of that on Ëhe day of the flighË of

C104rwhích measured rnuch higher airglow intensiËíes. BoËh Èhe toËal

solar Lyruana flux and the l-Íne centre flux have been found Ëo be

positiveJ.y correlatecl with short-term variatíons of solar activity

(Meier, 1969; Vidal-t"ladjar er al., 1972). The radíatÍon available

for scattering increases with solar activity, but the correspondíng

reduction in thermospheric hydrogen densíty, resulting from increased

temperatures, partly off-seËs the effects of the flux increase.

The difference betvreen the solar actíviEy at the Èimes of

flight of C10/r and C1014 would accounu for some of the difference
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betr¿een Ëhe measured i-nt,ensÍties, and cal-ihration errors may also

have conËribuËed. Even so, the ratio of. 4.5 in the uraxímum zenith

lntensiËÍes does not seem to be fulLy explalned, unless the

difference betr¿een the solar zenÍÈh angles on the Ëwo occasions

(50) was responsÍb1e for a dÍfference Ín the vicínity of a factor

of two in the radiation inËensities at the deËectors.

8.6 Lunar Ul-travÍoleË RadiatÍon

8.6.1 Introduction

tr{hen the moon is visíble 1n the níght sky, the solar Lymancr

radiaËion scatÈered from the lunar surface adds to the geocoronal

airglow flux reaching the mesoPause. The l-uu¡*r flux ís smal-l

compared wiËh that from the,geocorona, and the specËrum should be.

símilar to the spectrum of the solar emíssíon. The telescopes Ín

C1014 were designed t,o be capable of measuring the l-unar flux

durÍng the period near rocket apogee.

Although much has been learned from Èhe examinatÍon of samples

returned from the lunar surface, photometrie mefhods enabl-e

measuremenÈs Ëo be made of the surface propertÍes ovel: the whole

surface, either from the total disc or from selected regíons. An

lmportant feature Ís that the surface can be examíned in an undisLurbed

condítion, hrith the emphasis more towards physicaL rather than

chemical structure of the surface layer.

Measrrrements of the ultraviol-eÈ reflecÈivity of the l-unar

surface have been nade by several workers, (Heddle, L962; Carver
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et al.' 1966: Lebedinsky et 41., 1967arb). The measured fluxes

beËween 200 ar'd 300 nm showed that the lunar reflectíviËy drops

sharply through this range down to 200 nm. ExÈrapolations of the

observed trends indicaËed thaÈ the Lymancl fiux from the noon

should be observable and measurable with moderate accuracy by the

Èelescopes in C1014. The lunar measuremenËs I^rere a secondary

objective of ttre flight, but clid require some comprom'rses to be

made with the airglow experiment. The main penalty t/as an increased

noise level resulLing from the requlremenËs for spatíal anC. temporal

resolution of the lunar measuremenËs.

8.6.2 Lymancr radÍation from Ëhe moon

Because the lunar spectrum was kno\rn Ëo be weak in the vacuuur

ultravi-olet, care üras Ëaken to ensure Ëhat the l-unar signal-s would

be due only to Lymano and woul-d not be spurious responses Èo the

l-onger wavelength part of the specËrum. From laboraËory measurements

It was knor,rn that the nost troublesome specÈral region Ín this

respect \iras aroultd 240 nn. Measurements of the detector sensitivity

ín Èhis region indicaLed that Ëhe in-flight photoelecÈrÍc response

would be negligible, and confÍ.rmatíon of this was obtained duríng

the flight. The t,elescopes made Èhree series of scans of the noon'

as indicated by the aspecÈ sensors, aE t66 s, *70 s and +.237 s.

The slant optical depths in rnolecul-ar oxygen aË Èhese times were

4.8, 3.1 and 0.05 respectÍvely for Lymano radiation (from Ëhe

rnodel of tr'ígure 8.17). The corresponding atmospheric transrnissions
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$/ere 0.8%, 4.5iA ar.d 95"/" respectively. The Ëransmíssion at 240 nm

¡'ras almost 1007. at each of these times. No signÍficant, lunar

signal was detected during the firsË Ëwo series of scans, confirming

that the photoelectrÍ-c response of the detector was j-ndeed negligibl-e.

The radiation detected during the thírd series of scans was therefore

entÍrely trithín Ëhe photr-:Lonization range of the chamber resporrse,

In this range the strong Lymancl line from Ëhe solar spectrum is the

dominant radiation which is absorbed between the altitudes of, the

second and third series of scans, so the signal has been attribuËed

entirely t.o Lymancr, radiation.

The relatÍonship between the airglow anC lunar signals can

be seen in FÍgure 8.23, whích is a trace of the telemeËry output

in the rrí<ldle of the third series of luna:: scans. The lunar signals

were about L)i¿ of the airglow background. A mean of the Ëlro groupg

of the daLa points before and after each lunar scan was used as

the estimate of the airgloür component whích had to be subtracted

from each peak value. The data poÍ-nts within each pu1.se I¡Iere

plotted on a large scale and a smooth curve rnras fitted Ëo reduce

the c<¡ntributions of h:Lgh-frequency noise. Because there was

a slgnificanË level of níd-frequency (= 200 Hz) noise stíl1 present,

the smooÈhed pulse shapes \^rere not all exactly identical . The

heíght c¡f each peak above the nearby background was measured and

combined plot of these amplíÉudes is shown in Figure 8.24. The

pulse height when Èire moon qrossed the cenLre of Èhe field of view
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rrras read from the f1Ëted curve.

The shape of the ÍndivÍdual pulses suggested that at the high

scan-rate (6000/sec), Ëhe amplifíer \^ras not reaching the proper

pulse heÍghË as the moon crossed Ëhe field. By fitting the known

rise-time to the pulses it was estimated that, a *L07. correctiorr

$¡as appropriate. Based on the analysis of the airglow sígnals,

the assumed telescope sensitÍvity aÈ *238 s I^ras 30% lower than the

pre-flight calibration flgure.

The lunar flux measured was 3.1 x 10-1 0 watts m-4 The

measured flux was adjusËeð to the nean lunar orbital- radíus

(3.S4 x 105 km) and rilas corrected to a full-moon value' by assuming

that Rougi.errs phase law (Kopal, 1969) ean be applied in the ul-tra-

víolet region. The phase l-aw correctíon facËor was 1.56. A further

correcËÍon of 4.5% was made for the sl-anË path absorption by Ëhe

molecular oxygen above 97 km.

The correcterl ze::o phase lunar flux at Lymana was calculated

to be 5.0 t 1.5 x 10-l 0 I^I rn-2. The estimaËed limits of error

included contríbutions Èo the toËa1 error from Íon chamber ca1íbratÍons,

telescope LransmÍssion, data reading, phase law correctfon and the

atmospheric absorption correction.

8.6.3 The lunar albedo

Measurements of the lunar flux at different wavelengËhs can

be rela¡ed to the albeclo (íntegrated reflectívity) of the lunar

surface by tr:king into account the incidenË sola:: sPect.rum. If Èhe
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fluxes aË the Earth from the sun and the fu1l moon are denoted by

L and L respecÈive1-y, the spherÍ.cal (Bond) albedo ís given bysm
(Kcpa1, 1969)

Â = 0.585 L
m

(sr¡

r¡here r is the mean Earth-moon disËance, a Ís the radíus of the

moon, and the factor 0.585 comes from the íntegration of Rougíerts

phase law functíon.

At the altitude and elevatlon that the measurement of L, was

made, the only radíation within the detector pass-band penetrating

effectively to the rocket from the moon would be Lymancl. A value

of.4.5 x 10-3 I¡I m-2 (1102) nas assumed for the solar Lymancx,

flux. The resulting albedo was Â = 3.2 ! I.3 x 10-3 at 121.6 nm.

Measuremenl-s of the lunar f-1ux at wavelengths between 200

and 300 nm had been made by other workers from some of the rockets

described in the preceding Chapters. Calculations of the l-unar

albedo based on these measuremenLs and the solar spectrum of Brinkrnan

et al-., (L966> had been made. The results are shorün together with

Ëhe above measuremeot Ín Figure 8.25, which was taken from Carver

et al. Included in Ëhe figure are the measurements of

Stair and Johnston (1953), Heddle (L962), Lebedínsky et aI.,

(L967a, bi t96B), and Ahmad and Deutschman (1972). The results

from Ëhe last reference have been nul-tiplied by the phase integral

(0.585) to make them compatable with the definition of a]bedo used

2T
a

L
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.' by other T¡rorkers. The measurements of LebedÍnsky et al.r whích

were essentiali-y of a unidirectj-onal flux from a small area of

the lunar surface, evaluated in terms of a LanberËian refl-ector,

are shown as their pl, divided by n to rnake their results nore

comparable. Even so, their measurements hTere of a continental area

which could have a reflectj-víty somewtrat hígher (as in the visj.ble)

than the toËal dÍsc to which all of Ëhe oÈher measuremenÈs refer.

The sharp drop in albedo towards shorter wavelengths between

200 and 300 nm,which had been observed beforerhas been shor,¡n not t,o

continue dot'rn co 121.6 nn. Ahmad and DeuÈschmanrs results also

indicate a flatter curve below 200 nm, but their measurements canno!

be relaËed to a specific knor¿n wavelength as can the value of

^ 
(121.6) found in this work.

8.7 Conclusion

8.7.1 Suurmary of results

The series of aírglow investigatlons culminatíng in the flight

of C1014 has illustrated several propertíes of the Lymano, night

airglow Ín the region below 120 km. The altitude and zenÍ-El, angle

dependence of the radiatíon intensity has been examined Ín deËail.

The results have been shown to be wel-l described by Èhe behaviour

of a simple two-componenÈ model of the incident spectrum. The

measurement,s of the resonantly scatËered component, alËhough not

as extensive and datailed as planned, did nevertheiess Índicate

the potential of such measurements for the det,erminat,ion of the
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nighË time atomic hydrogen and molecular oxygen density profiles.

Measurenents r¡rere aiso made of the lunar flux at 121.6 nm,

enabling a considerable extension to be made to Ëhe range of

photometric measurements of the lunar surface.

8.7,2 Further work

Because of the loss of data from the absorpEion cell detector,

it would be worthwhile to repeaÈ measurements Írith instruments

sÍmilar to Èhose flown in C101.4. If lunar flux measurements ïrere

noü lncluded ín the experiment objectives, modifications could be

made Ëo the detectors to make them better suiËed Èo aírglol/Í measurements.

Through a more riporous analysi-s, the improved and complete daËa

should allow a more detailed model- of the airglor+ spectrum to be

verifíed, with consequent beËter measurements of the atmospheric

consËiËuenËs.

The lunar flux measurements could be continued as a separat,e

series of experimenÈs. The indícat.Íons of a relatively flat lunar

reflecti-vity over Ehe 100 Èo 200 nm range suggesË the possibil-ity

of using Èhe moon as a source for absorption spectroscopy at oLher

wavelengths Ín this range, as weJ-l as at Lymano. Absolute fLux

measurements wiÈh irtprovecl angular resolution through thís band

couLd províde valuable daÈa for comparison with measurements on

samples under different conditions in the laboratory.
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APPENDIX A

Aerobee Detector Systems

The field of view of each ion chamber in the Aerobee payload (7.2.I)

was definecl by a series of kní.fe-edged baffles positioned ín a tube in front

of the ion chanber so thaË no surfaces could reflecÈ radiaËiorr at near

grazíng incidence inÈo the chamber window (Figure 7.Ic). The fields of

view of the ion chambers were B0 FI,{HM, si¡rilar to Ëhose Ín Èhe C104 payload

whích was launched two weeks afËer the Aerobee. The enÈrance aperture of

each charnber rüas círcular and 6 rnm i.n diameter. Both ion chambers Ìtere

operated aË gas gains near 100.

The spectral response range of the Aerobee EUV detector (Flgure 7.Ia)

was determined by a thj"n filn fj-lter whÍch consisted of a layer of alurniniurr

(120 nn) over a phosphor layer (sodiun salicylaËe) on a glass substrate. A

quartz-window photomultiplier viewed the back of the filter through a l,Iratten

478 filter which narrowed its sensitivity range Ëo Ëhe emÍssion band of the

phosphor.

The constructíon and properties of thin film metallic filters has been

described by Línke and Palumbo (1965). Some filters usi.ng a doul¡le layer

(80 nn tin over 20 nrn aluminium) r,rere made, as the bandpass of thís combÍnatj-on

woul-d have all-or'red discrirrination to be made beÈween the 58.4 nm and 30.4 nm

emission lines. The compound filters hrere not used as it was found that they

deteriorat,ed too rapidly, apparently due to reaction beËween the two meEals.

Experiments were also made r¿ith vacuum evaporated para-terphenyl as the

phosphor, but low conversion efficiencies and apparent persistence effects

led to lts abandonme.nt in favour of soclium salic.y.late.
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The detector had a field of view, of 150 runu ¿"rrned by knife-edge

aPertures, and iËs spectral response range fncluded both the tt.+ (30.4 nrn)

and He (58.4 nm) emÍssions.

The detector currents h¡ere fed ÍnËo logarithrnic amplifÍers, slmilar

to those described ín 4.2.3, and Figure 4.5, whÍeh were autouratieally

callbrated at 60 secon<l ínte:r¡als during flight from constant current

gources.
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APPENDIX B

Regulated H.T. Power Suppl-y

The central part of the circuÍÈ (Figure 8.1) is a standard push-pul1

converter with vollage doubLerrecLificat,lon. The main feature fs the

control círcuitry. Instead of the usual feed-back to a separate regulator

conËroll-1ng the inpuÈ voltage to the converter, the feed-back is used

dÍrectly Lo control the drive to the po\4/er transísÈors in the Ínverter.

Trl generates a feed-back error signal- which, vLa Tt2, deLermines the

base current of the conducËing transisÈor (Tr3 or Tr4) . The Por^ter

transistors are not driven into saturaÈíon unless the input volÈage ls

below the regulatíon range. The excess por¡rer at high input voltages ís

dissipated by the two lnverLer transÍstors Èhemselves, making far easler

mountÍng in payloads where Proper mountÍng of extra regulators may be

diffícult. Therrnal bonding of the marked paÍrs of conponents ensures good

temperature stabíLítY.

I{hen an output of opposite polariÈy, or a floating output j-s required,

a l-ow-voltage secondary can be lncluded with resultlng lnpuÈ output isolation

ancl greater efficiency, but with slíghtly \¡Iorse regulaËíon pe-rformanee.

This discreet cÍrcuit rrras flown ín the eal'ier payloa<is. An improved

circuit using an integrated circuit regulator (p4723) in place of Tr1, Tr2

and the reference, has been used in lat.er payloads.
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APPENDIX C

The Cl05 Detectors and Payload

The data from the flight of C104 had shown Èhåt improvements hrere

necessary in the supression of the off-axis photoelectric response of

the ion chambers, so larger working volumes were adopted. The change to

larger chambers involved foregoíng the advantages of the t::iple array in

gatheríng <lata during the short t,íme near apogee. A compensâting ad.,rentage

was the increased effective sensítivity resulting from the larger winCow

area and the hígher absolute efficiencies obÈainable in a larger volume.

rn the smaller chambers, at, Èhe gas pressures requÍred for gas gain,

compleÈe absorption of radiatÍon across the diroensÍons of the chambers

could not be achieved and the large diameter eentral electrode unavoidably

occupÍed art apprecíable part of Lhe actíve region behind the window. As

a result of these two factors, the chambers had a low absolute effíciency,

as indicated in Table 7. l-, and the signal to noÍse ratio of the chamber*

amplifier combinaÈion r¡/as degraded.

The payload for vehicle C105 included a seconcl detector sensítive in

tlne L22 to 135 nm spectral range, as in the Aerobee experíment (7.2,I).

The signals from Ëhis chamber could then be used to subtract contr:ibuÈions

to the Lymana airglow deEector signal from any hot sËellar sources or

oxygen/nj-t ro gen airglow.

The accuracy wÍËh which corrections can be made by channel dífferencing

depends on the accuracy to which the relative channel sensitívities are

known at the wavel-ength of the radiation being separaÈed out. úIhen the

radiaËiorr is broacl-band, or rvhen its wavelength is unkr.own, the sensitivity
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of the two channels must naintain a constant knor¡n ratio over the whole

wavelength range in whích dj-fference correction is to be applied. A dual

lon chamber eTas developed with two wlndows (LíF and CaF2), two anodes and

a coûmon gas volume to gíve better uratching of the detector characteristics
(section 2,4.2). This arrangement !üas chosen tc, most c.losely approach

the above requirements for the applicatÍon of channel- diffe-rencing. The

efficiencíes of the two secÈíons uere related in the same way as the

corresponding paÍr of chambers shcrnm ín Fi-gure Z.lh, and the shapes of

theÍr spectral response cutrves vrere matched dov¡n to r24 nn.

In order to ímprove the angular resoluÈion of Ehe detectors and also

theÍr ability to cete-c.t, the lunar ultravj.olet flux, a field stop plate

was fítted in front, of each chamber aË the focal plane of. a 25 m¡n diameter

líthiurn fluoride lens. The fielcls of víew were rectangular, approxlmateiy

10 x 40, alignecl parallel to the rocket axis i:o give better coverage of

the sky than square fields. The arrangement is depicËed in Figure 7.4.

A snall Ëriaxial fluxgate magnetometeï system hTas developed to fit

rvÍthin the confÍnes of the payload volume. This performed well during

fJ-Íght and gave much more useful and accurate atLi-tude data than had the

search-coil system on C104. The circuit of this compact unit Ís shown j-n

FÍgure 7.5.

The ion chamber currenL anpl-ifiers were sinil.ar to those in the- C104

payload, except that adequate input protection was provided to prevent

the zero-Ievel shifts which had been observed during the earlÍer fl-ight.

A compression circu:i.t was included fo exLend the usable re-nge.
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A?PENDTX D

The Resonance Absorption Cell

The objective in the design of the absorption cell was to provide the

lowest transmission into Ëhe ion chamber of Lymancr emission core radíation,

while conforming to Ëhe constraÍnts Ímposed withÍn the payload. The most

severe lírnitatíon hTas of physica]- síze. Because ihe collecting optics had

an aperture of f/2, the exit beam r¿as strongly divergenË, and a long path

length of hydrogen in the cell could rrot be used. The cell had to be fittecl

cl-ose to the chamber window Ð to uinimise the transmission losses a cotttrnon

windor¿ plate was used. Liníta.tions rln the electrical pohrer available for

the dissociation fílament meant that the filanent had to be placed in a

position where maximum effect could be obtained from the dissociatíon r,zhích

was produced. The foll-owing paragraphs outlíne the design of the cell-s

whÍch were produced to operate wíËhin the above consËraints.

The gas volume of the cell was approxímate.ly I ml; the internal diameter

of the ce1l aË Ëhe junction wíth the ion chamber window was 14 -, and

the díameËer of the front window openíng was 6 rum. The distance betrnreen

the tr^ro líthium fluoride windows was 12 umr (FÍgure 8.5).

The filar,rent \,ras approximately 55 mm of tungsten wíre of 25 microns

diameter. ThÍs was spoE-welded Ëo fi-ne nÍckel ËerminaËing ribbons and

r¡ras supported in the shape of a hI by srnal-1- glass hooks whích protruded

from the cell walls. The nícke1 ribbons Írere passed out of the cell against

the front surface of the ion chanber window" The pump-stem of the ce1l

r^ras anneal-e-d copper tubing which spiralled around the cÍrcumference of the

cell from the side enEry opening to a point rvhere a cold-rveld seal could
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be made. All joints Ín the cell were bonded wíth epoxy resÍn.

After the cells had been balced under vacuum, hydrogen was admftËed

through a hot palladium filter and a lÍquid-air trap, and the fÍlaments

were flashed in this hydrogen atmosphere. The gas r¡Ias replaced and Èhe

cel1s \rüere removed from the fílling systein by forning a pinch-seal. The

finaL filling pressure was 0.8 nn of mercury, at which pressure the

filament took 165 ma at 9 volts (1.5 w). The filament surface temPerature'

as measured by an opt.ical pyrometer, r^Ias approxímately 18000K.

There t{as noË suffi-cient information avail-abl-e for a rigorous calculation

of the required filament temperaLure to be made. NeíÈher the temperaturÉ!

dependence, nor the absolute value, of Ëhe dissociation rat,e of hydrogen

on an open Èungsten surface r^ras known. The operating temperature \^7as

selected by referring to daÈa on dissociation in a tungsten oven (Teubner,

L967), and to Èhe published details of Èhe cells successfully flown by

MorËon and PurceIL (1962) and tr{inter and Chubb (1967).

The mean free path of hot hydrogen atoms leaving the fílarnent would

be approximately 0.6 nm. Therefore the atoms should have a temPerature

close to Èhat of the molecular ga-s for most of theír lifetime until thel'

sËruck the cell structure. At. this temperatule, a number densÍËy of

n[h] > 2 x 1019 m-3 would be required Ëo produce an optical depth in the

ceLl of at least 2. The fraction of hydrogen mol-ecules dissociated at

any time would be 0.57" for this optical depth r,rrith 0.8 rnrn fi1-líng Pressure.

As the longítudtnal- cross-section of the filament Ìüas apProximaÊely 1%

of the cell cross-sect.ion, the requirement' for adequate optícal
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depth was equivalenÉ to having 5i( of all moleeules which hit the filanent

beíng díssocÍated. No dírecÈ measurements could be found Lo Justlfy

making this assumptlon, but the daËa on closed dissociat,ion sources

suggested thaÈ the condíÈion should be reasonably well satísfíed. Cal-

culations made to compare the properties of the cell with that of tr{inter

and Chubb also indicaÈed that an adquate aÈomic hydrogen concentration

could be produced.

It was esÈimated that, providíng an opt,ical depth of two could be

generated wíthÍn the cell, the fraction of photons at the Llmano 1-Íne

centre frequency which would pass through the aperture inËo Ëhe lon chamber

would be only 57 cf. those entering Ëhe ce1l from the telescope. The

ftlter would not then be perfectly opaque to thís radiation, buË a

correction could be readÍLy made for its effecÈive 5% rleakager. A longer

cell would have been better in thÍs respect, buÈ would have required the

Èelescope focal length to be longer, which rnras unaccceptable.

As is apparenË from the reporË of l,linter and Chubb, the task of directly

measurfng the spectral transnission of resonance absorpËion cells i-s very

diffÍcult. A vacuum monochromaËor with strfficienÈ resolution for the

measurements rras under constructíon in the laboratory, but was not

operatiirg at the time that the cells described here were being constructed.

An atËempË r¿as made to produce a resonance-scatterÍng source ín a hydrogen

fíLled chamber attached to the half metre cal"íbration monochronator. Even

when a low pressure discharge in Heliun was used as the prímary source'

the total energy flux enteríng the tesL chamber within the resonanËly

scattered band was too small. No usable resonanÈly scattered radíetíon

t
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!'ras detected by the Íon chambe.r i-n the test-mouniing and the cell-

transmission could not be measured directly. It was therefore necessary

Èo assume on the basis of the previous estimates that sufficíent

absorption would be produced by the cel-l- duríng the f1-Íght. The va1ídity

of the assumptÍon could be checked by examinatÍon of the ion chamber

signal when the t,eJ-escope looked dor,mwards from altítudes above 100 knß.

An electronic tiner was included in the payload to swítch the cell

fÍlament poürer supply in a 30 seconds ON - 2 seconds OFF c1'sfs during

flight. The switching was done to al-low more accuraÈe estimates to be

nade of the signal attenuation by the cell over a range of zenit,h angles.

During testÍng it was founcl that the presence of the hot fi.l-anent ín

front of the ion chamber rnodified the gas-gain characÈeristics of the

chamber. The gain at each appl-ied voltage was lowered. In the flight

chamber the reductíon was 35%. The photoel-ectríc response of the chanrber

to the hot filament had been estimated prevÍously, and measurements verifÍed

Ëhat the chamber signal produced by the radiation from the filament r.ras

negligible. No definite cause of Ëhe gaín change \iras found, but it is

consÍdered that the change in the chamber characteristÍcs was caused by

phoÈoemi-ssive redístribuËíon of the charge on the insíde of the chambcr

wj-ndow. Because no cure for the gaj-n charrge effect could be found, the

chambers were cali-brated at gas galn while the cell filments \nrere switched

on. It rrras accepl-ed that no accurate comparisous woul-d be abl-e Ëo be rnade

beÈween sÍgnals detected wiÈh the cell hoË and wj-th it co1-d, as the gain

recovery r¡ras not suffÍciently rapid during Èhe rCELL OFFr pericrd. Comparisons
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r'Iould be tl¡en valid only between Telescope 1 (wlth the cell- on) and Telescope

2.

In order to obtain the maxÍmum amount of informgtion from absorpLlon

cells used for the type of measurements descríbed in thfs work, the chanrber

gain shoul-d be made completel-y lnclependenÈ of cell operatÍon so that rapÍd

mode-switching can be used. Although ít would requÍ-re a consid.erable

increase ín power consumpt,ion, the sinplest solution Ëo Ëhe problem of
cell-charnber ínÈeractÍon would be to ensure that ín future instruments,

dlrect radiation from the filanent could not strike the íon chamber wirrdow.

Such a nodifícatíon r,rould, however, limit the usefulness of the cell in
sma1l payloads. Perhaps a better approach would be the development of
a more elaborate screen-'rng strucEure wiËhín Ëhe íon chamber to elect.rically
Ísolate the wÍndow surface, together wiËh less drastíc changes irr the ce11

structure. The potential usefulness of símple absorption cell detectors
for compact rocket experÍments would justÍ.fy a program of further developmenË

of cell and chamber designs.
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